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A substantial portion of the world economy is formed by small and medium enterprises (SMEs), involving firms employing fewer than 250 employees and earning less
than 50 million euros in turnover (Tewari et al., 2013). According to a World Bank
report (Ayyagari, Beck and Demirgüç-Kunt, 2003), economic performance at the
country level is not determined solely by the contributions of large corporations, nor
by the contributions of the public sector, but rather by the combined contribution
of numerous SMEs. Ayyagari et al. (2003) and Bouri et al. (2011) show that in lowincome countries, SMEs typically employ 78% of the labor force and contribute 62%
of the gross domestic product (GDP). Furthermore, in high-income countries, SMEs
typically employ 66% of the labor force and contribute 64% of GDP.

The significance of SMEs has prompted considerable interest in determining what
makes some SMEs grow and others not. Since the inspiring work of Penrose (1952),
the study of the SME growth has been one of the dominant themes in entrepreneurship studies. Gartner (1990) found that SME growth was one of eight themes
dominating entrepreneurship research. A more recent review of the themes of
entrepreneurship by Ferreira, Reis, and Miranda (2015) showed that the study
of entrepreneurial process and performance (i.e., entrepreneurial growth) has
remained in the top four most researched themes in entrepreneurship from 1991
until 2010. However, despite these substantial efforts to understand firm growth,
important questions remain to be answered and puzzles to be solved. Therefore, we
first present a brief review of the state of the art of research on firm growth.

Introduction

However, not all SMEs make the same contribution to the economy. Shane (2007)
argues that employment and economic value creation are driven by growing SMEs,
not by young and starting firms as such. Moreover, most entrepreneurial activity
is taking place not in high-tech but in mainstream industries. Stressing the importance of growth, other studies have found that firms less than two years old are
responsible for only 1% of the employment, while 60% of all employees are working
for companies more than ten years old (Stenholm, Acs, and Wuebker, 2013; Acs
and Armington, 2004; Haltiwanger, Jarmin, and Miranda, 2013). Furthermore,
Bartelsman, Scarpetta, and Schivardi (2005) note that 20%–40% of all startups fail
within two years, and only 40%–50% of new firms survive beyond a period of seven
years. In summary, economic growth and productivity are largely driven by underinvestigated SMEs, especially in mainstream industries.

15

1.1 State of the art
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A large and growing body of literature has delivered many valuable insights, for
instance, into how SME growth may be impacted by the entrepreneur’s network
(Brüderl and Preisendörfer, 1998; Ostgaard and Birley, 1996), resources (Birley and
Westhead, 1990; Davidsson and Honig, 2003), motivations (Wiklund, Davidsson,
and Delmar, 2003), and hostility and dynamism of the environment (Davidsson,
Achtenhagen, and Naldi, 2010; Wiklund, Patzelt, and Shepherd, 2009). Nevertheless, due to the complexity of the growth phenomenon and the diversity of types of
SMEs, no single theory is able to fully explain SME growth (Gibb and Davies, 1990;
Davidsson, Achtenhagen, and Naldi, 2010). Furthermore, Davissson et al. (2010)
acknowledge the existence of ample yet fragmented literature for SME’s growth, but
they also observe that many reviewers find it hard to draw a coherent picture of it.
For decades, the only integrated explanation that attempted to bring the fragmented
knowledge of growth into a single picture was the stage model. Stage models draw
on the metaphor of a biological lifecycle and explain the growth of SMEs as a generic
set of stages that firms go through (Clarysse and Moray, 2004; Greiner 1972; Lewis
and Churchill, 1983). A typical model that is still quite popular among practitioners
today is detailed in Lewis and Churchill’s famous 1983 paper “The five stages of small
business growth,” in which they model a firm’s growth from existence to survival, to
success, to take-off, to resource maturity. In this model, each stage tends to develop
common organizational characteristics. However, such a simplified explanation
for growth has been empirically invalidated by a wide range of studies due to its
oversimplification, its generic sequence of stages, and its overgeneralization over a
wide and diverse range of SMEs (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010; Phelps, Adams, and
Bessant, 2007).
As an alternative to these stages models, Levie and Lichtenstein (2010) suggest
an explanation for the growth of SMEs as a sequence of dynamic and idiosyncratic
states rather than deterministic and generic stages. Moreover, Davidsson et al.
(2010) call for an explanation for the process of SME growth that integrates the
fragmented pieces of the literature into one big coherent picture. In response to
that call, in this dissertation we aim to develop a process theory that synthesizes the
fragmented body of knowledge into a comprehensive and dynamic explanation of
why some SMEs grow and others do not.
We focus on organic and entrepreneurially growing SMEs, that is, firms growing as a
result of identifying and exploiting opportunities as well as by frequently introducing

new products and penetrating new markets (Wiklund, Patzelt, and Shepherd, 2009).
This is in contrast to volumetric growing SMEs, which are those growing as a result
of scaling up the same offering to similar customers (Davidsson et al., 2010), such
when construction contractors grow by winning more tenders from more customers.
Specifically, we focus on cases from mainstream and established industries to be able
to study the growth process itself in isolation from the disturbing effect of highly
dynamic emerging industries. As we argued earlier, the scope of entrepreneurial,
organic growth in low technological industries covers the mainstream of growing
firms and the impact of growth.

With the concept of opportunity as the cornerstone of our theory, we develop a
clear ontological solution for the controversial question of what an opportunity is.
In this respect, there is a debate in the literature about whether an opportunity is
discovered, created, or imagined (Alvarez and Barney, 2013; Shane, 2012; Short et
al., 2010). To address this issue, we propose the concept of an opportunity pipeline, in which an opportunity passes through several phases, namely, emergence,
discovery, innovation, and implementation (as discussed in detail in Chapter 3). The
opportunity exhibits a different ontological state in each phase of this pipeline (i.e.,
exogenous, perceived, created, and realized). The opportunity pipeline concept acts
as the theoretical backbone for this thesis—orchestrating different entrepreneurial
processes in Chapter 3, illustrating business model processes in Chapter 4, and structuring the formal dynamic model in Chapter 5.

1.2 Dissertation overview
The aim of this dissertation is to answer one question: “Why do some SMEs grow and
others do not?” To answer this question, we study three fast-growing SMEs in Egypt.
In Chapter 2, we present our research design as well as the criteria and screening
procedures we use to identify our cases. We also present the data collection protocol

17
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We draw an integrated picture by investigating demand and supply side processes
that lead to entrepreneurial growth. On the demand side, we study the sales growth
as the outcome of an entrepreneurial process that identifies and exploits opportunities and captures demand through sales generation and fulfillment. On the supply
side of the operation, we study the process of business model evolution and how it
impacts the firm by accommodating prospected opportunities. We use the concept
of market opportunity (i.e., new products, new markets) as a common denominator
of demand and supply side processes.

for both archival data and interviews. We discuss and present our analytical strategy
by building a list of events using a narrative strategy, then we use both an opencoding and a template strategy iteratively to identify and fine tune the processes of
entrepreneurial growth and business model evolution. We conclude Chapter 2 by
discussing the significance of using system dynamics to investigate SMEs growth
phenomenon and summarize the modeling purpose and choices, which are discussed
in greater detail in Chapter 5.

• Chapter 1
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In Chapter 3, we investigate the demand side of growth activities by identifying the
entrepreneurial processes that dynamically drive growth and steer the firms into
particular growth trajectories. We develop an opportunity-centric process theory
in which growth can be explained by the (mis)management of a matrix with, on
one dimension, the portfolio of prospected opportunities noted, and on the other
dimension, the investment in growth activities (namely, exploration, exploitation,
sales generation, capacity expansion, and business model reconfiguration). The
capability of the entrepreneur to balance the dynamics of this matrix can explain
five patterns of growth: exponential growth, staged growth, stagnation, dwarfism,
and overshoot-and-collapse.
In Chapter 4, we investigate the supply side by shedding light on the processes of
business model evolution, including its impact on prospected opportunities and the
resulting growth. We zoom in on the process of the transition between one business
model state and the next. We identify antecedents that cause the stable business
model state to be disturbed* and also identify three tensions that are experienced
due to state disturbance and that drive the transition to the next state to achieve
relief. These tensions are business model sustainability, business model coherency,
and business model scalability. We also identify three patterns of transition: adaptation, incremental reconfiguration, and transformation. These transition patterns
vary in the width (i.e., the number of business model components) and depth (i.e.,
radicality of innovation) of the business model reconfiguration. Finally, we zoom out
to explain the entire business model evolution trajectory as the collective outcome
of the transitions. Thus, we explain why entrepreneurs’ evolutionary attitudes and
performances—ranging from progressive to conservative—can be explained by the
variation in their attentiveness to business-model-to-opportunity disturbance and
managerial wisdom, specifically regarding the width and depth of transition choices
that fit objectives and resources.
Chapter 5 builds on the processes identified in Chapter 3 and 4 and develops a system dynamics simulation model to validate the robustness of our theory and extend

our understanding of the phenomena. Furthermore, we use the model to conduct
what-if experiments to identify how the entrepreneur can steer the firm away from
entrapment and resume growth or prevent a collapse.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we conclude this dissertation with a discussion of the overall
theoretical and practical implications of the findings.

19
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2.1 Introduction

This chapter is organized as follows. We start by discussing our cases, selection
criteria, and screening process. Then we detail the secondary and primary data
collection and archiving. Then we discuss different stages of analysis, including narrative analysis, open coding, and alternative template strategy. Finally, we discuss
our modeling design and choices.

2.2 Case selection
We conducted three case studies in Egypt in the period December 2012 to July 2013.
Egypt is an emerging market economy in a very dynamic institutional context. Case
studies serve to construct a sharp conceptualization for the model and to cover a
large number of factors, especially in multi-case settings (Langley, 2009).
We approached six organizations that work on supporting SMEs in Egypt (please
refer to Appendix 1 for a list of organizations). We communicated our selection criteria in writing and requested their firm’s nomination. Twelve candidate firms were

23
Research Design and Methods

This dissertation aims to advance our understanding of entrepreneurial growth by
answering the question: why do some SMEs grow and other do not? In this chapter,
we present our research design and methodological choices for the dissertation. We
conduct exploratory case studies of three growing small and medium enterprises
(SMEs). The use of an exploratory framework is essential to gain sufficient understanding to enable subsequent empirical investigations of the growth phenomenon.
The need for exploratory investigations was stated clearly by Davidsson et al. (2010:
67): “The topic of growth processes is arguably an area where some exploration
is not only excusable but needed.” We use a multi-case study design, where cases
are selected based on a theoretical sampling framework, which has the potential
to validate the model upon addressing similarities (Yin, 1994) and to enhance our
chance of understanding the growth process (Davidsson et al., 2010). A detailed
research protocol is developed which enables the replicability of the research and
enforces the reliability of the results (Yin, 1994). We conduct process research
(Langley, 1999; Langley, 2009; Van de Ven and Poole, 1990; Poole et al., 2000) to
build a model that explains a firm’s growth as well as its stagnation and decline and
also explains how a business model evolves through transitions between dynamic
states (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010).

•• Chapter 2
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nominated, and initial screening interviews followed to identify the most suitable
candidates for our study. Cases were screened using the following criteria:
1. Small business was defined as having 15 to 50 workers, and medium businesses
from 50 to 250 workers (Elasrag, 2011) which are the standard definition of
SMEs in Egypt per the International Finance Organization (Gibson and Van Der
Vaart, 2008; Kushnir, Mirmulstein, and Ramalho, 2010).
2. Firms were selected in a fast-moving consumer goods sector to generate the
same context for the different firms. The similarity between industries was
sought to reduce complexity and enhance comparability. Simplification was
intended at this early stage of theory-building to keep the focus on the internal
processes for the growth phenomenon at the cost of putting less emphasis on
the theoretical generalizability in different environmental contexts.
3. Firms were selected to be at least five years-old to assure the existence of a rich
firm history to be studied and to create more chance of identifying multiple
opportunities, and multiple growth states (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010). Moreover, firms with an age of more than ten years were disregarded to minimize
recall bias.
4. Firms were selected to have entrepreneurial growth. Entrepreneurial growth is
an opportunity-driven growth that takes place by pursuing different forms of
Schumpeterian opportunities (Shane, 2003). We excluded firms in which majority
of their growth was driven by volume expansion (Davidsson et al., 2010), such as
project-based firms. Limiting the study to entrepreneurial growth improved our
ability to isolate and identify the growth process, therefore, generating a clear
explanation for growth not masked by industry influence. It is worth emphasizing
that this clarity comes at the cost of the findings’ generalizability.
5. Firms were selected to have a diversity of growth patterns across cases and
across episodes within each case. Organic growth was recognized when the firm
had an increase in the turnover of its current business (Smith et al., 2011). The
cases were selected with a high growth rate; high growth rate was defined as
more than 20% annual sales rate for three years in a row (Janczak and Barès,
2010). Two of the cases experienced episodes of collapse, and one case was able
to recover from the collapse and grow even faster.
Three cases were identified that match our criteria and were willing to participate in
the study. The three cases in total provided 22 different episodes of growth, stagnation and collapse that allowed rich theoretical diversity to make sense of the growth
phenomenon.

2.3 Data collection
The data collected during the engagement with the cases included a total of 21
in-depth interviews with founders in the three firms. Interviews were fully recorded
and transcribed. Moreover, to enforce the validity of the study, we collected data
from different sources including interviews and secondary data. Multiple sources
enriched our understanding and helped in compiling and validating the storyline of
the firm’s growth. In total, 388 pages of secondary data and 264 pages of interviews
transcripts were collected, archived and coded. Table 2.1 provides an overview of
the data collection for each case.

Country of origin
Period covered in study
Number of

events1

TGB

GNP

Egypt

Egypt

Egypt

Sphinx

2008-2013

2004-2013

2007-2013
79

117

64

Total number of interviews

7

6

8

Number of archival documents

9

22
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2.3.1 Archival data
Per case, a minimum of five successive financial statements (balance sheets and
income statements) were obtained and discussed with the financial department in
each firm. This allowed comparison between the founders’ perceptions about the
company’s performance with the financial output, which led to an identification
of several misperceptions and mismatches between an entrepreneur’s story and
secondary data. In a later stage, this was discussed with the entrepreneur to reach
agreement on the fine-tuned version of an event timing and description.
In total, 36 different documents were obtained that included each firm’s marketing
and business plans prepared during the firm’s establishment and pivotal moments
in the firm’s evolution; board meeting presentations that were prepared to promote
the decision for major investment and expansion plans; consultants’ strategic assessment of the firm’s performance; the company’s detailed profiles; contracts with
consultants and agencies; and an audio record of a seminar published by the American Chamber of Commerce of one of the entrepreneurs telling his firm’s success
story. Secondary data was initially processed to build an overall storyline (including
1 Events are the building blocks of the storyline. Each event represents a short story about who did what
and when, as defined by Van de Ven and Poole (1990).

25
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Table 2.1: Cases Overview

products, markets, departments, and major milestones for the sales growth). This
initial storyline was used in guiding the interviews, providing a narrative for the
interviewee to elaborate upon.

•• Chapter 2
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2.3.2 In-depth interviews
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with the entrepreneurs in three waves
of data collection. Refer to Appendix 2 for the semi-structured interview guide. We
used multiple waves of interviewing to elaborate on different stages of analysis.
However, by the third wave it was clear that we reached saturation, and no new
knowledge was expected that would justify a fourth wave.
2.3.2.1. First wave: Storyline building. An initial semi-structured interview was conducted with the entrepreneur to obtain basic information about the firm. The aim
was to identify the milestones in the development of several of the firm’s characteristics, including management style, the extent of use of formal systems, major
strategies, and the business-owner relationship (Lewis and Churchill, 1983). Moreover, this interview dealt with the personal evolution of the entrepreneur himself.
This initial interview was followed by obtaining and discussing financial and sales
data with the financial department/team. Also, the marketing teams gave us access
to written expansion plans and presentations prepared to promote investment in
expansion as well as other documents, including consultants’ strategic assessment
reports. Mismatches between the collected data and initial interview were identified,
and the interview was validated by the entrepreneur himself to assure consistency
of the data.
2.3.2.2. Second wave: Business model evolution. The first wave’s collected data was
processed to generate: 1) An initial story line for the firm’s life; 2) a list of major
opportunities that contributed to the firm’s growth; 3) tables to summarize the
evolution of firm’s resources, products, and managerial functions; and 4) a list of
periods when the firms experienced radical growth or collapse in sales revenue. We
started the second wave by validating the output of the first wave with the entrepreneur. Then, we conducted an average of five semi-structured interviews in which we
asked the entrepreneur to elaborate on the output of the first wave. This included
telling the story of different opportunities, starting from the initial recognition of
planning and implementation. Moreover, the entrepreneur was asked to elaborate
on the major evolution in different business model components (Osterwalder, 2004)
and major changes in resource accumulation. Finally, we asked the entrepreneur to
elaborate both on periods of crisis and periods of rapid growth, how these periods
came to be, and how the firm stepped out of them.

2.3.2.3. Third wave: Post-coding validation. After finishing both the narrative and
theoretical analysis for the collected data, final interviews were conducted with
each entrepreneur. In these interviews, we validated the following: (1) Our estimated timing for different events, milestone, crisis, and rapid growth periods; and
(2) the evolution of different business model components, and how we think they
interplayed with each other and with overall firm performance. This final wave of
interviews fine-tuned the timing of several events, and it generated rich insights
on how the entrepreneurs interpreted different events and how they rationalized
different expansion decisions.
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To analyze the collected data and conceptualize the process of growth, we use a set
of analytical strategies suggested by Langley (2009). These include narrative strategy, open coding, alternate template strategy, and visual mapping. We developed
case narratives and then systematically analyzed the data by open as well as selective coding procedures. We used QSR NVivo software for the archival and qualitative
analysis for both transcripts and secondary data. The software was used to support
the narrative analysis as well as several waves of theoretical analysis.
To enhance the overall validity of the coding, several strategies were applied. First,
the same concepts and incident were tracked and coded in different sources. We
obtained financial and market data to validate the entrepreneur’s narrative about
different incidents as well as his impression of the firm’s performance. Secondary
data were obtained and discussed with financial and marketing managers in each
firm. Mismatches between the entrepreneur’s story and secondary data were identified and validated with the entrepreneur himself to reach an agreement for each
incident’s timing, content, and the firm’s performance in different milestones of
growth. Second, after coding the original Arabic data, nodes and representative supporting data for each emerged concept were translated into English, and different
researchers in the team reviewed both text and codes. We identified and discussed
differences in interpretation until we reached a consensus on the codes. A final interview was then conducted with each entrepreneur. In this interview, we validated
our estimated timing of different events, milestone, crisis, and rapid growth periods
as well as the evolution of different business model components, and how we think
they interplay with each other and with overall firm performance.
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2.4 Analysis
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2.4.1 Narrative analysis
We developed a unique list of events that describe the story of each case: 64 events
for GNP2, 117 events for TGB, 79 events for Sphinx. These events covered product
development incidents, market expansion incidents, incidents of acquiring production and service delivery capacity, incidents of deployment of new technologies,
incidents of acquiring or terminating important resources, incidents of radical
changes in managerial practice, and incidents of key personal developments for
the entrepreneurs. Time of occurrence for each event was recorded, and when not
available, it was estimated based on different sources and then validated with the
entrepreneur in a later stage. Finally, the list of events was then configured chronologically into a storyline (Creswell, 2003). Moreover, distinctive states (stages) of
growth were identified along the storyline.
Before we move on with introducing the other steps of the analysis, a summary of
results of the narrative analysis is presented. The case histories provide the background for subsequent steps of analysis.
2.4.1.1 TGB case summary. TGB is a fast-growing chain of gourmet bakery shops
founded in 2008, with an annual revenue climbing from 35,000 USD in 2008 to 7
million USD in 2012 (see Figure 2.1 for details on annual revenue growth).

Figure 2.1: TGB Annual Revenue (in thousands USD)

2 GNP, TGB and Sphinx are aliases for the three studied firms.

In 2008, upon the success of the first store, the founders failed to scale up into a
multi-store operation because the workflow was not scalable (i.e., products, quality,
and taste varied greatly based upon the chef in each shop). The founders needed
first to re-engineer the business model to deploy a scalable technology; therefore,
the founders invested in a central facility that was designed with bake-off technology (i.e., provides centralized preparation of goods and ships them semi-frozen to
individual shops for finishing).

By mid-2010, TGB’s founders started to recognize the limitations of the gourmet
market segment. Although it was still rewarding to exploit, they believed the
gourmet segment would not support the firm’s growth for a long time. Thus, they
launched a second brand to target the middle-class segment and located it inside
chain supermarkets. Within two years, the second brand (DB) grew to represent
about 50% of the revenue.
From December 2010 until July 2011, TGB faced a severe managerial crisis that
threatened its survival due to the limitation of managerial capacity needed to address
the aggressive expansion initiated earlier in 2010. Minty (TGB’s partner) cooperated
with TGB, and together they overcame this crisis by launching a major management
restructuring and supporting the company with competent human resources and
appropriate facilities.
From March 2012 until July 2013, TGB resumed its exponential growth in the middleclass market, and resumed growth at a slower rate in the gourmet segment, while
they started to explore the trajectory of growth in the catering segment.
For an overview on TGB’s life episodes, how growth was driven in each of these
episodes, and how the business model evolved accordingly, see Table 2.2.
2.4.1.2 GNP case summary. GNP is a fast-growing Egyptian manufacturer, importer,
and retail chain for healthy and nutritional products. Founded in 2005 with one shop
and less than 20 products, GNP achieved annual sales of less than 80,000 USD in
2006. By 2012, it had 25 shops selling and manufacturing more than 400 products
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In 2009, the TGB team expanded their commercial presence by launching more
stores in order to generate enough sales to utilize the investment of the new facilities. The emergence of premier bakery shops in Egypt attracted several investors. As
a result, by the end of 2009, TGB was partially acquired by Minty, a giant coffee-shop
chain.
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Table 2.2: TGB Business Evolution Timeline
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Invest in HR
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Pre-Launch (012008 to 06-2008)

Table 2.2: TGB Business Evolution Timeline (continued)
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Continuous
refinement and
optimisation
to managerial
capacity and
operation design

Smooth
Exponential
Growth (03-2012
to 06 2013)

and achieved annual sales of 4 million USD. See Figure 2.2 for details on GNP’s annual
revenue growth.
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Figure 2.2: GNP Annual Revenue (in thousands USD)

In 2005, Ahmed Farouk—a surgeon who belongs to a family of entrepreneurs—
founded GNP Company to produce healthy products and sell them in a single shop.
Originally, he started the firm as a pilot project for a long-established food company
in Egypt that wanted to experiment with expanding into new markets. However,
upon immediately breaking even with the operation and receiving positive customer
feedback beyond his original expectation, the entrepreneur recognized a solid business opportunity and determined to expand the operation. Therefore, in 2006, he
spun off from the mother company to establish an autonomous and scaled-up operation with three shops and 80 products. Throughout 2006, the firm kept achieving
sales beyond expectations and received even more positive customer feedback.
By the start of 2007, the entrepreneur became overconfident as a result of the
repetitive success. He hired the best consultant he had access to and initiated an
aggressive growth plan to capture the full potential of the market. The plan included
scaling-up the shop’s operation, affiliating with international producers to enhance
the products range, establishing a full-fledged pharmaceutical operation for green
medicine, and exploring the clinical market by opening a clinic.
The multiple trajectories were too much for the firm’s managerial and technical
capabilities and drained too many resources. The firm was not able to deliver so many
products and could not establish a viable pharmaceutical distribution. By January 2008,
the entrepreneur faced a financial crisis, with sales dropping 40% from the target, and
liquidity and profitability dropping too low. To survive, the entrepreneur developed

a turnaround plan, which included pulling back from the pharmaceutical and clinical
markets, shutting down relevant activities, focusing on a manageable size of operation,
prioritizing activities to have an impact on the short term, and focusing on exploiting
current market and resources. By August 2009, the firm started to recover and even
grow a little from 1.3 million USD annual sales and 4.5% net profit in 2008, to reach 1.5
million USD with net income 13% in 2009 with a fraction of the markets and products.

For an overview of GNP’s life episodes, how growth was driven in each of these
episodes, and how the business model evolved accordingly, review Table 2.3
2.4.1.3 Sphinx case summary. Sphinx is a manufacturer of detergents founded in 2008
in Alexandria by a young engineer and his family. The firm was oscillating steeply
between fast growing and fast collapsing, from an annual revenue of 120,000 USD
in 2008, to 500,000 USD in 2010, and back to 300,000 USD in 2012. See Figure 2.3
for details on Sphinx’s annual revenue fluctuation.
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By the beginning of 2010, the entrepreneur engaged in a mentorship program with
an international NGO (Endeavor Global, Inc.) that guided his efforts for further
growth. To accommodate more growth, the entrepreneur needed to reconfigure the
business model significantly. He made the following modifications: he introduced
the second generation of retail services that addressed a higher class segment; made
a major change in products, shop design, and locations to fit the new target; and
enhanced service scalability by reducing personal assistance service and introducing
a self-help concept. This growth plan helped the firm make another jump, and by
2012, it reached 4 million USD annual sales and 24% net income, after 1.5 million
and 13% in 2009. Growth was strong enough to overshadow the negative effect of
market turbulence that accompanied the Egyptian Revolution.
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Figure 2.3: Sphinx Annual Revenue (in thousands USD)

In January 2008, the entrepreneur launched a factory of low-priced consumer detergents with above-average design, targeting nearby rural areas where consumers are
not too demanding, and this offering was a good opportunity. Selling exclusively
to wholesalers to minimize its distribution investment, the firm achieved 120,000
USD annual revenue in 2008. The entrepreneur considered this a success for a firm
serving only rural territories.
In April 2009, the swine flu pandemic hit Egypt, and an obsession with personal
hygiene created a rare opportunity for the detergent business. To seize this opportunity, the entrepreneur expanded the firm’s operation by doubling the distribution territories in rural areas, establishing a retail distribution fleet to target major
retail chains and explore the mainstream market, developing business-to-business
products to explore markets in hospitals and factories, and launching new consumer
products to exploit the swine flu opportunity. With too many new activities running
simultaneously, a fatal mistake occurred in the designs of the new consumer product, causing packages to crack and ruin the retailers’ inventories. This led to a major
market rejection that forced Sphinx to pull back the products, bear a great financial
loss, and lose market share. To survive, the entrepreneur downsized the operation,
terminated new consumer products, consequently terminating the retail unit, and
limited the firm’s focus to the market in rural territories.
A single focus and short-term orientation allowed the firm to recover sooner than
expected. Before long, the firm was resuming growth again, and reached 500,000
USD annual sales by the end of 2010. However, at the beginning of 2011, the

Egyptian Revolution took place, and sales in both consumer and catering markets
were considerably affected. This drawback pushed the entrepreneur back again, so
he terminated the business-to-business products line and sold the wholesale fleet.
Soon thereafter, the Libyan Revolution took place at the nearby border, and war
isolated the eastern parts of Libya from the rest of the country, requiring them to
depend on supplies from Egypt. This formed an important opportunity for Sphinx
and helped them survive until 2012 when Libya replaced Egypt with Turkey as their
major political and economic partner. At that point, demand for firm’s products collapsed, and the firm lost the Libyan market.

For an overview of Sphinx’s life episodes, how growth was driven in each of these
episodes, and how the business model evolved accordingly, review Table 2.4.
In the last section, we used lists of events and timelines to make sense of the progression of the case’s storylines and to isolate different milestones that mark each firm’s
evolution. Next, we will identify the evolution in the business model and opportunity
pursuit using open coding; then we will use this list of events to map the growth
trajectories pursued.

2.4.2 Open coding
To interpret the data, we followed the Gioia, Corley, and Hamilton (2013) methodology moving from data to first order concepts, to second order themes and aggregate
dimensions. We started by applying open coding to the in-depth interviews and the
secondary data, and developed 84 first-order concepts. The generated first-order
concepts were phrased as thick descriptions to enhance our comprehension of their
meaning (Langley, 2009). The concepts were constantly compared (Strauss and
Corbin, 1998) and generated 21 second-order themes that cover different aspects
of the phenomenon. Refer to Appendix 3 for supporting data with regard to each
second-order theme.
2.4.3 Alternate template strategy
After the first two phases of analysis (i.e., narrative analysis and open coding),
we used alternative template strategy (Lapointe and Rivard, 2007) in which we
iteratively cycled between concepts, emerging framework, and relevant theoretical
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By 2013, Sphinx’s survival was under question, especially as a major corruption case
was revealed in the company that forced the founder to remove a management
layer and directly manages the supervisors and middle management himself. Such
centralization further reduced Sphinx’s managerial capacity.
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Product development management
to control over
corruption
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and financial
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Revolutions Market
Turmoil
(01-2011 to 052012)

frameworks from the literature. This helped us to identify a potential connection
with the literature and to assure that the emerging concepts are indeed new (Gioia,
Corley, and Hamilton, 2013). Moreover, this allowed us to use the literature as different lenses to extend our understanding of the studied process (Langley, 2009).
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To put alternate template strategy in use, we mapped different dynamic states
against incidents that involved 1) attempts to pursue opportunities (Eckhardt and
Shane, 2003; Klein, 2008); 2) different exploration and exploitation efforts (CegarraNavarro, Sanchez-Vidal, and Cegarra-Leiva, 2011; He and Wong, 2004; Kohtamäki,
Kautonen, and Kraus, 2010; Lavie, Stettner, and Tushman, 2010; Lubatkin et al.,
2006; March, 1991); 3) different alterations in the business model (Zott and Amit,
2007; Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010; Osterwalder, 2004); and 4) different cognitive
and emotional processes (Baron, 2004; Baron and Ensley, 2006; Dew et al., 2009;
Gregoire, Barr, and Shepherd, 2010; Sarasvathy, 2001).
This iterative use of multiple lenses resulted in two more refined and concise lists
of concepts. On the demand side, the data structure consisted of 13 first order
concepts that coherently describe the entrepreneurial processes which lead to different patterns of growth and stagnation. We ultimately consolidated the emerged
concepts into the final list of six second order themes in three aggregate dimensions.
See Figure 2.4 for the data structure of the demand side processes.

Figure 2.4: Data Structure of Demand Side Processes

On the supply side, the data structure consisted of 20 first order concepts that
describe the process of business model evolution, including different transition
antecedents, tensions that trigger and lead the transition, the pattern of business
model outcome that enables or disable capturing the market opportunities, and the
overall capabilities that facilitated the business model evolution. We consolidated
this list of concepts into ten second order themes and finally collapsed these themes
into four aggregate dimensions. See Figure 2.5 for the data structure of the supply
side processes.
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Figure 2.5: Data Structure Supply Side Processes

2.4.4 Processes identification
Incidents were systematically screened to identify insightful sequences of events
and identify causal relationships. We used visual mapping (Miles and Huberman,
1994) iteratively to make sense of the processes and clarify them. Finally, we refined
the second order themes according to the visual mapping output, and we collapsed

it into demand side and supply side processes. For demand side processes (discussed
in Chapter 3), we identified the entrepreneurial processes to balance exploration,
exploitation, sales generation, and capacity acquisition. On the supply side (discussed in Chapter 4), we identified the processes by which business models evolve
over time.

2.5 Modeling
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As will be discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, our findings support the recent conceptualization of growth as a dynamic phenomenon, where growth is a non-linear,
autosyncratic, and path-driven quest (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010; Phelps, Adams,
and Bessant, 2007). We argue that the dynamic attributes of the phenomenon were
a reason that hindered conventional approaches (e.g., stochastic, deterministic, and
stages models) from achieving a robust explanation for growth. These approaches
were not able to effectively capture and explain SME growth dynamics as they
adapted linear models, using tools such as analysis of variance techniques (Becchetti
and Trovato, 2002; Delmar and Wiklund, 2008; Smallbone, Leig, and North, 1995;
Baron, 2004). Refer to Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2 for details.
To provide a fresh perspective, we develop a dynamic model that studies the phenomena’s non-linearity, revealing how complex structures of supply and demand
processes will unfold differently over time. To validate the robustness of our dynamic
theory and extend its explanatory power, we used a system dynamics model (Sterman, 2000). System dynamics modeling is a powerful tool to model complex systems
as it uses differential equation modeling to accommodate nonlinearity as well as the
variables’ interdependence, feedback, and circularity.
Previous studies successfully used system dynamics modeling to investigate dynamics in entrepreneurial and organizational studies, including the use of system dynamics modeling to study SME growth from planning and control perspectives (Bianchi,
2012; Bianchi and Bivona, 1999; Bianchi, Winch, and Grey, 1999). Walrave et al.
(2011) used system dynamics modeling to investigate complex corporate entrepreneurial orientations. Moreover, Minniti (2005) used a non-linear path-dependent
stochastic process to explain the diversity of entrepreneurial activity in firms that
have, initially, similar economic characteristics.
We develop a system dynamics model to validate our theory of entrepreneurial
growth, test if it can robustly generate the various patterns of growth expected, and

test the sensitivity of the results to critical capabilities such as attentiveness to the
balance between business model and opportunity as well as the balance between
exploration and exploitation. Moreover, we use the model as an experimentation
platform to test what-if scenarios and identify how a firm can break out of entrapment in specific patterns of growth.
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In sum, this project aims to build an opportunity-centric process theory for the
growth of SMEs through the in-depth analysis of three cases of fast-growing SMEs
and identify their entrepreneurial growth process and business model evolution
processes. Next, we capture the big picture in a system dynamics model that validates and showcases how the developed theory can explain entrapment in a specific
pattern of growth and suggests a strategy for release from such entrapment. In
the following chapter, we are going to present the first study, which explores the
demand side of the theory and describes the process of entrepreneurial growth.

Chapter 3

Entrepreneurial Growth

Entrepreneurial Growth

3
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3.1 Introduction

Despite profound critiques, the understanding of entrepreneurial growth processes
is still largely based on stage models, such as those of Clarysse and Moray (2004),
Greiner (1972), and Lewis and Churchill (1983). Stage models are criticized for
drawing on assumptions of linearity—that all firms grow through a unified and fixed
number of sequential stages (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010; Phelps, Adams, and
Bessant, 2007).
Recently, an increasing number of studies are re-conceptualizing firm growth as
a dynamic phenomenon and call for exploratory empirical investigations to shed
light on the underlying processes (Davidsson, Achtenhagen, and Naldi, 2010; Levie
and Lichtenstein, 2010; Phelps, Adams, and Bessant, 2007). For example, Levie
and Lichtenstein (2010) suggest that a firm evolves through iteratively aligning
between business model reconfigurations and untapped opportunities. However, to
understand growth dynamics, further theoretical investigation is needed to address
the processes of opportunity pursuit and business model reconfiguration and how
they can facilitate or hinder growth.
It is well established that exploitation of business opportunities directly affects
firm performance and growth (Shane, 2003; Kohtamäki, Kautonen, and Kraus,
2010; March, 1991). However, opportunity pursuit involves complex strategic
choices between exploring new opportunities (e.g., introducing a new generation
of products, opening new markets, etc.) and exploiting the current one(s) (e.g.,
improving products or quality, reducing material consumption, etc.) (He and Wong,
2004). Complexity arises from the contradiction between these two orientations, yet they are interdependent (Lavie, Stettner, and Tushman, 2010). On the
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Small business growth is one of the dominant themes in entrepreneurship literature
(Gartner, 1990). Decades of research have delivered many insights into the factors
that influence and predict small and medium enterprises’ (SMEs) growth and decline,
such as the entrepreneur’s network (Brüderl and Preisendörfer, 1998; Ostgaard and
Birley, 1996), resource base (Birley and Westhead, 1990; Davidsson and Honig,
2003), individual-level motivations (Wiklund, Davidsson, and Delmar, 2003), and
hostility and dynamism of the environment (Davidsson, Achtenhagen, and Naldi,
2010; Wiklund, Patzelt, and Shepherd, 2009). However, this search for growth factors seems to have hit a dead end (Gibb and Davies, 1990; Levie and Lichtenstein,
2010) as we lack a sufficient understanding of the growth process (Davidsson et al.,
2010).

one hand, interdependence occurs as exploration provides new opportunities for
further exploitation, and exploitation provides income for financing exploration
(Kohtamäki, Kautonen, and Kraus, 2010; Lavie, Stettner, and Tushman, 2010). On
the other hand, the contradiction between exploration and exploitation occurs due
to the embedded trade-offs between long-term innovativeness and short-term
productivity (March, 1991) and between adaptability and stability (Lewin, Long,
and Carroll, 1999). In addition, the two orientations compete for the firm’s limited
resources (Voss, Sirdeshmukh, and Voss, 2008; Lavie, Stettner, and Tushman, 2010;
March, 1991).
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Failing to manage this paradoxical association between exploration and exploitation may lead to growth abortion (Walrave, van Oorschot, and Romme, 2011). An
increasing number of empirical studies report the positive impact of ambidextrous
orientations—that is, the ability of a firm to balance exploitative and explorative
processes within its organization—on a firm’s performance (Kohtamäki, Kautonen,
and Kraus, 2010; Lubatkin et al., 2006). That said, little is known about how growing SMEs establish and sustain ambidextrous orientations. For instance, what is the
effect of a dispositional orientation (i.e., over/under exploration or exploitation)
on growing SMEs? Are there any recurring patterns that lead to the emergence of
ambidextrous or dispositional orientations?
Production capacity implies immediate boundaries for growth. No matter how
abundant the demand is, the firm cannot grow if it does not have enough production capacity to fulfill sales orders. Therefore, it is essential to investigate production
capacity expansion as it can explain part of the change in the growth curve. Sterman
(2000) modeled the dynamic complexity of balancing sales volume and sales fulfillment capacity. We will later adapt this dynamic model to investigate capacity, acquisition, and utilization practices and their effect on enabling or interrupting growth.
Demand cannot be met merely with the availability of production capacity; the
entire business model needs to be (re)designed to deliver value and capture the
prospected demand (George and Bock, 2011; Zott and Amit, 2007). Entrepreneurs
(re)innovate business models to optimize their firms’ capabilities to capture opportunities (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010). Exploring new opportunities may require
searching for different configurations. Once an optimum configuration is reached,
the business model steps into a stability state (Rivkin and Siggelkow, 2003). To date,
little is known about how such a state of optimum opportunity-to-business-model
alignment is reached, disturbed, and transformed to the next state.

The aim of this empirical study is to develop a new opportunity-centric process theory that accommodates the dynamic complexity of the phenomenon. We conducted
an exploratory study of three cases of growing SMEs that experienced subsequent
episodes of growth, stagnation, and collapse. We investigated their opportunity
pursuit, capacity expansion, and business model innovation over the life span of the
firms.

This study contributes to the literature by developing a dynamic framework that
links an SME’s entrepreneurial orientation, business model evolution, and capacity
expansion optimization and growth curve. Our theorizing integrates factors at the
level of the entrepreneur, the firm, and the environment to explain growth and to
offer a dynamic alternative to the stages model. Such comprehensive theorizing will
enable large-scale quantitative studies of the SME growth processes.

3.2 Theoretical background
3.2.1 Opportunity driven growth
Opportunity is a central concept in understanding the entrepreneurial growth of
firms. Shane and Venkataraman (2000) defined entrepreneurship in terms of
opportunity recognition, evaluation, and exploitation. To fuel growth, entrepreneurs
innovatively and proactively pursue various opportunities, including new products
or new markets (Davidsson, 1989; Zahra and Covin, 1995; Wiklund, Patzelt, and
Shepherd, 2009), and sometimes they pursue several opportunities simultaneously
(Dimov, 2007; Dimov, 2010).
However, growth can also be non-entrepreneurial when it is driven by volume that
demands expansion or acquisition of other firms. Davidsson et al. argue that: “Firm
growth is an aspect of entrepreneurship if it is achieved through the introduction of
new products or services. If it consists solely of demand-driven volume expansion
for existing products or is achieved through the acquisition of business activities that
were already up and running within another organization, growth is not an aspect
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We developed a model in which firms grow by balancing three interdependent
processes: (1) balancing exploration and exploitation of opportunities to sustain
fueling the growth potential; (2) balancing capacity acquisition and sales volume
to maximize sales fulfillment capabilities and production resource utilization; and
(3) proactively reconfiguring the business model to maximize its effectiveness in
capturing opportunities. The three processes compete over dominating the firm’s
resources, including the entrepreneur’s attention as a scarce resource.

of entrepreneurship” (2010). This chapter focuses on entrepreneurial growth that
takes place by investing in opportunities.
There is an inconsistency in the definition of opportunity itself, particularly in terms of
whether it is created, discovered, or imagined (Dimov, 2007; Shane, 2012; Short et al.,
2010). To accommodate different definitions of opportunity, we envisioned a pipeline
in which opportunities pass through different phases, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Opportunity Pipeline

Initially, exogenous opportunities exist due to changes in the environment (de Jong
and Marsili, 2010; Shane, 2003). In the discovery phase, a “perceived opportunity” is
formed. Different entrepreneurs can perceive the same external opportunity differently according to their individual differences, prior knowledge, and beliefs (Baron,
2007; Felin and Zenger, 2009; McMullen and Shepherd, 2006; Eckhardt and Shane,
2003; Klein, 2008). In the innovation phase, an entrepreneur imagines a “business
idea”—a recombination of resources that (s)he believes can profitably exploit the
opportunity (Dimov, 2011; Davidsson, Achtenhagen, and Naldi, 2010; George and
Bock, 2011; Shane, 2012). In the implementation phase, the entrepreneur converts
the accepted business idea to the “potential project” by allocating resources and
assigning specific times to it (Klein, 2008).
According to our envisioned opportunity pipeline, the nature of the opportunity
itself changes according to phase: ranging from an exogenous existence independent from the entrepreneur in the emergency phase, to a subjective existence as a

reflection of the mind of the entrepreneur in the discovery phase, to an imagined
design in the innovation phase, and finally to a created opportunity in the implementation phase. It is only when a new project is accomplished profitably that we
have evidence confirming the existence of the exogenous opportunity in the first
place. However, not all attempts to pursue opportunities are successful (Casson
and Wadeson, 2007; Klein, 2008; Shane, 2012; Shane, 2003; Short et al., 2010).
Sometimes the opportunities are mere misperceptions based on false beliefs held by
the entrepreneur (Wiklund, Patzelt, and Shepherd, 2009).

Managing exploration and exploitation of opportunities is a complex and paradoxical
process as there are trade-offs between the two orientations, yet they are interdependent (Lavie, Stettner, and Tushman, 2010). Trade-offs between exploration and
exploitation occur due to resource allocation constraints as they are competing for
the organization’s limited resources (Lavie, Stettner, and Tushman, 2010; March,
1991). For instance, investing in improving the current product range may reduce
the available resources that could be allocated for extending the product range.
Similarly, investing in penetrating a new market can limit the resources available
for enhancing current market utilization. The determination to allocate resources
between exploration and exploitation implies trade-offs between short-term productivity through exploitation versus long-term innovation through exploration
(March, 1991), as well as a trade-off between stability enforced by exploitation
versus adaptability attained by exploration (Lewin, Long, and Carroll, 1999).
Exploration and exploitation are also interdependent. Exploitation provides the
direct source of income that is needed to finance exploration activities, and exploration is necessary to identify and create opportunities that the firm can exploit (Lavie
et al., 2010). Therefore, exploration is a prerequisite for exploitation (CegarraNavarro, Sanchez-Vidal, and Cegarra-Leiva, 2011); such a paradoxical relationship
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3.2.2 Exploration and exploitation: different faces of the growth pursuit
The entrepreneurial pursuit of opportunities can range from exploiting the current
opportunities to exploring new opportunities. He and Wong (2004) studied the
exploration and exploitation strategies of 206 manufacturing firms and identified
specific activities that define each strategy. Exploitation activities include improving
existing product quality, improving production flexibility, reducing production costs,
and improving yield or reducing material consumption. In contrast, exploration
activities include introducing a new generation of products, extending the product
range, opening up new markets, and entering new technology fields.

makes the firm’s ability to balance exploration and exploitation crucial in sustaining
its performance.
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Exploration and exploitation’s paradoxical association can mislead entrepreneurs to
overestimate exploitation effectiveness. Therefore, firms may become trapped in a
path-dependent behavior where they over-exploit and under-explore (Walrave, van
Oorschot, and Romme, 2011). This imbalanced orientation can lead to a suboptimal
equilibrium (Levinthal and March, 1993). The idea of organizational capacity to conduct both exploration and exploitation in balance is often referred to as ambidexterity
(Lavie et al., 2010), which is found to be critical in enhancing a firm’s performance
and has a positive relationship with growth (He and Wong, 2004; Lubatkin et al.,
2006). For example, Brown and Eisenhardt (1997) explored six cases of successful
and unsuccessful firms. Success in each of these six cases depended greatly on managing the transition between exploiting present products and exploring new products.
Brown and Eisenhardt highlighted the criticality of the transition between exploration
and exploitation due to their competition for the same limited resources. Moreover,
He and Wong (2004) identified a positive relationship between a firm’s balancing of
explorative and exploitative strategies and their sales growth rate as well as a negative
relationship between a firm’s imbalance and sales growth rate.
Firms with limited resources can achieve ambidexterity and manage the conflicting
demands of exploration and exploitation by allocating relevant activities to different
teams (i.e., organizational separation) or exploring in one period and then switch
focus to exploitation in a different period (i.e., temporal separation per Lavie, 2010).
Managing an ambidextrous strategic orientation is exceptionally complex in SMEs
due to the limited resources and the uncertainty associated with decision making.
Some scholars argue that SMEs might prefer temporal separation of exploration and
exploitation rather than structural separation to manage their growth (Danzinger,
Dumbach, and Gasse, n.d.; Lubatkin et al., 2006).
In light of what we discussed in this section, we assume that the sales growth curve
is composed of different threads of opportunities. The entrepreneur increases the
level of sales through the exploitation of the current pool of opportunities. Moreover, a firm’s (in)ability to establish an ambidextrous orientation can affect growth
sustainability.

3.2.3 Business model and growth
An effective business model design is a prerequisite for opportunity exploitation
(Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002; George and Bock, 2011). A business model

includes a firm’s targeted customer segment; the value proposition; the range of
distribution channels; the firm’s relationship with the customers; key human, physical, financial and intellectual resources held by the firm; the key activities performed
by the firm; the cost structure; the revenue streams; and key partners in the firm
(Osterwalder, 2004).

A firm stops reconfiguring its business model upon reaching an outstanding configuration, thus, attaining a/an (sub)optimal capability to capture an opportunity
(Rivkin and Siggelkow, 2003). Optimum and stable states are occasionally disturbed
due to perceived business model misfits—either external misfits with the environment or internal misfits between business model components and each other (Levie
and Lichtenstein, 2008; Rivkin and Siggelkow, 2003). Rivkin and Siggelkow (2003)
found that firms swing between stability (on a good configuration) and search (for
a better configuration). Moreover, they found that a firm’s balancing of search and
stability interplays similarly to the dynamic of balancing exploration and exploitation
(March, 1991) and that balancing search and stability also has a positive impact on
a firm’s performance.
Collectively, the discussed studies outline a critical role for business model reconfiguration in entrepreneurial growth. We expect to find empirical evidence that a
firm’s ability to sustain a business model at an optimal state affects opportunity
exploitation and, therefore, can moderate entrepreneurial growth, while the failure
to attain an optimal configuration can—at least partially—explain stagnation.

3.2.4 Capacity expansion as the growth enabler
Production capacity is arguably the most immediate and physical boundary for
growth. Growth potential cannot be realized unless the firm can expand its production capacity (i.e., sales fulfillment capacity) equivalently to the growth of sales
(i.e., generated from successful opportunity exploitation). Sterman (2002) modeled
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Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) found that a business model emerges from
the visioning of opportunity and adaptation of its configurations. Similarly, George
and Bock (2011) suggest an opportunity-centric perspective for a business model
in small and medium sized firms in which different dimensions of the business model
“interact to create and capture value directly associated with the firm’s primary
opportunity.” Levie and Lichtenstein (2010) suggest that a firm’s evolution is driven
by the repetitive process of opportunity recognition, value creation tension, and
business model reconfiguration. Such a business model reconfiguration process
seeks to optimize a firm’s opportunity-capturing capabilities.

high-tech growth firms and showed how slow (i.e., conservative) investment in
capacity expansion will generate a sales curve that is lower than potential sales (i.e.,
fulfilled sales orders are lower than received sales orders).
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Demand uncertainty was found to be the most important factor affecting investment
in production capacity (Chand, Hsu, and Sethi, 2002; Van Mieghem, 2003). Planning
for production capacity expansion can be even more complex for small businesses
than large businesses. SMEs suffer from a higher level of market uncertainty (Chin
et al., 2014) and limited resources. Therefore, one would expect the importance of
demand uncertainty to play even greater role in SMEs capacity expansion than it
does in the large firms.
Optimizing capacity expansion under demand uncertainty is complex. On one hand,
underestimating demand can lead to capacity shortage; on the other hand, over-estimating demand can lead to capacity under-utilization. Demand uncertainty can also
reduce the overall responsiveness of investment in capacity because the management
becomes less confident in the sustainability of the demand (Bloom, Bond, and Reenen,
2007). Van Mieghem (2003) suggests that balancing capacity expansion while maintaining maximum capacity utilization can be very unlikely to attain in reality. He stated
that “its key feature is that it is unbalanced; i.e., regardless of how uncertainties are
realized, one typically will never fully utilize all capacities” (p.269).
Van Mieghem further suggests that firms can cope with such imbalance between
capacity expansion and capacity utilization through two different strategies. The
first is a capacity-leading strategy in which the firm proactively invests in capacity
expansion to avoid any possible demand shortage, but at the cost of a possibility
of underutilized capacity. The second is a capacity-lagging strategy in which the
firm only expands capacity after encountering a steady increase in demand; this
will assure it will not experience underutilized capacity but at the cost of missed
sales opportunities. Moreover, a firm can temporally postpone the need for capacity
acquisition through some tactical maneuvers. For example, the firm can build up
inventory to buffer against the temporary increase in demand and avoid rushing into
new capacity acquisition until an increase in demand proves not to be temporary.
However, coping with imbalance may not be the only option. Other researchers
suggested that balance between capacity acquisition and capacity utilization can
be pursued. Kaminsky and Yuen (2014) investigate planning capacity acquisition
in pharmaceutical companies. Pharmaceuticals can encounter high uncertainty
due to the long, risky, and expensive product-development cycle. Therefore, to

optimize investment in capacity acquisition, pharmaceutical firms need to balance
two conflicting objectives: first, to maximize capturing demand for the new product
by reducing a capacity expansion delay; and second, to minimize the risk of investment in unused capacity. Kaminsky and Yuen found that firms can achieve a balance
between the two objectives by stopping and restarting the capacity acquisition
project and frequent re-evaluation of the capacity expansion.

Capacity expansion can be modeled financially through stocks of resources that
accumulate over time by investment and degrade by financial depreciation (Van
Mieghem, 2003). In this way, capacity expansion optimization can be seen as
an economic problem that seeks to maximize the net present value of the firm’s
resources and minimize the cost with constraints of demand uncertainty. Financial
optimization addresses many indicators that lay beyond the scope of this dissertation, such as depreciation, inflation, and opportunity cost. In this study, we are more
interested in the physical expansion and contraction of the productive capacity and
how it affects sales growth.
Alternatively, capacity expansion can be modeled operationally by modeling the
physical expansion and contraction of the production capacity. Van Mieghem
(2003) suggest we have two modeling choices. The first one is to model the
operational capacity regarding inventory, in which capacity increases by production
and decreases by sales order fulfillment. The second choice is to model operational
capacity through production resources. Hence, capacity accumulates by resource
acquisition and depletes by physical degradation of resources.
Arguably, modeling production resources can be more useful than modeling inventory to represent the imbalance between capacity expansion and capacity utilization for two reasons. First, inaccurate demand expectations can cause longer term
financial distress in production resources modeling than in inventory modeling. In
an inventory model, a short-term resolution can be reached by pausing production
until the current inventory burns up. However, in a resources-based model, costs
of excess resources are endured regardless of the level of production due to the
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The existing research on capacity expansion is dominated by computational studies
that seek to optimize the return on capacity expansion (e.g. Kaminsky and Yuen,
2014; Bloom et al., 2007). However, the investigation of small business production
capacity optimization is underexplored. That could be due to the limited use of formal optimization models in small business decisions as well as the scarcity of formal
demand estimation models in the context of SMEs decisions.
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physical degradation, financial depreciation, and technological outdating of production resources. Second, the impact of investment in resources capacity expansion
on a sales growth curve can be lumpy versus continuous as in the case of inventory
modeling. The lumpiness of capacity expansion is caused by the likely indivisible
nature of production resources in comparison to the relatively fine and incremental
nature of inventory. Moreover, lumpiness can also appear because of unanticipated
lead time, that is, “time between the purchase and availability of new capacity” (Van
Mieghem, 2003, p.278); however, in inventory models, the lead time can be minimal
to the point it is considered ineffective. Lumpiness in availing new capacity can lead
to a staged or step-like growth curve, which produces loss of sales potential due to a
recurring inability to fulfill sales orders due to the capacity shortage.
Sterman (2002) models the dynamic complexity of capacity expansion and explains
how delayed capacity expansion decisions could result in growth (i.e., fulfilled sales
orders) that lags behind potential growth (i.e., sales orders). However, Sterman’s
model is only specified for high technology companies, and it assumes that the firm
operates in an unlimited demand market as demand was not the main focus of his
model. Therefore, Sterman’s model is not helpful in accommodating demand uncertainty and market exploitation effectiveness.

3.2.5 Putting it all together
To further investigate the dynamics of growth, we will adapt the structure of
Sterman’s (2002) model to conceptualize the dynamics of capacity expansion
optimization on maximizing sales (i.e., fulfilled sales). We will expand the model
to accommodate potential sales (i.e., sales orders) demand generated by successful opportunity exploitation and untapped opportunities acquired from successful
opportunity exploration. We will empirically investigate how growth can be impacted
by the possible (im)balances in capacity optimization, ambidextrous entrepreneurial
orientation, and business-model-to-opportunity fit.

3.3 Findings
We conducted an exploratory study of three cases of organically growing small and
medium enterprises (SMEs). We collected in-depth interviews and secondary data
and analyzed the entrepreneurial performance and business model evolution over
the timeline of the firm’s life. Review Chapter 2 for more details on the research
methods and design choices. Our analysis shows that entrepreneurs sustained the
growth of the sales through the following activities: 1) balancing capacity acquisition

and utilization to optimize a firm’s capacity for growth; 2) balancing exploration and
exploitation of opportunities to sustain fueling demand; and 3) balancing business
model reconfiguration and stabilization to maximize capturing opportunities. Figure
2.4 provides an overview of the data structure.

3.3.1 Sustain fueling opportunity for growth
Our analysis indicates that entrepreneurs fueled growth in the long term by establishing ambidextrous orientation, while an ambivalent orientation (i.e., the opposite
of ambidextrous) interrupted/collapsed growth.

For instance, TGB sustained growth through the balance between exploration and
exploitation. (Refer to Table 2.2 for a full view of growth trajectories.) In 2007,
TGB initiated a successful venture in a gourmet bakery niche. Upon success, they
sustained growth by exploiting the current opportunities through geographical
expansion: “We made the best use of the customers who tried us on the north coast
[i.e., a summer vacation destination for a higher class in Egypt]. From day one, we
made good use of the word-of-mouth of those customers, and we selected all the
shops’ locations in the higher class’s neighborhoods in Cairo and Alexandria to serve
the same segment who tried and liked TGB during their vacations; when we opened
in Zamalek, it worked automatically” (TGB Interview, Minty, IDI#6).
Furthermore, TGB’s entrepreneurs exploited the current opportunity by starting a
home delivery unit—that formed 30% of their business—and then by adding a sandwich bar: ”We already had the customers coming for the bakery and had nice bread
baked six times a day, so we thought why not add cold cuts and vegetable bar and
have a sandwich corner to generate new income from the same customers” (TGB
Interview, Minty, IDI#6). Next they started to recognize the limitation of the current
opportunity and considered exploring a new opportunity.
As TGB grew, the founders recognized the limitation of the gourmet market niche.
Therefore, they planned to explore the middle-class market to fuel the growth of the
business in the longer term: “We live in a country where only 2% of the population
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3.3.1.1 Ambidextrous orientation sustains growth. Entrepreneurs kept the growth
engine running by fueling up the firm with additional demand through ambidextrous opportunity pursuit. Entrepreneurs repetitively invested in the exploitation
of current opportunities to sustain demand generation over the medium term. On
the longer term, entrepreneurs sustained demand generation by investing in new
untapped opportunity exploration.

can afford TGB, and 98% cannot even get close to such a shop. (…) Is it our ambition
to only serve 2% of the market? No, we needed to have another brand that could
grow in the mainstream of the market” (TGB Interview, Minty, IDI#6).
The exploration project in the middle class indeed succeeded and pushed the business further over the growth curve. By 2013, the successful exploration in the middle
class was already well established and formed 50% of the annual sales revenue.
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Since the entrepreneurs recognized the steady expansion in the middle-class segment, in 2012 TGB started to expand with catering units to restaurants, and by June
2013 (during the time of our interviews), TGB was preparing another exploration
through the launch of a catering unit dedicated to corporations.
Similarly, GNP sustained growth through the balance between exploration and
exploitation. (Refer to Table 2.3 for the full view of the growth trajectories.)
3.3.1.2 Ambilevous orientation. Webster’s Revised Unabridged Dictionary (1913)
defines ambilevous as “left-handed on both sides; clumsy; opposed to ambidexterity.” Ambilevous orientation takes place when the firms have both orientations at a
disadvantage, not when it is only biased toward one orientation over the other. In
our cases, firms showed ambilevous orientation by over-exploring as well as underexploiting.
Our analysis shows that an ambilevous orientation leads to shoot-and-collapse
behavior in which a firm achieves a short episode of fragile growth followed by a
collapse that at many times threatens the existence of the firm. For instance, Sphinx
experienced a recurring tendency toward an ambilevous orientation, which caused
successive episodes of fragile growth followed by a collapse. Refer to Table 2.4 for
a full view of growth trajectories. The entrepreneur over-invested resources and
attention into an exploration of new opportunities and under-invested into the
exploitation of the already seized opportunities.
In 2007, Sphinx was initially established to provide affordable detergent products
in the lower-class sector. At this early stage, the firm failed to deploy the required
machinery, and the founder had to improvise a manual packing system with limited
capacity. In addition, the firm attempted to penetrate the rural areas near the factory
where customers have lower quality expectations. Despite the challenges in these
markets, the firm performed well and started to outperform their long-established
competition. Nevertheless, the entrepreneur was distracted from the opportunities

and sought the exploration of new opportunities in export. Sphinx was indeed able
to close a contract in the UK with one of the famous retail chains that specialized
in affordable products. Nevertheless, they failed to provide proper logistics, and the
shipment was damaged while unloading. They were rejected by the client and have
never been able to enter the UK market again.

The success of Sphinx’s offering in Beheira held a promise of similar successes
upon expansion. The detergent market in Egypt has a size of multi-billion Egyptian
pounds. Moreover, 57% of the population live in 17 rural governorates with a customer profile (and arguably expectations) similar to that of Beheira. Nevertheless,
Sphinx did not exploit its success in the rural market thoroughly. Instead, success
drove the entrepreneur in another direction to allocate his attention and the firm’s
resources in exploring a new opportunity in the middle-class in Alexandria (i.e., a
large, urban, and modern city). The new opportunity involved a radically different
customer profile, competition, and distribution channel structure, etc. Therefore,
it required considerable investment in a new distribution system, products, and
marketing activities.
In 2009, the detergent market experienced a rare uplift due to the breakout of swine
flu pandemic, which positively synergized with Sphinx’s mainstream market exploration. Sphinx achieved reasonable success and doubled its net annual sales in 2009 to
reach 400,000 USD. However, by 2010 it lost the market after the crisis in product
design, and Sphinx was forced back to exploit its original opportunity in rural areas.
Sphinx’s expansion in the rural areas covered a wider geographical area: “I had all of
the deltas and part of Cairo like Hawamdia [i.e., a rural area surrounding the city of
Cairo] … We were very conservative regarding dealing [distributing] in Cairo… We
could penetrate up to the Red Sea, [i.e., the east of Egypt], and sales team reached
Luxor [i.e., the south of Egypt, the other end of the Nile from Alexandria at the
north]“ (Sphinx interviews, IDI#3). By focusing on exploiting the initial opportunity,
the firm compensated for the lost market and resumed growth. Sphinx achieved
25% further growth to reach 501,000 USD.
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In 2008, the entrepreneur redirected his attention to the rural market in Egypt
and was able to achieve success in Beheira, a nearby rural governorate: “The main
competitor (...) did not sell to gain profit but to pay loans [i.e., the competitor sold
at prices below cost to generate cash] . . . He was breaking us up, but we could
overcome all of that. Moreover, we could break into his market and his products and
attracted people to take [consume] our products” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#1).

The ambilevous orientation pattern recurred in 2010 when Sphinx started to explore
the catering of detergents at the cost of giving less attention to exploiting the rural
market. By 2011, it started to explore the promising Libyan market (during the
Libyan revolution), at the cost of giving up the catering market. Ultimately, Sphinx
ended up losing the Libyan market, the catering market, and a significant share of
the rural market.
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GNP provided another example of the negative effect of over-exploration and underutilization. In 2007, the entrepreneur was passionate about growth due to recent
successes in the health market. However, the entrepreneur did not dedicate the
available resources and attention to the exploitation of a successful operation and
left it under-exploited. Instead, he rushed into developing a vast project to explore a
new opportunity in the pharmaceutical market. Such a pattern of over-exploration
and under-exploitation led to failure, and by 2008, the firm suffered a crisis that
threatened its very survival. The entrepreneur endured the loss, terminated the new
initiative, and focused on exploiting the health products market. Eventually, the
refocus yielded recovery and growth resumed to 15% by the end of 2009.

3.3.2 Sustaining business-model-to-opportunity balance
Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 summarize how the studied firms repetitively reconfigured
their business models to enhance their capacity to capture and serve more demand
or to explore new opportunities.
The entrepreneurs iteratively reconfigured their business models to find the best
configuration that maximized their effectiveness in capturing the prospected
opportunities. Our analysis shows that business-model-opportunity balance is hard
to establish and fragile to maintain as it is easily disturbed by radical changes. In the
following section we will present our findings in two areas:
– How the capability to establish/restore business-model-to-opportunity balance
drives firm growth.
– How a sensitivity to business-model-to-opportunity balance disturbance presents a clear distinction between growing and non-growing firms.
3.3.2.1 Entrepreneurial-driven business model reconfiguration. Our analysis indicates
that business models evolve over time through successive reconfiguration initiatives.
Each initiative aims to establish/restore the balance between the business model
and an opportunity. Firms engage into exploitative or explorative business model
reconfigurations, as follows:

Therefore, TGB decided to deploy “bake-off technology” (i.e., a process in which
the product is semi-finished in the central facility bakery and distributed frozen to
the bakery shops). However, this change in workflow triggered a chain of changes
in the entire business model: “We started to think about how we will handle distribution [i.e., design the logistics of moving frozen semi-finished product from a central
kitchen to store]. . . . intensively invest in the factory to be able to centralize the
process . . . started to hire people who would take on the responsibility of this operation. Just when we had the model in mind and understood it, we started to build the
whole business on that model, starting from the site selection up to the area needed
in each location” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6). Eventually, even prices, products,
and costs were changed to restore profitable growth in the gourmet market.
In 2010, TGB needed to re-innovate their business model once again to be able to
explore a new opportunity in the mainstream market: “We started to study the
required resources and discovered that to reduce price to the third of current prices
range [in the gourmet brand], we needed to invest in new machines in the factory
[other than those dedicated to the original gourmet brand] to prepare this product
for our partner [a famous supermarket chain]. Moreover, we found we needed to hire
new people and, moreover, to avoid losing positioning [i.e., brand image], we needed
to build a new brand and not to go with TGB brand” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6).
The exploration of a radically new model disturbed the business-model-opportunity
balance and triggered a chain effect on all the business model components, and the
entrepreneur needed to reconfigure each component to operate effectively.
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– Exploitation-driven business model reconfiguration: firms proactively enhance
value appropriateness to maximize growth through the exploitation of current
opportunities.
– Exploration-driven business model reconfiguration: firms re-innovate the business model to enable growth through exploration of new opportunities.
In 2008, TGB planned to grow through the exploitation of their success in the
gourmet market. However, they discovered that their then-current business model
could not deliver a reliable product in a multi-store operation. The initial workflow
was designed and operated by hotel chefs—according to hotel kitchen designs, with
expensive machinery and skilled chefs. Scaling up such hotel-like workflow to serve a
multi-store operation meant that TGB needed to duplicate investment in machinery
and personnel in each new bakery shop they opened. Also, they had to accept an
inconsistency of products from one shop to the other.

In 2007, GNP planned to exploit the initial success in a wider range of healthy products profile. GNP went from a basic 20-item range exclusively with its brand, to a
comprehensive range targeting 150 items sourced from multiple brands and multiple countries. Soon after, the entrepreneur realized that delivering on such a value
proposition required more than availing good sources and finance; sophisticated
procurement and product process knowledge was needed: “Purchase function was
impossible; we did not have any protocol or even a single employee with experience
in dealing with so many products and tens of local and international suppliers” (GNP
Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
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To deliver on such value and to exploit such an opportunity, the entrepreneur
needed to alter the business model component-by-component: apply sophisticated
inventory management information system and forecasting protocol to anticipate
for long and unpredictable order-to-arrival-duration, recruit experienced procurement employees to establish an international network of partners and suppliers,
and inject more financial resources for stocking long-to-arrive items. Therefore, the
entrepreneur incurred a new level of costs and had to reconsider prices. In other
words, the entire business model needed to be altered to restore the balance with
the opportunity.
3.3.2.2 Attentiveness to business-model-to-opportunity disturbance. Other apparent
distinctions of the collapsing Sphinx case were its lack of proactivity in developing
its business model and its insensitivity to business model disturbance. In contrast,
entrepreneurs in the growing firms—TGB and GNP—were uncertain about their
initial business models’ effectiveness and, therefore, were very watchful for how
fragile their business model might be. This uncertainty and vigilance had a constructive effect as they remained very attentive to the business models’ development
requirements and kept struggling to enhance their business model throughout the
life span of the firm.
In contrast, the founder of Sphinx showed overconfidence when assessing the initial
business model’s adequacy, which caused Sphinx to be insensitive and unresponsive
to the business model-to-opportunity disturbance. For example, in 2009 Sphinx
had to enhance their products’ appeal, and they invested in packaging molds with
designs outshining the competition. Many times the entrepreneur expressed how
proud and ambitious he was for the impact of the new designs. The designs indeed
appealed to customers initially but were soon rejected due to major industrial design
deficiencies: “It was a crisis; packages cracked and ruined the warehouses for all the
retailers as well as their stocks of other products” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#2).

The package deficits led to a market collapse for Sphinx: “The customers were very
angry, and we had to pull back all our products from the market and replace them
with good products to restore our reputation. It was very hard, like you are starting
from zero again [because we lost the market]” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#2).

“While we were trying to amend our image after what happened [i.e., the design
deficit], salespeople found it was easier to lie and overpromise [to the customers].
That had a negative impact on the company’s credibility, reputation, and reliability”
(Sphinx interviews, IDI#3).
Even after this incident the entrepreneur did not restructure the sales department
but depended on handling angry customers on a case-by-case basis. In addition,
Sphinx’s entrepreneur did not carefully monitor the already irritated market and
skeptical customers for market changes. Soon, a competitor used their market
struggles to take over Sphinx’ share: “The competing brand started to take over our
markets. . . . It was one cake, and we could already take some pieces of each one of
them. So growth becomes very hard to achieve in that year, and it was even harder
to gain back their trust” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#3).
Overall it was clear that the collapsing case was overconfident and failed to recognize
the inappropriateness of their business model. Therefore, they were not sensitive to
its shortfalls and inattentive to the business model’s reconfiguration requirements.
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At the point of this crisis, the entrepreneur limited his focus to solving the immediate,
highly stressing problems and did not investigate the profound causes of the crisis
and their possible impact on other business model components. Instead, Sphinx
limited its response to redesigning deficit packages and compensating complaining
customers, without making permanent changes in the business model to prevent
similar problems from recurring in the future. For example, they did not change the
product development practice that allowed such a deficit in design in the first place.
Nor did they evaluate or alter their customer relations processes and channels to
avoid future delays in detecting similar market problems. In the case of the deficit
packaging issue, the failure spread to affect almost all their customers before they
had even noticed. Soon the lack of attention to business model changes led to dramatic consequences. For example, poor customer relations management activities
led to another collapse in the channel relations.

3.3.3 Capacity optimization drives short-term growth
Our analysis shows that entrepreneurs enabled and stimulated growth by balancing
between the following activities:
– Capacity acquisition: enabling further growth by overcoming the capacity shortage and scaling-up the future sales fulfillment function;
– Capacity utilization: investing in sales generation to optimize capacity utilization;
this process prevents the interruption of sales growth in the short term.
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3.3.3.1 Capacity acquisition enables growth. Production capacity (i.e., sales-fulfillment
capacity) represents the firm’s capability to fulfill sales orders, including production
capacity, the number of sales people, number and size of shops, etc. At many times in
the three cases, growth was overwhelming, and the pivotal determinant for growth
was how responsive the entrepreneurs were to the growth opportunity—specifically,
how fast they were able to acquire additional capacity and overcome the potential
for a shortage. Both TGB and GNP actively acquired the additional capacity to meet
an overabundance of sales orders and deal with a capacity shortage.
In 2010, TGB’s founders planned to penetrate the middle-class market through
a branded in-store bakery corner installed in a famous supermarket chain. “Sales
boomed, achieving three to four times the targeted operation. … We had to increase
operational capacity to serve these sales” (TGB Interviews, Tarek, IDI#2). In 2013, TGB
again had to deal with significant changes in demand upon launching their new service
to cater restaurants and coffee-shops with bakery products: “We received more than
300 requests, but we supplied only five or six… We were working very hard to finish
the catering unit to serve such a stream of orders” (TGB Interviews, Tarek, IDI#3).
Similarly, GNP responded actively to an overabundance of sales orders in 2010
when developing a new generation of elite stores and a new product portfolio
targeting the higher-class segment. Even though the entrepreneur estimated the
required capacity conservatively and used historical sales data, he underestimated
the demand. “The new generation of the stores was a shock. Traffic was incredible,
people started to buy before we opened, and we could not handle the traffic. We
doubled our number of sales reps and still couldn’t handle the traffic. We even tripled
this, and for months, we could not control the traffic in the store. … We had to stop
two-thirds of the in-store activities to be able to serve the traffic” (GNP Interviews,
Ahmed, IDI#4). Over time, GNP acquired new capacity (i.e., stores, personnel,
increased production) to fulfill such demand. The continual acquisition of capacity
continued until in 2011, when the capacity exceeded demand, and they had to stop
the capacity expansion.

Sphinx—the collapsing case—responded to an overabundance of sales orders conservatively. For example, in 2009, during the detergent market boom that accompanied the swine flu pandemic, the market demand exceeded their expectations, and
sales orders exceeded the available capacity. However, in contrast to other cases, the
entrepreneur did not try to seize the opportunity to acquire more capacity. “Interviewer: So, did you consider increasing your production capacity? Entrepreneur: No,
why should I? I was already achieving good results. I did consider buying machinery,
but it was too expensive, and we canceled it” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#1).

In 2009, GNP was coming out of a severe crisis that forced the company to terminate
a majority of its operation due to pulling back from the pharmaceutical market. Nevertheless, the remaining operation (i.e., production capacity, shops, and employees)
still generated too much financial distress for the current level of sales. Substantial
growth in the sales of health products was required for survival, and this stress had
a positive and motivating effect on growth. GNP grew from 1.4 million USD made
in two markets (pharmaceutical and healthy products) in 2008, to reach 1.6 million
USD in 2009, achieved by focusing only on the healthy products markets with no
addition of new stores. As an entrepreneur stated: “We had to increase sales with
the remaining people. We worked day and night to increase sales, doing promotions
and training sales people on products and sales skills. … This year, we have doubled
sales without expanding with a single new store” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#4).
Excess capacity distress took place once more in 2011. After two years of success
with the second-generation stores, GNP kept acquiring new capacity to meet the
excess of demand. However, ironically after reaching this threshold, the capacitystate flipped and they had to invest in sales-generation to utilize the capacity: “These
efforts began to reward us back, and the store that used to have the average traffic of
15 customers a day, it started averaging 50 customers a day” (GNP, Ahmed, IDI#1).
Such investment in sales generation again helped the business to succeed, and GNP
resumed growing with 23% by the end of 2011.
In contrast to the growing cases, when Sphinx faced underutilized capacity, the
entrepreneur did not invest in sales generation. Instead, he gave up on the current
resources that could not be utilized immediately and reduced his ambitious sales
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3.3.3.2 Capacity utilization motivates investment in growth activities. Underutilized
capacity serves as a motivator for growth, especially in the short term. In the growing cases, recognizing underutilized capacity persuaded entrepreneurs to invest in
sales generation activities and drive their firms’ growth in the short term.

target to the available level of sales orders. For example, in 2012, Sphinx lost 40%
of the sales to drop to 309,000 USD (reduced from 501,000 in 2010 and 419,000
in 2011). In response, the entrepreneur did not invest in sales generation but terminated the excess capacity. Sphinx sold out its entire distribution fleet and rented cars
when needed to deliver orders. However, this meant that salespeople shifted from
proactively doing sales visits to only respond to orders. In other words, the entrepreneur sacrificed the firm’s potential growth in the longer term to avoid immediate
risks.
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3.4 An inclusive dynamic model of SMEs growth
In this study, we aim to develop a dynamic model that can explain why some small
and medium enterprises grow and others do not. By studying both growing and collapsing cases, we identify three distinctive processes that drive growth. The overall
dynamics are illustrated below in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Growth Dynamics
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3.4.1 Capacity optimization drives short term growth
In this study, we used the words “capacity,” “sales fulfillment capacity,” and “production capacity” as equal to one another. For our purposes, capacity represents
the firm’s capabilities to fulfill sales orders, which includes production capacity, the
number of sales people, number and size of shops, etc.
Our analysis shows that capacity expansion and utilization have a considerable influence on growth, especially in the short term. Capacity expansion enables the firm to
grow by fulfilling more sales orders. While capacity utilization creates financial and
psychological distress, that distress also pressures the entrepreneur to invest in sales
generation.

Our analysis shows that responsiveness to capacity acquisition and utilization reveals
another distinction between growing and non-growing entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs in the growing cases promptly invested in capacity acquisition and utilization
to enable and/or resume growth. In contrast, the collapsing Sphinx case was not
responsive. Sphinx tended to be more conservative in acquiring additional capacity
to meet increasing demand. For example, in 2009 during the swine flu pandemic,
Sphinx experienced a capacity shortage, but they explicitly mentioned that they
were not willing to expand the capacity because “we are already achieving our
target” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#1). Another example—in the catering business that
composed 30% of Sphinx’s business—the business-to-business sales efforts were
restricted to the founder’s limited time and capability. Despite the growth potential,
the founder did not establish a business-to-business sales team/person to expand
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Capacity acquisition decisions are taken under a high level of demand uncertainty,
due to the lack of reliable sales forecasts. In the founding stage of their firms, the
founders reported having only a vague idea about market structure, consumer’s
preferences, and market size. Our analysis shows that firms swing between an excess
and a shortage of capacity in different episodes of their lifespan. In the start-up phase
and during episodes of new opportunities exploration, entrepreneurs minimize
risks by investing in a small capacity that quickly becomes a shortage. Therefore,
growth at this capacity shortage state is determined by the firm’s investment in
capacity expansion. Many times, however, entrepreneurs accumulate capacity to
meet demand until capacity exceeds demand. This state of underutilized capacity
distresses the entrepreneurs financially and psychologically, so they invest in sales
generation and promotion activities. As a result, investment in sales generation
serves to sustain an uninterrupted growth pace in the short term and contributes to
the accumulative acquisition of market share.
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his customer reach and fully exploit the catering opportunity. Similarly, the entrepreneur acted conservatively when experiencing underutilized capacity and did not
invest in sales generation and promotion activities. Instead, he preferred to endure
the short term loss; he sold out the under-utilized resources (i.e., the distribution
fleet) and sacrificed the firm’s potential growth in the longer term to avoid immediate risks.
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3.4.2 Sustaining and fueling opportunity for growth
Entrepreneurs fueled-up the sales engine with more demand by balancing the investment in two distinctive strategic orientations: 1) exploiting current opportunities, to
sustain demand generation over the medium term, and 2) exploring new opportunities, to fuel the firm’s growth potential over the long term. Our analysis shows that
growth in the short- and medium-term was driven by the firm’s ability to hold an
ambidextrous (i.e., balanced) orientation, while an ambilevous (i.e., the opposite of
ambidextrous) orientation interrupted growth or caused collapse.
Our analysis shows that firms established ambidextrous orientation through temporal separation of exploration and exploitation. Growing firms explored opportunities
until they achieved a successful business model to capture them. Then the firms
redirected their investment to exploitation and expansion of the business. Eventually, exploitation drained the opportunity’s potential, and the entrepreneurs initiated
another exploration for untapped opportunities.
Entrepreneurs sustained growth over the medium term by investing in exploitation
activities, such as enhancing their company’s offering, expanding the customer base,
penetrating more geographical locations, and making the most of the current customer base by providing related products and services. Over the long term, exploration of new opportunities was the primary source of growth. Exploration occurred
upon the recognition of a potential opportunity (e.g., new promising product, new
potential market segment).
We define ambilevous orientation as when the firm is at a disadvantage in both
exploration and exploitation simultaneously. In the cases which we present in this
chapter, firms showed ambilevous orientation by over-exploration of new opportunities and under-exploitation of their current opportunities. Nevertheless, theoretically even more forms of ambilevous orientation can be identified, for example,
over-exploitation and under-exploration.

Firms experienced over-exploration by being distracted in diversified trajectories of
growth and by not allocating sufficient resources and mindful attention to each trajectory. In most cases, over-exploration was accompanied with under-exploitation
in the form of superficially skimming the current opportunities and prematurely
diverting resources and attention elsewhere before thoroughly exploiting the current opportunities. Our analysis showed that while timely ambidextrous orientation
leads to sustained growth over the medium and long term, ambilevous orientation
leads to shoot-and-collapse behavior. Such collapses in many instances threatened
the existence of the firm.

Entrepreneurs support both explorative and exploitative growth initiatives by investing resources and attention into business model reconfiguration. An exploitativedriven business model reconfiguration aims to enhance the value appropriateness to
an opportunity through enhancing the business model components. For example,
GNP’s exploitation of the health products market opportunity required enhancing
its product range, applying new ingredients, introducing international procurement
activities, reviewing cost and prices, etc. In contrast, explorative-driven business
model reconfigurations aim to deliver new (rather than enhanced) value to capture
new opportunities. To deliver appropriate value to exploring the mainstream market,
TGB had to develop new products, different prices levels, new production facility, a
new channel, and an entirely new brand name.
Attention to the business-model-to-opportunity balance makes a clear distinction
between growing and collapsing cases. Our analysis shows that entrepreneurs in the
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3.4.3 Sustaining business-model-to-opportunity balance
Our analysis shows that balancing the business model and the opportunity (i.e.,
Business-Model-Opportunity Balance) enforces opportunity-driven growth. At first,
the entrepreneurs experimented with different configurations until they reached a
business model that they believed could capture a prospected opportunity. Entrepreneurs started to expand their market presence upon establishing this balance
between a business model and opportunity. However, the balance was eventually
disturbed when the entrepreneurs drifted to explore radically new market opportunities that required a different business model. For example, when TGB explored
the market opportunity in the mainstream market, they needed to alter their entire
business model. Business-model-to-opportunity balance was also disturbed when
a firm introduces a radical change in one of its business model components. For
example, when GNP introduced the international procurement activity, a chain effect
impacted their business model’s components until it was completely redesigned.
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growing cases showed a high level of attentiveness to a possible disturbance of their
business-model-to-opportunity balance. Mindful attention drove the development of
value appropriateness and influenced growth. In contrast, the founder in the collapsing case showed a low level of attentiveness to business model shortfalls in capturing
opportunities. Hence, he was not responsive to the business model reconfiguration
demands. Even when the firm experienced crisis, the entrepreneur tried to find a
workaround to solve the immediately stressing problems (e.g., angry customers or
problematic sales person) without attending to the possible consequences on other
business model components (e.g., the firm’s competitive position or a monitorand-control system for the sales department). This inattentive behavior repeatedly
occurred and amplified the effect of the crisis, ultimately leading to the collapse of
the firm.

3.4.4 Overall dynamics and growth patterns
In putting it all together, we developed a dynamic model to explain the growth of
SMEs. Our theory identifies different dynamics that drive growth. Capacity expansion optimization drives short-term growth, and medium-term growth is driven by
the exploitation of the current opportunity; however, long-term growth is driven
by the exploration of new opportunities. Our theory also explains different patterns
of the growth: First, staged growth (i.e., swinging between periods of stagnation
followed by periods of growth) occurs when the firm experiences delays between
different balances (i.e., capacity expansion and utilization, exploration and exploitation, or business model search and stabilization). Second, stagnation emerges when
the current opportunity’s growth potential is exhausted, and the firm does not
successfully explore new opportunities to fuel further growth. Third, dwarfism—or
early stagnation—emerges when the firm under-exploits the current opportunity.
Fourth, shoot-and-collapse (i.e., a short episode of growth followed by a collapse)
can emerge due to holding an ambilevous orientation. For instance, the firm may
stop prematurely in expanding the currently successful business model and rush
into diversifying products and markets, without allocating sufficient resources and
attention to each opportunity. Finally, perfectly smooth exponential growth emerges
(theoretically) when all dynamics are in equilibrium, that is, when capacity expansion is optimized, with perfectly timed ambidexterity, and when balance between
the business model and opportunities are perfectly sustained.

3.5 Discussion

This study connects multiple streams of literature (i.e., opportunity, exploration and
exploitation, capacity expansion optimization, and business model innovation) by
providing a multi-level opportunity-centric framework that connects factors at the
level of the individual entrepreneur (e.g., beliefs, market expectations, proactiveness), firm (e.g., business model, resources, and capacity), and environment (e.g.,
market opportunity). Such comprehensiveness provides the theoretical preparedness that—following Davidsson et al. (2010)—might be a prerequisite for large-scale
quantitative investigation of growth processes.
We contributed to the discussion of the ontological nature of the opportunity (de
Jong and Marsili, 2010; Klein, 2008; Shane, 2012; Short et al., 2010) by introducing
an opportunity pipeline framework. This framework connects different conceptualizations of opportunity (i.e., exogenous, discovered, imagined, and created
opportunity), not as alternative constructs, but as different transformations of
the same opportunity. Such transformations happen by passing through different
phases: opportunity emergency, opportunity discovery, business idea innovation,
and project implementation. The opportunity pipeline conceptualization paves the
road for further investigations of the drivers of effective transformations and the
optimization of such a pipeline.
The conceptualization of the opportunity pipeline allowed us to use the opportunity
as the unit of analysis. Therefore, this concept serves to disassemble the growth
curve into different trajectories of growth (i.e., opportunities). Zooming in on
the growth phenomenon using the lens of opportunity enabled us to obtain fresh
insights in growth processes; we were able to isolate the effect of different processes
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This study contributes to the literature on SMEs growth (Davidsson et al., 2010;
Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010; Bessant et al., 2007) by developing a dynamic process
theory that links the change in the growth curve with ambidextrous entrepreneurial
orientation, business model innovation, and capacity expansion optimization. We
provide an alternative to the conventional stages model which generates dynamically different stages in an idiosyncratic, non-deterministic pattern and in a pathdriven sequence. This model extends the current body of knowledge by identifying
the processes that fuel growth and by explaining various patterns of growth curves,
including a progressive growth curve (i.e., perfectly exponential growth and staged
growth), a stagnating growth curve (i.e., growth plateau and dwarfism), and a collapsing growth curve (i.e., overshoot-and-collapse).

on each trajectory of growth. In contrast, previous studies tended to use growth on
an aggregate level, including a blend of all successful, mediocre, failed, and aborted
opportunities. We argue that those studies may have been subject to bias towards
long-exploited opportunities as they have the heaviest contribution to sales, and
underrate newly explored opportunities due to their possibly smaller contribution.
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We contribute to the literature of exploration and exploitation orientation (Lavie et
al., 2010; He and Wong, 2004; March, 1991) by empirically investigating ambidexterity in the SMEs. We identified the importance of the entrepreneur’s attention and
personal passion as scarce resources in SMEs over which both orientations compete.
Furthermore, to ease the competition for scarce resources, entrepreneurs showed a
consistent tendency toward temporal separation of exploration and exploitation by
sequentially shifting between the two orientations over time. Our findings highlight
the importance of timing the shift from exploitation to exploration (or the opposite) in sustaining and interrupting growth. Moreover, we introduced the concept
of ambilevous orientation, in which firms experience a disadvantage by engaging in
both exploration and exploitation simultaneously.
Our theory contributes to the growing knowledge about business model evolution
(Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002; George and Bock, 2011; Rivkin and Siggelkow,
2003) by providing empirical evidence of business model search and stabilization in
SMEs. Our analysis shows that business model evolution is opportunity-driven, in
line with observations by George and Bock (2011). The study also supports Levie
and Lichtenstein (2010), by providing empirical evidence that business models
evolve through a series of reconfigurations that seek to maximize the firm’s ability
to capture the prospected opportunities. Moreover, we extend this evolutionary
framework by highlighting the moderating role of “attentiveness to business-modelto-opportunity disturbance.”
Our study sheds new light on business model evolution by connecting the business
model literature with the exploration-exploitation literature. We identify distinctive
patterns of business model reconfiguration to support explorative orientation (by
radical innovation) and exploitative orientation (by incremental innovation). The
distinction between explorative and exploitative driven business model reconfiguration is important because of the paradoxical relation between exploration and
exploitation. In the case of multiple opportunities with radically different business
model design requirements, a conflict may appear between reconfiguring the business model to satisfy one opportunity rather than another. In fact, such conflicts

over reconfiguring the business model led to the collapse of one of the firms studied
in our cases.
Finally, our theory connects the capacity expansion optimization and entrepreneurial opportunity literatures. We develop a framework where potential sales are the
pivotal source of growth. The growth of potential sales is fueled by the exploration
and exploitation of opportunities. Moreover, potential sales are realized—that is,
transformed into fulfilled sales—through production and sales capacity (Figure 3.2
provides more details). Therefore, growth is sustained through simultaneous expansion of both opportunity and capacity.

In conclusion, this chapter contributes to the literature of SMEs growth by developing an opportunity-centric process theory that explains growth as the outcome of
the (im)balanced management of a three-dimensional matrix. In the first dimension
is the pipeline of prospected opportunities at different phases of development ( i.e.,
exogenous opportunities, perceived opportunities, business ideas, and potential
projects). In the second dimension is a portfolio of growth activities that pass the
opportunities through the opportunities pipeline (i.e., exploration, exploitation, sales
generation, and capacity expansion). In the third dimension is the business model
evolution to accommodate the ongoing changes in opportunities and activities.
Our framework explains the dynamics that leads to five patterns of growth curves,
namely exponential growth, staged growth, stagnation, dwarfism, and overshootand-collapse.
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3.6 Conclusion
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Exploring Business Model Evolution in
Relationship to Firm Growth

4.1 Introduction

In a related fashion, Levie and Lichtenstein (2010) envision a dynamic state model
for SME growth in which a firm grows by attaining a state of balance between
business model and opportunity. The entrepreneur disturbs this state of stability
through a process of new opportunity recognition and, thus, experiences a tensionfor-value creation. Hence, the entrepreneur reconfigures his/her business model to
capture the opportunity and relieve the tension. More recent evidence finds that
firms sustain their growth through reconfiguring their business models to deliver a
value proposition that is appropriate to prospected opportunities (Covin et al., 2014;
Reymen et al., 2015).
Despite increasing interest in business model evolution and its effect on a firm’s
performance, the business model evolution process remains relatively understudied.
For instance, we still do not have an explanation for why firms with similar beginnings develop different business models, why some stop the process of business
model evolution earlier than others, or what makes a business model evolve along
a particular trajectory and not another. In this chapter, we aim to fill these gaps by
exploring the process of business model evolution in entrepreneurial firms.
The purpose of this chapter is to identify the process of business model evolution
in growing SMEs. With this aim, we conduct an exploratory study of three cases
of growing SMEs that experienced subsequent episodes of growth, stagnation,
and collapse. We investigate the evolution of different business model components
over time and the simultaneous changes in opportunity pursuit over the life span of
the firms. Initially, we build a list of events using narrative analysis (Langley, 1999;
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Researchers have recently highlighted the important role of the business model in
firm performance (Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart, 2010; Zott and Amit, 2007).
To sustain growth, a firm needs to sustain the renewal of its business model (Doz
and Kosonen, 2010) to maintain effective business model configurations (Morris,
Schindehutte, and Allen, 2005; Rivkin and Siggelkow, 2003). Increasingly, researchers aim to explain firm growth by the evolution of business models and how this
interacts with the effort to pursue opportunities. Rivkin and Siggelkow (2003) finds
that firms swing between the stability of a good business model configuration and
the search for a better configuration. Moreover, they observe that the balancing of
search and stability interplays similarly to the dynamics of balancing exploration and
exploitation (March, 1991) and that balancing search and stability has a positive
impact on firm performance.

Langley, 2009; Van de Ven and Poole, 1990; Poole et al., 2000). Then, we analyze
the collected data by process analysis strategies (Langley, 2009), using open coding
(Gioia, Corley, and Hamilton, 2013) and template analysis (Lapointe and Rivard,
2007).
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Our study contributes to the business model literature by identifying a dynamic
process for business model evolution in entrepreneurial SMEs. We build a bottom-up
model that starts by zooming in on the process of transition between subsequent
business model states—exploring antecedents, dynamics, and outcomes of the
transition. The model aims to provide an entrepreneurial-driven explanation for the
entire trajectory of business model evolution.
Our analysis reveals a process of state transitions. A stable state is a state of equilibrium
between business model opportunities, and transition between states is triggered
when the equilibrium is disturbed. Once the transition is triggered, entrepreneurs
experience tensions that drive iterative cycles of reconfiguration until the business
model evolves into the next stable state. We identify three distinctive tensions that
drive business model evolution: sustainability, coherency, and scalability. We also
identify different patterns of transitional processes—adaptation, incremental reconfiguration, and transformation—that differ from one another in scope and radicality
of innovation. We identify functional and dysfunctional transitional outcomes, based
on the suitability of the transitional pattern to the firm’s capabilities and prospected
opportunities. Finally, we identify two capabilities that empower the business model
evolution. The first is attentiveness, which refers to the entrepreneur’s sensitivity
to state disturbance. Attentiveness mediates the relationship between transition
antecedents and tensions. The second is managerial wisdom, referring to the ability
to use knowledge to establish and achieve goals (Bierly, Kessler, and Christensen,
2000). Managerial wisdom mediates the relationship between the patterns and the
outcomes of the transition.

4.2 Theoretical background
Recent interest in business models has resulted in a vast number of different
conceptualizations of the business model (Johnson, Christensen, and Kagermann,
2008; Perkmann and Spicer, 2010; Zott and Amit, 2010; Casadesus-Masanell and
Ricart. 2010; Osterwalder, 2004). In our study we adopt the well-accepted scientific definition of George and Bock (2011), who suggest that a business model has
three underlying dimensions: resource structure (i.e., configurations resources,

capabilities, and activities); transactive structure (i.e., how a firm configures the
transactions with partners and stakeholders); and value structure (i.e., how value
is created and captured). The adoption of George and Bock’s definition fits our
study perfectly. On one hand, this definition can be mapped to other business model
definitions by Osterwalder (2004) as well as Amit and Zott (2008). On the other
hand, George and Bock (2011) argue that it provides a better ground for explaining
entrepreneurial performance because its different dimensions—resource, transactive, and value structures—are opportunity-driven. In contrast, other themes for
business models are agent-driven, such as the design theme (Slywotzky, 1999);
or competency-driven, such as resource-based view themes (Mangematin et al.,
2003); or value creation-driven, such as transactive themes (Zott and Amit, 2007).

However, designing a business model to accommodate opportunities is a challenging
task because prospected opportunities are not static but continuously changing. As
we detailed in the previous chapter, entrepreneurial SMEs grow by developing and
managing a dynamic portfolio of opportunities, either by the incremental development of the current value proposition to exploit the current portfolio, by expanding the portfolio by exploring new opportunities, or by shrinking the portfolio by
terminating underperforming opportunities. Therefore, the business model needs to
evolve accordingly to sustain its capability to accommodate the prospected opportunities.
The effect of business model design on the firm’s growth can be traced back to the
punctuated equilibrium model of Greiner (1972), who suggested that firms grow
through sequential phases of evolution. Each phase implies an evolution period (i.e.,
steady and incremental growth period) that eventually would be interrupted by a
crisis (e.g., managerial crisis), after which the firm steps into a period of revolution
(i.e., disturbed but substantial growth period) searching for a new organizational
design. If this revolution period ends successfully, the firm will enter the next phase
of the evolution.

Exploring Business Model Evolution in Relationship to Firm Growth

Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) find that a business model emerges from the
process of visioning an opportunity and then adapting the business model to capture
it. Similarly, George and Bock (2011) re-conceptualize the business model in small
and medium-sized firms to suggest an opportunity-centric perspective, in which
different dimensions of the business model “interact to create and capture value
directly associated with the firm’s primary opportunity” (George and Bock, 2011;
p.99).
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Levie and Lichtenstein (2010) suggest that SMEs grow through a series of states
of equilibrium between the business model and opportunity. These states involve
stable growth that is equivalent to the evolution period in Greiner’s framework.
However, in contrast to Greiner’s model, Levie and Lichtenstein suggest that the
revolution period is not necessarily triggered to resolve a crisis but, rather, to deliver
value that can capture the prospected opportunity. In other words, stable states
are disturbed due to the perception of an external misfit between the business
model and the environment or due to the internal misfit among business model
components (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2008; Morris, Schindehutte, and Allen, 2005;
Rivkin and Siggelkow, 2003). Furthermore, Rivkin and Siggelkow (2003) find that
a firm enhances performance by balancing between two states: a state of stability
with a good business model configuration and a state of search for a better business
model. Furthermore, Rivkin and Siggelkow argue that balancing search and stability
is similar to balancing exploration and exploitation (March, 1991).
Value proposition is the medium that connects and aligns a business model with
market opportunities. Entrepreneurial activities disturb the balance by demanding
development of the value proposition. In response, the business model reconfiguration aims to restore the balance by developing the value proposition. Therefore, the
value proposition’s appropriateness establishes a stable state of growth and increases
firm performance (Reymen et al., 2015; Covin et al., 2014). Thus, we expect that
business model evolution will be driven and shaped by the firm’s entrepreneurial
quest.
The process of business model evolution remains under-explored. We need to
understand what triggers the crisis or, in other words, what interrupts stable states
of evolution. Which of the firm’s choices affect the magnitude of the revolution
outcome? Why do different firms with a similar initial business model evolve differently? Why does one firm keep evolving its business models much longer than
another? Moreover, how does entrepreneurial performance interact with business
model evolution? Would an imbalanced entrepreneurial orientation affect business
model evolution? For example, would an over-exploitative pattern of opportunities
in portfolio management (as discussed in Chapter 3) lead to a more rigid business
model, and would over-exploration result in a more agile business model?
To answer these questions, we will zoom in on the processes of business model state
disturbance, stabilization, and transition to different states. We will investigate state
transitions’ antecedents, processes, and outcomes, and examine how the collective
outcomes of state transitions drive business model evolution.

4.3 Findings
We conducted an exploratory study of three cases of organically growing small and
medium enterprises (SMEs). We collected in-depth interviews as well as secondary
data and analyzed the entrepreneurial performance and business model evolution
over the timeline of the firm’s life. Review Chapter 2 for more details on research
design and methods.

The analysis of the cases shows that the fit between business models and the
prospected opportunities experienced cyclic disturbance. To restore fitness, the
entrepreneurs deployed several reconfigurations to the business models. The reconfigurations of eventually transformed the business model into a different stable state
that could effectively capture the opportunity. Therefore, the firms experienced a
period of stability with the need for further configuration and evolved through the
transition between sequential states. The pattern of transition from one state to the
next differed in radicality and inclination. Overall, the firms’ capabilities to evolve
further and longer were driven by their capabilities to learn and to convert learning
into successful choices of configurations.
In this section, we will discuss how the studied cases evolved through a sequence of
states. Our findings will present:
– State disturbers: What antecedents disturb the stable business model states?
– Tensions for reconfiguration: What drives transition and leads to stability?
– Transition patterns: What are the different patterns of interstate transition?
– Evolution capabilities: What are the pivotal capabilities that facilitate or hinder
state transitions?

4.3.1 State disturbers
All three firms invested time and resources to reach effective business model
configurations. A business model configuration is stable when it can exploit the
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This section presents the findings on the process of business model evolution. In
Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, we summarize different states, and express how the entrepreneurs repetitively reconfigured their business models to enhance their performance and to capture prospected opportunities. We present and discuss different
antecedents, dynamics, and outcome of transitions. Moreover, we identify capabilities that explain why the evolution trajectories were more progressive in some cases
than in others. Finally, we discuss the overall dynamic process and explore how the
overall trajectory of evolution is driven in one direction and not in others.

prospected opportunities. However, as seen in Tables 2.3, no configuration remains
stable. Cyclically balances between business model configurations and prospected
opportunities were disturbed.
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We identified two types of disturbance. First, opportunities drift away from the business model and demand business model reconfigure to capture and restore balance.
Second, business model drifts indicate that the business model can evolve differently than the prospected opportunities. Hence, the business model may become
more appealing to fit different or additional market opportunities. We will present
incidents of opportunity and business model drifts in the cases of TGB and GNP;
however, no incidents from Sphinx (i.e., the collapsing case) are included as Sphinx
was inattentive to disturbance and inactive in reconfiguring their business model.
We will present Sphinx’s behavior in dealing with disturbance when we discuss the
adaptive pattern of transition they preferred.
4.3.1.1 Opportunity drift
Regardless of how effective the prospected opportunity(ies) are in fueling growth,
entrepreneurs eventually pursue new market opportunities (e.g., new market segments, a new geographical market, or a new product). New market opportunities
invite a new value proposition, which calls for a business model reconfiguration to
accommodate the new market potential. Repeatedly, the existing business-modelto-opportunity balance was disturbed by the pursuit of new market opportunities.

For example, in 2007, GNP had an appropriate business model that captured an
opportunity in the healthy products market. However, GNP decided to expand in the
pharmaceutical market, which disturbed the existing business-model-to-opportunity
balance. The pharmaceutical market required a radically different value proposition.
Consequently, to establish the new balance, GNP radically reconfigured its business
model: introduced a new product range to comply with pharmaceutical standards,
established a separate distribution network that extended the reach to the pharmacies, and formed a team of medical representatives to raise the doctors’ awareness
of the use of natural products as complementary to standard clinical procedures.
The business model reconfiguration to opportunity balance was disturbed every
time GNP pursued a new opportunity. For example, Table 2.3 shows that the business model was reconfigured when GNP narrowed its market scope in 2009/2010
and when it targeted the higher-class market segment in 2011.

4.3.1.2 Business model drift
Configuring the business model to capture a new opportunity can disturb the balance between business model and opportunity. We found that business models
drifted away from the opportunities in two different situations: first, in establishing
an operation, such as in early episodes of the firm when entrepreneurs were experimenting to establish the initial state of balance between business model and opportunity; and second, in radically improving an operation such as in later episodes when
the firms applied radical changes in one of the business model components that
invited changes in other components and resulted in a chain of events that ended up
altering the entire business model.

For example, to establish their operation in 2010, TGB launched a home delivery
service to capture a market opportunity in corporate and residential customers.
However, establishing this operation was troubled and took a long period of trialand-error to reach a stable operation that could deliver at home. “Delivery was disastrous. It was crazy fire-fighting . . . We were making many mistakes and having many
problems. We could not take it lightly; it was 30% of our sales. … I spent a long time
entirely responsible for delivery, trying to enhance it one by one. … It took a long
time until I was able to establish a stable operation” (TGB Interviews, Tarek, IDI#3).
To establish a stable state that can deliver value in the home delivery market, TGB
needed to experiment by reconfiguring component-by-component to establish a
state of balance between business model and opportunity. This included new channels (direct delivery), new resources (human resources and fleets), new activities
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Similarly, opportunity drifts cyclically disturbed TGB’s stable states. TGB achieved
stable growth by delivering a gourmet value proposition to the niche bakery market.
However, this stability was disturbed in March 2010 when TGB decided to explore
the middle-class market segment. The entrepreneurs recognized the inappropriateness of the current business model and the need for radical reconfigurations: “We
started to study the required resources and discovered that to reduce the price to
the third of current prices range [in the gourmet brand], we needed to invest in new
machines in the factory [other than those dedicated to the original gourmet brand]
to prepare this product for Saudi. Moreover, we found we needed to hire new people
and, moreover, to avoid losing positioning [brand image], we needed to build a new
brand and not to go with TGB brand” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6). Thus, the
disturbance of business-model-to-opportunity balance triggered a chain of events
affecting different components until the entire business model was altered and a
new state of balance was established.

(fleet management, ordered scheduling and estimating, updated HR protocol), new
customer segments (a corporate segment has different needs and expects a different value proposition than in-shop sales), new level of costs (different costs were
added to cover the new activities), and a new cost structure (different fixed costs
were encountered due to the acquisition of a fleet), and consequently, different pricing was inevitable due to change in costs. The new state of balance was successful,
and the new business unit soon generated one-third of the company’s revenue.
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GNP offers a clear example of the second situation, in which the business model
state is disturbed when the business model is radically innovated in later stages of
the firm’s life. GNP long had a successful business model in the area of health products. The business model allowed the firm to capture this opportunity and grow.
However, GNP reached a point in 2007, when the existing business model needed
to be reconfigured to continue scaling-up. GNP expanded its value proposition from
“functional beekeeping products” to a full range of health products. This required
the firm to extend its product portfolio from a basic 20 items that were produced
by the mother company, to a comprehensive range of 150 products sourced from
other domestic and international producers. In contrast to their expectations, they
found that expanding products required much more than procurement activities and
finances: “Purchase function was impossible; we did not have any protocol or even
a single employee with experience in dealing with many such products, and tens of
local and international suppliers” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
Altering the value proposition invited sophisticated purchasing and planning functions, which triggered a chain of radical changes across the different components of
the business model. Sourcing—rather than producing—involves a long and unpredictable order-to-arrival duration, and products easily ran out of stock. Therefore,
to plan the procurement efficiently, reliable sales forecasting activities needed to
be conducted continuously. Forecasting was not immediately possible because GNP
lacked the required information system and a reliable sales data reporting protocol.
Moreover, the long order-to-arrival duration required investing in more stock which,
in turn, led to reduced overall capital cycles. Ultimately, it had an adverse effect on
the profitability of the operation.
To restore the balance between the business model and the opportunity, GNP
experimented with reconfiguring its business model component by component.
GNP reestablished a network of partners and suppliers, established a procurement
department, undertook new planning activities, implemented a new information
system, developed the skills and capabilities of the human resources, and injected

additional financial resources. In doing so, GNP incurred new costs, needed to reconsider its prices, and eventually ended up with a different value proposition, losing its
appeal to middle-class customers (i.e., the original target market). As a result, GNP
was forced to refocus on the upper-class segment that could like and afford the new
value proposition. In other words, the entire balance between the business model
and the opportunity fell apart, and the new sequential configurations shifted the
firm into an entirely different state.

The three tensions played different roles in the state transitions. Sustainability drives
the initial reconfiguration efforts that succeed the disturbance. Incoherency expands
the scope of the reconfiguration and eventually alters the entire business model.
Scalability often pushes the reconfiguration further and urges the entrepreneur to
evolve the business model further, even when the business model is already profitable. Next, we will present our findings on the tensions for reconfiguration.
4.3.2.1 Sustainability tension
Sustainability of the business model varies from financial sustainability to operation
sustainability, and it is the most critical attribute that triggers most alertness and
invites the most radical reconfigurations.

In 2008, GNP failed to grow through a radically diversified plan (refer to Table 2.3 for
details of diversification in 2007). The firm started to face a financial crisis, with sales
dropping to 40% of the target, and liquidity and profitability dropping too low. The
sustainability of the business model was questioned, which invited radical business
model reconfigurations: “We lost four months of revenue; although it did not make
the company collapse, it led us to the conclusion that the management was taking
us to disaster. Group resignations followed the collapse of sales in the shops and the
collapse of the spirit. There was no hope for success as long I was trying to focus
on the two sides [shops being one side and pharmacies being the other]” (GNP
interviews, Ahmed, IDI#4).
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4.3.2 Tensions triggering reconfiguration
Entrepreneurs experience tensions that trigger business model reconfigurations and
fuel their persistence to reconfigure iteratively. These tensions are sourced in an urge
to attain a sustainable business model, an urge to attain a coherency among business
model components, and an urge to reach a scalable business model that enables
further growth. When tensions are relieved, the entrepreneurs consider the business
model to be in a state of balance with the opportunity and divert their attention and
resources toward scaling-up the business.

To reach a sustainable business model, GNP’s entrepreneur terminated the operation in the pharmaceutical market and diverted the remaining resources into the
nutritional market. GNP focused on enhancing the financial and managerial sustainability of the business model. Refer to Table 2.3 for the deployed reconfiguration to
restore sustainability in 2008. Gradually, the firm recovered from the collapse, and
by August 2009, the new business model recouped from the loss, and they were able
to achieve some growth. GNP grew from 1.3 million USD annual sales and 4.5% net
profit in 2008, to reach 1.5 million USD with a net profit of 13% in 2009.
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Similarly, in the Sphinx case, sustainability tension guided business model reconfigurations. In December 2009, a market crisis occurred due to a design mistake in the
new consumer product that caused the packages to crack when stacked on each
other, which led to damages and ruined the retailer’s inventories. Consequently,
the brand suffered market rejection as well as significant financial and market-share
losses: “To survive, we had to downsize and lay off 50% of the production employees
and 30% of the non-production employees” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#1).
The sustainability tension guided the entrepreneur to reconfigure the business
model radically. Sphinx terminated many products, terminated the retail distribution
units, and limited its focus on the market in the rural territories. The new sustainable
state allowed the firm to recover sooner than expected and resume growth again, to
reach 500,000 USD by the end of 2010 (from 400,000 USD in 2009).
4.3.2.2 Coherency tension
Entrepreneurs perceive their business model as incoherent when different business
model components are found unable to fit with one another. To restore coherency,
the entrepreneur reconfigures each component to restore fitness with other components. The incoherence triggers a chain of reconfigurations that eventually alter
the entire business model, not by a pre-determined plan, but by a cascade of events.

In 2013, TGB decided to expand its target market and explore a new market
opportunity in catering to corporate meetings and business events. The founders
recognized potential incoherency between the new customers and the established
business model. Therefore, a chain of reconfigurations was deployed to restore
coherency: “To enter the corporate business meeting catering market, we had to
work for a year, changing the products, using very premium ingredients, changing
the design, pricing, and salespeople, all to match the image we wanted to present in
the corporate segments” (TGB interviews, Tarek, IDI#3).

Similarly, in 2009, TGB deployed bake-off technology in their production facilities,
which triggered a chain of reconfiguration in different business model components,
for example, by acquiring new human resources, new facilities, and reconsidering
pricing. The quest to restore coherency was summarized by one of the founders:
“Just when we had the model in mind and understood it, we started to build the
whole business on that model, starting from the site selection up to the area needed
in each location” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6).

4.3.2.3 Scalability tension
Business model scalability means that the business model design allows expanding
the operation by replicating the current design. A tension for scalability is critical
to firm growth; we identified incidents when entrepreneurs abandoned a profitable
and stable business model design when they believed it was not scalable.

For example, in 2006, GNP had a successful business model design that allowed
them to scale up the operation by replicating the same shop in three different
locations, with the same products, pricing, target market, etc. However, eventually
GNP approached the limit of this design, and although it was a profitable model,
further growth was not possible. Therefore, the entrepreneur abandoned this model
and experimented with a scalable design. Refer to Table 2.3 for details on the 2006
configurations and the new configuration in 2007.
Similarly, in 2009 GNP enriched its value proposition by providing a nutritional
advising service. Adding the service component to the value proposition introduced
complexity and triggered a chain of changes in different business model components (i.e., human resources, activities, cost, pricing, and market segment). Hence,
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Similarly, in 2007, GNP had established a successful business model that served the
natural food and supplement market, and they decided to explore the pharmaceutical market. The pharmaceutical market required a different business model that was
distinctive and incoherent with the previous business model: “I could not operate
in the two markets at the same time [pharmaceutical and health food]; each one
needed its company with different employees, different infrastructures, and different everything. So, I had to choose only one of them, make it the main project, and
then build the whole business around it” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#5). Therefore,
to maximize performance, the entrepreneur had to terminate one business model
and optimize the coherency for the other. Notably, both entrepreneurs in GNP and
TGB used phrases like “build the whole business around it” to express their intent to
increase the coherence around a modified business model component.

the entire business model was altered. The new business model was moderately
scalable, which allowed the firm to grow by replicating the design of new shops and
by offering more products.
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However, as the number of shops grew, the replication of the service component
could not be accomplished at the same speed. Competent human resources were
hard to recruit and train fast enough to serve the expansion of the shops. Eventually,
the entrepreneur recognized that the business model, although successful, was not
scalable fast enough to support growth. Therefore, GNP had to abandon the successful business model design and search for a more scalable design: “We made a plan
to limit the personal service and make the products themselves self-explanatory,
especially in the natural food sector, to be able to serve a large market. Or else, we
would have to stay small” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#2).
However, removing the service component, which first appeared as a small change,
disturbed the coherency of the entire business model. The reduction of the service
component reduced the cost level and enabled lowering pricing; as a result, the
offering had a potential to appeal a wider socio-economic segment. This allowed
GNP to introduce a new model for its shops, namely smaller shops targeting the
middle-class in side streets and shopping malls. Such radical expansion of market
segments invited more changes in the product mix. Thus, a small change in the value
proposition triggered a chain of changes that eventually altered the entire business
model once again.
Similarly, TGB achieved great success in the one-store operation, but they failed
to scale up because their workflow was inherited from a hotel-kitchen workflow.
Therefore, they abandoned the successful business model and searched for a scalable technology: “We had to obtain the bake-off technology workflow. If we did
not follow this technology, we would have had only one branch because you cannot
build nine branches with a bakery in each one” (TGB Interviews, Bassel, IDI#6). As
discussed earlier in the coherency section, this bake-off technology triggered a chain
effect that altered the entire business model.

4.3.3 State transitional patterns
We identify three different patterns of interstate transitions. First, adaptation refers
to a tactical reaction to the failure of a particular business model component to
restore the previous balance. Second, reconfiguration refers to a business model-wide
reconfiguration that iteratively and incrementally alters the business model into the
next stable state. Third, alteration refers to a business model-wide reconfiguration

that aims to achieve an abrupt change to attain the next stable state, not incrementally, but using large-scale re-engineering.
Finally, we discuss the fourth possible pattern, consultant hiring, in which a firm hires
a consultant to radically reconfigure a single component. Nevertheless, this pattern
does not lead to successful business model transition.
Tables 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 summarize different episodes of the studied cases and illustrate how different business model components were reconfigured for each to attain
a stable state.

For example, in 2010, Sphinx suffered a market crisis following a design failure that
ruined their reputation and caused major market rejection. Sphinx did not have
effective and fast market feedback. Therefore, a long delay occurred before the
entrepreneur recognized the market’s problems, and this delay caused the deficit
package problem to spread and affect most of the customers: “It was very hard like
you are starting from zero again [because we lost the market]” (Sphinx interviews,
IDI#2).
Nevertheless, the entrepreneur responded superficially by solving only the immediate problems: “We dealt with this problem on two sides: first, to compensate our
clients for the damage, and second, we took the advice of a professional [in industrial
design] to redesign the package…. we fixed the package …. and we have a product
that can be sold again” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#3).
The entrepreneur did not investigate the profound causes of the crisis and its possible
consequences, nor attempt to reconfigure the business model to prevent recurrence
of similar problems. For example, they did not change the product design practice
that allowed such a defective design in the first place. (Sphinx interviews, IDI#3).
Nor did they intensify their customer relationship activities and channel relationships to avoid a future delay in detecting market problems.
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4.3.3.1 Adaptation
In the adaptation pattern, a firm aims to counter the disturbance by sustaining the
current business model state instead of navigating to the next state. Therefore, in
this transition pattern, the firm responds superficially to reduce the immediate stress
and avoids reconfiguring the entire business model.
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Soon thereafter, the lack of business model changes caused dramatic consequences.
For example, poor customer relationship management activities led to another collapse in channel relationships: “While we were trying to amend our image after what
happened, salespeople found it was easier to lie and overpromise [to the customers].
That had a negative impact on the company’s credibility, reputation, and reliability”
(Sphinx interviews, IDI#3).
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Even after this recurring crisis, the entrepreneur did not restructure the sales department but, instead, depended on handling angry customers on a case by case basis.
Moreover, Sphinx did not carefully monitor the already irritated market and skeptical
customers (Sphinx interviews, IDI#3, Secondary data, researcher notes). Soon, a
competitor used their market struggles to take over their share: “The competing
brand started to take over our markets … So growth becomes very hard to achieve
in that year, and it was even harder to gain back the customer’s trust” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#3).
In summary, the design crisis in the Sphinx case provides a clear example of an adaptation pattern, where the entrepreneur resisted the transitional reconfigurations
and attempted to restore the previous effective state with tactical and superficial
configurations.
The adaptation pattern recurred a second time in the life of Sphinx. The entrepreneur encountered a significant opportunity in the Libyan market during the period of
the Libyan Revolution (also known as Arab Spring). However, Sphinx responded by
attempting to sell the same products and prices to different markets without considering modifying its product’s variety, packaging, and prices to match the demands of
the Libyan market, nor did it actively seek to expand distributors but only responded
to the Libyan distributors who approached them. Despite the significant size of the
opportunity, the only response they had was an increase in sales activities. It was no
surprise that they soon lost the Libyan market and lost a major part of their sales
revenue as well.
The adaptation pattern occurred a third time in the storyline of Sphinx. In 2012,
the firm faced a corruption crisis. Suddenly the entrepreneur discovered that many
receivables he was expecting were already collected. The investigation revealed that
the recently resigned financial manager had been embezzling for years. Nevertheless, the entrepreneur responded adaptively as well. He did not restructure the firm,
nor did he introduce a more disciplined accounting system. The adaptive solution was
merely for the entrepreneur to take over the financial management responsibility

himself, even at the cost of being inattentive to other functions such as sales and
product development.
An important note here is that in our set of three cases, the adaptive pattern of
the evolution is almost entirely limited to the collapsing case, Sphinx. This might
be explained by the entrepreneur’s inattentiveness to business model disturbances
and incoherency. Such inattentiveness was repeatedly noted during the interviews
as well as from the reported performance and the entrepreneur’s choices in different
episodes of the firm.

That choice of the value proposition of “pharmacy” versus “supermarket” was very
fundamental because upon that choice, every component in the business model
would change, from the suppliers and production, to customers and pricing. The
entrepreneur did not come with a predetermined plan: “We were discovering customers [segments/ preferences] after the launching, not addressing them from the
start” (GNP interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
The entrepreneur worked intensively on obtaining direct in-store customer feedback and used it to guide the product development efforts in the early stages. He
relocated his office from the management building to be inside the first shop in order
to obtain maximum feedback and have maximum exposure to customers. As the
entrepreneur said: “This [first] store was our academy where we learned everything”
(GNP interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
The entrepreneur progressed product-by-product, and consequently, the initial
business model was shaped accordingly: “But we naturally evolved toward the pharmacy model as the initial design did not have the prerequisites for a supermarket
model, such as a refrigeration department. … We only included food products that
had functional value [not nutritional]” (GNP interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
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4.3.3.2 Incremental reconfiguration
An incremental business model reconfiguration implies heuristic, iterative search
attempts, which accumulatively alter the entire business model. For instance, in
2005, GNP struggled to establish a business model that could generate and deliver
value for health-aware customers. At this stage, GNP had a primitive value proposition with very limited product variety. It was clear that GNP needed to expand its
product portfolio, but it was not clear in which direction: “We did not know if we will
be a ‘Health Supermarket’ or a ‘Health Pharmacy’” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#4).

Overall, taking these small steps toward the next effective state generated a pathdependent behavior, and a stable state in the business model eventually emerged:
“Our know-how and nutritional advice service drew the pharmacy-model target
customer to our stores, so the model overall moved toward this direction on its
own” (GNP interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1). By early 2007, the entire business model was
stable, and the entrepreneur started to scale up to exploit the business model that
proved to be successful.
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Similarly, TGB experienced several transitions that followed the reconfiguration
pattern. In the early stage of these transitions, the founders struggled to reach a
viable business model: “We opened a shop with nothing, and we built on a daily basis,
according to what we learned as we did not have experience” (TGB Interviews, Tarek
IDI#2).
TGB’s founders built the entire firm as a chain of responses to trials and errors.
When they discovered they did not have an accounting and electronic cash system,
they rushed to buy and deploy one. They found that the then-current number of
employees was not enough, so they kept hiring. Eventually, they reached an operating business model that was similar to a seven-star hotel bakery operating in a rich
neighborhood. This business model state proved to be successful and guided early
growth (TGB Interviews).
In 2009, TGB experienced another business model transition in a pattern of small
and successive reconfigurations. To scale up their bakery business, they needed to
move from the business model of a single bakery with a hotel-like kitchen in the
shop to the business model of “chain of bakeries with a central facility.” TGB hired
an expensive European consultant to help them deploy a technology called “bakeoff” that allows central baking and delivery of a frozen semi-finished product to
the shops. The mission did not succeed, and the consultancy engagement was not
rewarding: “We brought in consultancy, and they disappointed us. The consultant
was taking 1500 euro a day, and in the end, we did not take anything out of it. So
many problems happened in this project” (TGB Interviews, Bassel IDI#6).
They recognized that the consultant could only help with the workflow of the technology itself, but the deployment needed the entire business model to be reconfigured accordingly to facilitate the new technology. The founders experimented over
an extended period until they succeeded in reaching the next business model: “We
started to understand how fragile the product is; what are the do’s and do not’s for
this[new] cycle; we started to invest in the factory intensively to be able to centralize

the process and to have the capacity to grow up with. We began to hire people who
will take responsibility for this operation. Just when we had the model in mind and
understood it, we began to build the entire business around this model. Starting
from the site selection, up to the area needed in each location” (TGB interviews,
Bassel, IDI#6).

A similar heuristic search for a business model change took place in 2010 when the
TGB founders decided to expand into the middle-class segment. They explored the
opportunity by opening a bakery corner inside a famous supermarket chain. However, to capture this opportunity the three entrepreneurs had to do more than add a
new channel. TGB determined to half their prices; thus, they needed to reduce cost
radically. They also needed to change the products they offered, change ingredient
quality, and change suppliers, which led to other changes in the central facility’s
machinery, workflow, and personnel. The accumulation of the chain of small configurations eventually led the entire business model to evolve to the next state—a
state that could effectively expand in two markets and accommodate their contrasting requirements simultaneously. By 2013, the new brand serving the middle-class
expanded to represent 50% of their annual sales revenue.
Sphinx responded differently to a disturbance of balance between the business model
and an opportunity. The entrepreneur did not deploy significant changes in his business model itself after the initial setup. He limited his responses to tactical adaptation
even when the firm entered radically different new markets. For example, in 2011,
he entered the business-to-business market for the first time. Nevertheless, he used
the same consumer prices, products, and production standards. The entrepreneur
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The deployment of bake-off technology triggered several other changes that eventually altered the entire business model. They established a central facility, which
changed the workflow and logistics. Additionally, they added a new fleet of trucks
with freezers to deliver semi-finish bakeries to shops. Personnel requirements also
changed, as they did not need chefs with previous baking experience in stores anymore but simply sales people with a basic understanding of food preparation. This
allowed them to expand geographically, reduce some costs and encounter others as
well as change prices and the product range. One step led to the other; one change
triggered the next change, and these successive reconfigurations took up the entire
year of 2009, ultimately resulting in a radically evolved business model. (Interviews,
Evolution timeline Table 2.2, secondary data). As one of the founders summarized:
“Once we had the technology in place, we built everything around it to pamper it”
(TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6).
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did not even dedicate an independent salesperson to servicing and expanding in
this sector. The only change that occurred was packaging the same product in large
containers. Even when sales orders grew, the entrepreneur did not go as far as building up the required sales capacity. Instead, the entrepreneur tried to compensate for
the lack of resources by attending to customers himself, which proved to be nonsustainable. In the end, the addition of new business-to-business products had no
significant effect on the business model itself. Soon thereafter, when the entrepreneur—the most critical and limited resource to capture that opportunity—became
occupied with a new project, the sales in the business-to-business market segment
collapsed: “I had to follow up with clients in this sector, and I was following up with
export, so this drop happened due to the time shortage I had” (Sphinx interviews,
IDI#5). Consequently, customers fled to the competitor, the business-to-business
product line collapsed, and Sphinx left this market segment.
4.3.3.3 Transformation
The transformation pattern implies an abrupt change of the entire business model to
the next state. Transformation attempts usually involve deploying an organizationwide project (e.g., re-engineering) aiming to minimize the transition error. For
instance, TGB engaged in transformation after a managerial crisis took place in 2010.
The crisis arose after TGB partnered with Minty, a giant cafe chain. The founders of
TGB had over-rated their new partner’s experience and became disappointed: “We
made this partnership with Minty for the know-how, which we found did not exist,
despite its size [despite how big Minty looked]” (TGB, Interviews, Tarek IDI#3).

TGB’s founders expected that Minty would provide the expansion with strong
managerial support, such as human resources, procurement, and financial planning.
Misled and with unrealistic expectations, TGB’s founders carried out an aggressive
expansion plan. As a result, managerial problems occurred at an accelerated rate and
soon turned into a managerial crisis that threatened the existence of the business:
“Everything [managerial functions] that works in Minty failed when applied at TGB,
so we had to stop. … If we had continued that way, TGB would have collapsed. So we
asked [our partner] to end the partnership and offered that he could take over TGB
if he wanted to” (TGB, Interviews, Tarek IDI#3).
However, instead of terminating the partnership, Minty decided to finance a total
re-engineering for the entire group of companies (TGB included) to resolve the
managerial problems and reach an effective and stable state in a single giant project
that would alter the effectiveness of the entire business model. The project included
hiring new employees, especially for the managerial positions; injecting additional

financial resources; acquiring new production facilities for TGB; and restructuring
the human resources, procurement, and financial functions. To deploy such a radical
project, a new and famous CEO was hired to make the turnaround: “He got new
management with an objective of making a turnaround story in Minty. If you took a
snapshot of before we met him and now, you will find only one person who remained
from the management staff, literally, one person. This proves how much it was a
mess” (TGB, Interviews, Tarek IDI#3).

In 2007, GNP carried out a transformation in its attempt to expand into multiple
markets simultaneously. The entrepreneur was encouraged by the success GNP
experienced in the healthy products market and decided to explore the pharmaceutical and clinical markets simultaneously. He attempted to alter the entire business
model through an organization-wide developmental project in the period from January to September 2007, launching a new medical offering and opening a new clinic.
They introduced a new medical offering with standard medical products that are
sold at a different price scheme. Simultaneously, GNP established a new pharmacydistribution unit, formed a new medical representation team to increase clinical
doctors’ awareness of GNP products, expanded the number of shops, acquired new
assets to serve the expanding markets, and invested heavily in acquiring new and
more competent human resources. Around the same time, a re-engineering project
was set up to assess and update managerial activities and routines, and new international affiliations were established to support the firm with new products. Refer
to Table 2.3 for a list of reconfigurations that took place in the multiple trajectory
explorations of 2007.
GNP did not go into a reconfiguration process that experimented with small adjustments and learned by trial and error. Instead, a business-model-wide transformation
was planned as one big project. However, the transformation did not work, the
investment was wasted, and in 2008, GNP had to pull back from the newly entered
market and terminate the pharmaceutical and clinical business units. “A huge longterm plan was utilized to position GNP in the healthy lifestyle market. This plan was
one of the causes of our failure in 2008. The plan looked very inspiring, and we were
working very hard to achieve it, but it was too good, too big, and too wide for us. It
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This radical transformation of the business model was successful and ultimately
navigated the business model to the next stable state. Nevertheless, this radical
transformation was adventurous and risked many resources; therefore, it was only
carried out two times during the life span of TGB. Instead, the incremental reconfiguration was the most commonly used pattern of evolution.

included many big projects like ‘Nature Mall,’ hospital, supermarket products, and
pharmacy products. We tried very hard in all of this. However, we were dreaming
because we did not have what it takes, not enough resources, competent people,
money … nothing” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
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It is important to highlight that, in the case of GNP, the transformation was not
effective in its earlier stage, which is especially true as radical plans tend to be more
effective in later stages. For example, in 2010, when GNP was launching its second
generation of stores, they planned it as another business-model-wide project. This
project involved radical changes in human resources, value proposition, target market segment, and introduced a few new activities. Refer to Table 2.3 for details on
the transformation plan that led the firm to grow up the firm from small to medium
size. This transformation attempt was much more controllable, and it yielded success.
4.3.3.4 Consultant hiring
Finally, consultant hiring is an attempt for transition which occurs within the radical
but narrow scope of reconfiguration, when entrepreneurs hire a consultant to significantly develop a particular function. We added this pattern as we observed it in
the cases; however, in all cases studied, hiring a consultant never led to a business
model transition. Even though consultants may have had a great impact on the specific function they were hired to develop, business model development apparently
required a substantially broader engagement than what a specialized consultant
could do in a particular department.

Nevertheless, the entrepreneurs had high expectations of consultants helping to
transform the business model. However, this proved to be unrealistic. Developing one
component often resulted in disturbing its coherence with other components, but
consultants are usually too highly specialized and unable to support an adjustment
of other business model components. For example, TGB hired a European consultant
to develop the bake-off technology who focused on the production lines deployment and workflow design; however, the deployment of the technology required a
radical transformation of the overall business model components, which was beyond
the scope, expertise, and interest of the consultant. Therefore, to achieve their goal,
the founders had to engage in an incremental reconfiguration.
Despite the inclusion of consultant hiring as an available choice, we are not using it
as a transition pattern, as we did not find evidence that, on its own, it can lead to any
transition.

4.3.4 Evolution capabilities
Our analysis shows that business model evolution is affected by two capabilities that
stimulate learning and help to achieve successful evolution: attentiveness to lack of
knowledge and managerial wisdom.

For example, in the case of TGB, the three founders had substantial experience
in multinational firms, in brand management, financial background, and sales.
However, their previous experience did not lure them into overconfidence. On the
contrary, they stayed alert to the potential insufficiency and irrelevance of their
previous experience in operating the new venture. The three founders invested time
and money in learning the new operation. For instance, they spent a week in a hotel’s
kitchen to learn the bakery process in a real-time operation, and they established an
experimental bakery facility and hired a chef with relevant experience to work on
developing gourmet bakery products as well as to experiment with the operation
and its economics.
This experimental facility ran for months without successfully developing the product they wanted to offer. Even two weeks before launching their first store—when
they neared completion of construction and were ready to operate—the product
development progress was not yet satisfying. “Just two weeks before the opening
the new coast, we did not know that we were going to sell. We had a partner joining
to make up a new menu; we already had the shop and constructions were taking
place, yet the products were not defined, and we did not know how we should price
those products” (TGB Interview’s, Tarek, IDI#2).
TGB’s founders were aware of the insufficiency of their knowledge and that it
disabled their ability to decide on prices, ingredients, and suppliers. This resulted
in a vague initial business model: “We did not know if we would or would not be
able to sell even with a single pound” (TGB Interviews, Bassel, IDI#6). The founders
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4.3.4.1 Attentiveness to lack of knowledge
Entrepreneurs enable a firm’s growth by expanding the firm’s potential absorptive
capacity—that is, the ability of the firm to recognize the value of new knowledge and
acquire it. We find that in some periods when the entrepreneur is insensitive to the
value of new knowledge, the insensitivity often leads to a growth disturbance, if not a
crisis. In the growing cases, a high attentiveness to their knowledge stock stimulated
persistent and continued knowledge acquisition, which facilitated business model
evolution. In contrast—for the collapsing Sphinx case—low attentiveness to the insufficiency of the current stock of knowledge hindered business model evolution.

responded to this severe stress by searching for an expert in the bakery who could
bring know-how regarding gourmet bakery products and baking operation. Eventually, they succeeded in convincing a knowledgeable chef from a prestigious sevenstar hotel to partner with them. The chef not only brought gourmet products and
efficient operation but, more importantly, he was willing to share this know-how
with the TGB team. Hence, the chef’s crucial know-how contributed to their pool of
knowledge, which led to developing a reliable business model.
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However, finding a chef did not solve the entire puzzle. The founders still had many
knowledge gaps in different components of the business model (e.g., pricing, procurement, accounting, and shop constructions). Moreover, since there was never a
comparable gourmet bakery shop in Egypt, they lacked a reference point. Therefore,
they had to learn by trial and error: “It was all a learning curve. Every step we took,
we learned from it, because none of us had experience about the market or how to
price correctly, or even any idea about the baking process. It was even very hard to
find someone in Egypt with such experience who was willing to advise us. … It was a
learning curve, and you were obliged to take it step by step” (TGB Interview’s, Tarek,
IDI#2).
GNP started as an extension for “GHT,” an older established firm that leads the
market of bees products. GHT had established a strong brand image that customers
associated with health and nature; therefore, GHT found it natural to utilize this
brand image by expanding in the health-conscious market with its new venture,
GNP. The founder was alert to the differences between the two operations and
their potential effect on the value he was committed to delivering. For example,
the mother company was producing and distributing a single product category to
grocery stores; whereas, the new venture featured many product categories and a
service component that was new to the team’s experience. “In the mother company,
we were working for 20 years on one product, and suddenly we are opening a retail
service with tens of new products. This was something totally new for everyone.
We had to be very careful and interact with the customers to understand what they
wanted and learn how we could provide it” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#3).
Since being a spin-off from a well-established firm did not result in confidence about
the market, the entrepreneur was most attentive to insufficiency in the mother
company’s offering with the new market segment’s demand: “In the beginning, it
was a crisis. We only had products produced by the mother company; this was a
disaster because it was not enough, and it could not fill up a quarter of our shelves”
(GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).

The entrepreneur needed to offer a new product mix that included multiple product
categories sourced from many producers. However, this product mix was too complicated, and the entrepreneur did not have access to the required know-how—either in
his team or the mother company. As the old company had exclusively manufactured
and sold a single product category, it had never required such know-how.

The entrepreneur was aware he lacked a sufficient understanding of the market
segments. This lack of knowledge did not allow him to adequately analyze the differences in their sizes, preferences, and the potential for success in each segment.
To adapt to this lack of knowledge, the entrepreneur incrementally expanded the
product range, while carefully monitoring which products appealed to the customers and which the customers ignored. Ultimately he formed beliefs and assumptions
about the different customer types, their preferences, and their purchasing power,
and he reconfigured the product mix accordingly. As described by the founder of
GNP: “In the beginning, we were visited by all types of customers. Moreover, we
were not feeling safe in targeting any particular segment over the other. We were
simply putting [on the shelves] any [healthy] products we could find, and when
a customer came in, he could select among whatever he found” (GNP Interviews,
Ahmed, IDI#1). Ultimately, GNP achieved a product mix that better fit the portfolio
of the nature pharmacy business model.
In contrast with the growing cases, the entrepreneur in Sphinx felt confident about
his market assumptions and confident of his business-model effectiveness. Such
confidence hindered the entrepreneur from recognizing the lack of knowledge he
suffered and, consequently, caused a series of turbulent events in the firm’s growth.
For example, the entrepreneur was initially very confident about customer preferences in the lower-class detergent segment as well as in the competitiveness of his
value proposition. However, later these assumptions were discovered to have been
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Eventually, GNP gained insights from customer feedback and kept adding products
accordingly. However, the entrepreneur started to recognize two distinctive product
mixes he needed to choose between: the “natural pharmacy product” mix and the
“natural supermarket product mix.” The two product mixes required entirely different business models because a natural supermarket involves not only dry food, but
also fresh and refrigerated food, which means shorter sales cycle (i.e., weeks or days,
compared to months in the pharmacy model), and a much wider range of products
to start with. At a certain point, the entrepreneur recognized he needed to decide
on what destination his product mix should be heading toward—a strategic decision
that would shape the firm’s business model and form its brand image.

misleading and caused serious problems for the company: “[At the beginning of the
company,] the lower-class consumers either had to buy expensive products or not
buy at all. That is why we offered an affordable alternative, giving them good design
and a much lower price. This way, I created an irresistible alternative for them”
(Sphinx interviews, IDI#1).
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He was exceedingly confident in his success and his potential to capture the market
over long-established competitors. “[At the beginning of the market penetration],
the main competitor for us was a product of the Lakah group. Lakah was doing
hard promotion and had low prices, but we could overcome all of that. We could
break into his market and his product and let people take our products” (Sphinx
interviews, IDI#1).
Sphinx indeed made a strong entrance into the market, yet it did not succeed in the
medium term and failed to expand in the market compared to the competitor whom
the entrepreneur underestimated in the beginning. Similarly, the founder of Sphinx
was confident in his team’s experience to design and deploy the manufactory:
“We worked with good experts in the first five years, 2008 to 2012; one of them
had already built two large factories in Alexandria for detergents and healthcare
products, and I learned a lot from him” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#1). Soon after, the
entrepreneur discovered that the machinery brought by this expert was not suitable
for his operation, and the entire investment in the production line was wasted, and
he was forced to shift production process to work manually. Moreover, the product
design itself had a significant deficiency that caused him to lose the market.
The overall behavior of the entrepreneur in the collapsing case suggests he was not
aware of his lack of knowledge. He focused on positive indicators, was too optimistic, was not sensitive to potential weakness, and significantly overestimated his
knowledge. Soon after launching in the market, he found that his products were not
as irresistible as he thought they were, and he discovered competitors with strongly
established market positions.
A notable distinction between the growing cases (GNP and TGB) and the failing case
(Sphinx) was the entrepreneurs’ level of attentiveness to their lack of knowledge.
Entrepreneurs in the growing firms TGB and GNP were uncertain about their initial
business models’ effectiveness and were very careful and attentive to how fragile
their business models might be. This uncertainty had a constructive effect as they
became very sensitive to their business models’ developmental requirements, which
ensured they struggled to enhance their business model as much as they could.

4.3.4.2 Managerial wisdom
In the growing cases but not the collapsing case, entrepreneurs were more likely to
attract dedicated mentors than to hire consultants. The entrepreneurs could not
always afford to invest in a consultant or, in other instances, could not identify a
consultant who could cover enough scope. However, entrepreneurs who appealed
to mentors as passionate and smart apprentices were able to gain the attention and
commitment of very successful experts and businessmen willing to mentor them.

For example, the TGB founders built a mentorship relation with two famous billionaires in Egypt. At an early stage of the company, TGB started with a shop in a rich
tourist destination. There they encountered many successful and famous people,
who walked into the bakery shop in their swimsuits to buy bakery products. These
experienced businessmen expressed enthusiasm for the young entrepreneurs and
offered informal advice that quickly turned into a mentorship: “An amazing experience happened by chance when we started on the North coast; there, you find
Hisham Ezz El Arab and Ahmed Hekel [famous Egyptian billionaires] in swimsuits
coming to your shop and spending 15 minutes there chatting about your business”
(TGB Interviews, Bassel, IDI#06).
Similarly, GNP encountered some very senior executives who were initially candidates for senior positions. However, GNP could not afford to hire them, and the
executives themselves realized they were overqualified to be accommodated in a
small company like GNP. Nevertheless, some of those executives turned out to play a
mentor role. They followed the brand from a distance as loyal customers and, when
they met the owner of the firm, they were impressed with his passion, so they started
to offer some informal advice. This advice in many cases evolved into a continuing
mentorship.
In other cases, entrepreneurs engaged in a formal mentorship. For example, both
GNP and TGB were affiliated with Endeavor, an international network of high-impact
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Following a mentor proves to be a valuable resource for both attaining knowledge
and wisdom—enabling growth at many critical moments. Knowledge includes
know-how, experience, routines, and protocols. Wisdom refers to the ability to use
knowledge to establish and achieve goals (Bierly III, Kessler, and Christensen, 2000).
Mentors enabled the firms to grow through disturbed periods by providing a vast
knowledge or by helping the entrepreneur to make momentous decisions or by
highlighting the significance of a specific strategic orientation among other distracting orientations.

entrepreneurs which supported the firms by providing strategic assessment, advisory board participation, one-to-one mentorship, and helped to connect the entrepreneurs to a network of useful business organizations. In contrast, it is notable that
Sphinx was not engaged in any mentorship opportunity.

4.4 Dynamic process of business model evolution
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Our analysis shows that the business models of the studied cases evolved in a
punctuated equilibrium pattern (Greiner, 1972), in which change occurs through
episodes of steady evolution which are interrupted by periods of revolution (refer to
Figure 4.1). The business models evolved by transiting between stable states; each
state was reached when the firm established a balance between business model and
prospected opportunity(ies). This balance was regularly disturbed, and the firms
engaged in a revolutionary business model reconfiguration to transit to the next
steady state. The evolution, devolution, and the rigidity of the business model can
be explained as the collective outcome of the sequential states.
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Figure 4.1: punctuated Equilibrium Evolution (based on Greiner, 1972)
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In this section, we will illustrate the dynamic process that drives business model
evolution by zooming into the transition process, its antecedents, and outcomes, as
well as the entrepreneurial capabilities that moderate the process.

Figure 4.2: Business Model - Opportunity Balance

4.4.2 Disruption
Disruption is triggered due to the continuous changes in business model or opportunity. States were disturbed when the business model drifts away from the current
opportunity, for example, when TGB introduced a radical change in technology that
triggered a chain of changes in the other components and led the entire business
model to come apart. States are also disturbed when the opportunity drifts from
the current business model, for example, when GNP explored a new opportunity in
a pharmaceutical market that required radically different business model configurations. Eventually, all the states of balance between business model and opportunity
are disrupted. However, it is important to bear in mind that the three cases we
studied were entrepreneurially growing SMEs. Large, stable, or non-entrepreneurial
firms may not experience the same level of active disruption.
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4.4.1 Stable state
A firm experiences a stable state of evolution when it establishes a balance between
the business model configuration and the prospected portfolio of opportunities.
To reach the next evolutionary state, entrepreneurs often reconfigure their business model to deliver upon an appropriate value proposition that can capture the
prospected opportunities. However, in other instances, entrepreneurs change the
prospected portfolio of opportunities to bring the business model reconfiguration to
a practically achievable level.
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Figure 4.3: Iterative Reconfiguration

4.4.3 Transition process
As illustrated in Figure 4.3, when an evolutionary state is disturbed, the current business model (BM1) cannot accommodate further growth. Therefore, entrepreneurs
are encouraged to move to the next stable evolutionary state (BM2). Hence, they
lead the firm into a revolutionary period where they search for the best configuration that can transform the business model into the next state.
As illustrated in Figure 4.4, we identify three different tensions that drive the transitional efforts: 1) sustainability, i.e., the tension to reach a financially and managerially
sustainable business model; 2) coherency, i.e., the tension to reach a coherent business model where different components fit each other; 3) scalability, i.e., the tension to reach a scalable business model that allow the firm to accommodate further
growth. To reduce such tensions, entrepreneurs reconfigure their business model,
often through iterative cycles of development. Cycles of development escalate in
scope and radicality according to what the entrepreneurs learned from the previous
cycles, as they lead the firm to move from one state to the next in a spiral pattern.
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We found that the outcome of business model transition varies not only upon its
goal and the available resources but also upon the pattern of reconfiguration. As
illustrated in Figure 4.4, we identify different patterns of reconfigurations that vary
according to the scope and radicality of reconfiguration. The scope of reconfiguration is the number of components that are reconfigured in the transition—ranging
from as narrow as one component to as wide as reconfiguring the entire business
model. The radicality of reconfigurations represents the magnitude of change in
each component—ranging from incremental to radical adjustments. Based on our
results, as summarized in Figure 4.4, a firm can experience four patterns: adaptive
reconfiguration; incremental reconfiguration; transformation; and for theoretical
completion, we add the fourth option that is consultant hiring.
The adaptive reconfiguration pattern attempts to restore the business model state
rather than transform it to a new state and is attributed to incremental reconfigurations with the narrow scope of components. Incremental reconfiguration attempts
to transform the business model to the next state and is attributed to incremental
and iterative reconfiguration with a wide scope that targets the entire business
model. Transformation attempts to transform the business model to the next state
on, usually in one big project. Hence it is attributed to radical reconfiguration and
a wide scope of reconfiguration. Finally, the fourth pattern is consultant hiring,
which is an intended transition but failed to lead to a transition in the studied cases.
The entrepreneurs were investing in consultants’ interventions with the ambition
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Figure 4.4: Business-Model Transitional Process

that they would lead to altering the entire business models, that is, in deploying
back-off technology in the case TGB or developing a procurement system in GNP.
Nevertheless, they soon recognized that the consultants were too specialized and
focused on a rather narrow function, and their scope did not involve tracing the
consequences of their intervention on other business model components or changing them accordingly. Therefore, entrepreneurs in the studied cases followed up on
consulting projects with an incremental configuration to restore the coherency of
the business model and achieve the transition over an extended period following the
intervention.
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4.4.4 Capabilities for evolution
We identify two entrepreneurial capabilities that moderate any business model
transition: attentiveness and managerial wisdom.
Attentiveness is the extent to which entrepreneurs are sensitive to a misalignment
between the business model and opportunity. Variation of the attentiveness level
affects the level of tension the entrepreneur experiences; therefore, it suppresses
or stimulates business model reconfiguration. In the cases studied, the responsiveness of the entrepreneurs differed from one episode to the other based on their
attentiveness to the disturbers. For example, in the case of Sphinx, the entrepreneur
was inattentive to any business model disturbances, even when the firm experienced
market rejection due to the product design problem: he repeatedly reacted in an
adaptive pattern, aiming to restore the existing business model, rather than developing the business model to a new state. In other words, the inattentive entrepreneurs
did not recognize he had a problem; thus, he did not try to find a new configuration
to solve it.
Managerial wisdom represents the capability of the entrepreneur to identify the
most effective choices in the reconfiguration that maximize the outcome of the
transition. A common case of unwise behavior can be recognized in the too-geeky
entrepreneur who might have brilliant technical skills but overuses them and spends
his resources on developing an extreme amount of sophisticated features that
customers do not need. We can clearly identify that in our empirics, for example,
in the case of the GNP entrepreneur who had a target value proposition of providing high-quality natural products portfolio to middle-class target customers. This
targeted value proposition was achievable but was unwise because the prices levels
at middle-class did not provide enough profit margin to support the development of
high-quality products. As a result, the value proposition caused the firm to operate
inefficiently, and they were not capable of expanding further. However, this choice

was abandoned later when the entrepreneur was encouraged by his mentor to
choose a more profitable value position directed to a higher class market segment,
and he redesigned the business model accordingly.
In summary, as shown in Figure 4.4, the business model makes the transition to
the next state by going through a process of disturbance, attention, tension, and
iterations of reconfigurations until transit take place, and the wisdom of the choices
moderates the outcome.

4.5 Discussion

We adopted George and Bock’s (2011) opportunity-centric business model concept
and conceptualized antecedents of business model transition. Our model suggests
that a firm in a stable state is a firm in a state of equilibrium between its current
business model from one side and the prospected opportunity from the other side.
Therefore, a business model transition is stimulated when the business model loses
its capability to accommodate the prospected opportunity. Our conceptualization
provides a comprehensive perspective as it implies that a transition is not only triggered due to a crisis as suggested by Greiner (1972), and is not always triggered
due to the recognition of new opportunities as suggested by Levie and Lichtenstein
(2010), and that the business model transition is not always triggered due to the
change in strategy as suggested by Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart (2010). However,
business model change can be triggered by any combination of these antecedents
when they collectively cross a threshold of intensity that is capable of disturbing the
business-model-to-opportunity state out of its equilibrium.
The dynamic perspective of the business model builds on prior models, such as the
recurring swing between search and stability of business model reconfiguration
(Rivkin and Sigglkow, 2003) and the literature of balance between exploration and
exploitation as per March (1991). We build on these concepts by offering a dynamic
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The main objective of this chapter was to frame the business model evolution of
an entrepreneurial firm, and explore why some firms experience more progressive
evolution and for longer periods than others. Our study serves to answer these questions by using business model transitions as the building blocks of the evolution.
We zoomed in on these transitions and explained their antecedents, dynamics, and
outcomes; then we zoomed out to explain how the entire evolution trajectory is
driven accordingly.
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conceptualization to explain business model evolution in the growing entrepreneurial
firms. Our state transition model implies that business model design has a dynamic
and temporal function rather than a permanent one. Therefore, the recurring disturbance to the state of revolution needs to be explained and expected not due
to “problems” in the design, but rather due to the temporal nature of opportunity
quests and the continuous change in the business model.
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A practical implication of the temporal nature of the business model is the importance
for the entrepreneurs to give up the search for “the ideal” business model. Regardless of how much the entrepreneur invests in finding the new business model, it is
likely to be abandoned in more advanced episodes with radically different demands.
Instead, entrepreneurs should be encouraged to find temporal designs that can best
serve the immediately prospected portfolio of opportunities.
Another important finding is that business model disturbance does not directly lead
to reconfiguration as was suggested by Levie and Lichtenstien (2010). It is mediated
by the entrepreneur’s attentiveness. Attentiveness can explain why entrepreneurs
respond differently to similar disturbances. The variation in entrepreneurs’ attentiveness toward disturbances can explain why some entrepreneurs are more progressive
and others are more conservative toward business model innovation. Moreover, the
variability of attentiveness can explain the variability in progressiveness, not only
from one entrepreneur to the other, but also from one episode to another in the
entrepreneur’s career.
We investigated Levie and Lichtenstein’s (2010) concept of “opportunity tension”
and identified three distinct tensions (i.e., sustainability, coherency, and scalability)
that encourage reconfiguration toward a particular dimension or component. To
reduce such tensions, entrepreneurs engage in iterative cycles of reconfigurations.
In each cycle, an entrepreneur shifts his attention toward a particular set of unstable
components, and in the next cycle shifts to another set, until all the components
are on a satisfactory level, and the business model reaches the next stable state. Our
conceptualization of tensions raises more questions about the nature of the tensions itself. Are they assessed subjectively, or objectively, or a combination of both?
In what ways are such tensions interrelated with an entrepreneur’s biases, learning
style, and decision-making styles?
Studying tensions explains why the entrepreneurs would abandon even an adequately
functioning business model and risk venturing away to search for a “better” model.
Moreover, understanding an entrepreneur’s tensions contributes to explaining the

entrepreneur’s scoping choices of width (i.e., what components are to be reconfigured) and depth (i.e., how radical the reconfiguration will be). The perceived
status of particular components as unsustainable, incoherent, or non-scalable will
determine the scope of components needed to be reconfigured in each cycle (iteration) of development. The intensity of the tension can explain how radical the entire
transition will be as tension intensity drives how many cycles of development the
entrepreneur is willing to go through to attain his next performance peak, to relieve
the tension, and declare the business model stable.

Another scoping dimension that needs to be investigated is the width of the business
model configuration. Why do some entrepreneurs tend to reconfigure a wide range
of components in each cycle of development, and others tend to be parsimonious?
A possible reason could be that some entrepreneurs tend to be more analytical than
the others. Hence, they anticipate for the consequences of changes in one component on the entire business model. Another possible reason could be the variation
between the entrepreneurs in their capacity to think as theorists (Felin and Zenger,
2009)—being attentive to the environment and trying to analyze the interrelationships between different components.
We contribute to the understanding of transition outcomes by explaining how the
wrong scoping choices (i.e., width and depth of reconfiguration) may lead to dysfunctional transitions. For example, we find that the adaptation pattern (i.e., narrow
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However, scoping choices cannot fully be explained by tensions. For example, a
particular transition may consist of many incremental cycles to reach the next state,
but a different transition can reach the same end-destination though a few radical
cycles. In both cases, the tension toward a sustainable, coherent, and scalable state
will assure that the entrepreneur will keep investing resources and efforts until the
business model reaches the targeted state. The radicality of each reconfiguration
cycle is better explained by the dominant decision-making and learning pattern.
Entrepreneurs who experience high uncertainty (McGrath, 2010) and low familiarity (Reymen et al., 2015) tend to transition through many incremental cycles of
development, while entrepreneurs who experience low uncertainty and high familiarity will tend to transit radically. Moreover, Berends et al. (2016) find that business
model innovation can be attained through two learning processes: by “leaping” from
a cognitive search for the desired configurations and later tuning by experiential
learning; or alternatively, by “drifting” from the current business model configuration and incrementally changing components through experiential learning and, in a
later stage, using a cognitive search.
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and superficial reconfiguration) is useful during stable and evolutionary states but
has a catastrophic impact during revolutionary states. Similarly, we find that the
transformation pattern (i.e., wide and radical reconfiguration) tends to be successful in later (and mature) stages of the firm’s life, while it may lead to malformation
when it was used prematurely, which can be explained because transformation can
be too demanding for an early firm’s resources, knowledge, experience, and the
entrepreneur’s attention. Finally, the reconfiguration pattern (i.e., wide and incremental reconfigurations) is found to be safest and most effective and, therefore, the
dominant pattern of transition. Nevertheless, entrepreneurs report that eventually a
business model reaches its limit and further reconfigurations will not be effective. At
that point, further evolution is believed to be impossible without radical transformation.
Finally, to fulfill the aim of this chapter, our model zooms out to explain how our
understanding of the transition can explain why a business model evolves in one specific trajectory and not the other as the result of the unique entrepreneurial quest.
Our model suggests that a business model evolves in a path-dependent manner as
the collective outcome of several transitions and is driven by the changes in the
prospected opportunities portfolio. This result is supported by Casadesus-Masanell
and Ricart (2010) who argue that the business model is a reflection of the firm’s
realized strategy. Therefore, changes in the business model can be explained by
changes in strategies.
Our findings imply that ambidexterity of the opportunities portfolio will drive a
balanced evolution that alternates swiftly between various patterns. In contrast, an
ambilevous orientation (i.e., over-exploration and under-exploitation as discussed
in Chapter 3) will drive an over-transformative pattern, thus, resulting in a too-fluid
trajectory and likely will suffer collapse as reported in the cases. An over-exploitative
portfolio will cause too much incrementalism in the evolution, and the business
model will eventually become optimized toward a particular portfolio of opportunities. Therefore, it will be too rigid to capture different opportunities. This confirms
observations by Doz and Kosonen (2010) who found that for a firm to sustain its
business model renewability, it needs to sustain its strategic agility (i.e., strategic
sensitivity, leadership unity, and resources fluidity). Such strategic agility is likely to
be negatively impacted by an over-exploitative pattern as presented in the findings.
Moreover, in an under-exploitative portfolio of opportunities, the firm will disengage
from the evolution quest at an early stage, abort its growth quest, and turn into a
dwarf.

4.6 Conclusion
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In conclusion, this chapter contributes to the discussion of business model innovation
by identifying an evolution process that follows a punctuated equilibrium pattern, in
which a business model evolves through sequential states of equilibrium between the
business model and the prospected opportunities. We found that such stable states
are temporal in nature and are recurrently disturbed for various internal and external
antecedents. We identified sustainability, coherency, and scalability as the major
tensions that drive the business model transition to the next state and justify the
investment in iterative reconfiguration until such tensions are relieved. We identified
three patterns of transitional processes: adaptation, incremental reconfiguration,
and transformation. Such patterns differ from each other in scope (i.e., width and
depth of reconfiguration). We contribute to the discussion of the business model
transitional outcome by explaining how the mismatch between scoping decisions
with the firm’s resources and prospects can lead to a dysfunctional business model.
Finally, we explain the overall evolution trajectory as the collective outcome of the
sequential transitions, driven by the prospected portfolio of opportunities, and the
overall tendency toward a progressive (or conservative) evolutionary trajectory is
mediated by entrepreneur’s attentiveness and managerial wisdom.
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5.1 Introduction
The quest for explaining the growth of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) has a
history spanning several decades (Gartner, 1990). Since Penrose (1952), researchers have not stopped searching for theories that can help advisors of entrepreneurial
firms identify SMEs that have growth potential. In this respect, many variables have
been found to influence growth, including an entrepreneur’s characteristics, financial performance and requirements, and technological readiness. However, no single
theory has thus far been able to holistically explain and predict entrepreneurial
growth in an effective manner (Davidsson, Achtenhagen, and Naldi, 2010).

In Chapters 3 and 4, we developed an opportunity-centric process theory that starts
to fill these gaps. We collected the storylines for three cases of SMEs that experienced
several episodes of growth and collapse. Our theory explains different patterns of
growth as the outcomes of the firm’s effectiveness in sustaining several balances.
One balance pertains to the relationship between the current business model and
the current portfolio of opportunities. Another one is the balance among different stages of an opportunity pipeline, namely between opportunity identification,
opportunity exploration, opportunity exploitation, sales generation, and capacity
expansion. The (mis)management of such balances serves to explain five different
patterns of growth: exponential growth, staged growth, stagnation, dwarfism, and
overshoot-and-collapse.
This chapter serves to introduce a system dynamics model that is based on the literature, the case studies, and the theory developed in Chapters 3 and 4. The formal
model serves to test and extend our theory on entrepreneurial growth. As such, we
contribute to the literature by providing a system dynamics model that integrates
various streams of literature (i.e., entrepreneurial opportunities exploration and
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Recently, the interest in studying SME growth was revived by the fundamental weaknesses identified in the generic stage models and the emergence of state models
as a non-linear and idiosyncratic alternative (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010; Phelps,
Adams, and Bessant, 2007). Davidsson (2010, p. 64) describes the state-of-the-art
knowledge on small firm growth as follows: “Despite this complexity and fragmentation, a considerable body of generalizable knowledge about small firm growth now
exists.” Davidsson also identifies the major gaps that plague this field of research,
some of which we aim to resolve in this dissertation: the weak conceptualization of
firm growth, the lack of understanding of growth processes, and the lack of integration of the rich but fragmented body of knowledge into a comprehensive theory.
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exploitation, capacity expansion, business model evolution, and state modes) in a
dynamic process theory that explains why some firms grow at one episode and do
not at another episode.
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The model’s findings illustrate how path-driven processes cascade toward a unique
growth trajectory and eventually entrap the firm into one of five patterns of growth.
We extend the explanatory power of the theory further by performing several sensitivity tests and experimenting with how sales growth can be impacted by changes
of different magnitudes for the key variables. We used the SD model as a platform
to experimentally test “what-if” scenarios, which suggest possible interventions for
advisors of the entrepreneurial firms to release the firms from various entrapments.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, we discuss the relevant literature. Then,
we discuss the theoretical background of each module. Next, we present the model
formulation and illustrate the model results by describing the state of the system,
module, and sensitive factors for each pattern. Finally, we conclude this chapter by
discussing the contributions and limitations of the current model that can form an
agenda for future developments. In this chapter, we will discuss in detail how the
findings of this dynamic perspective help detect a firm’s entrapment in a particular
growth pattern and, moreover, how the firm can be released from such entrapments
and resume the quest for growth. We further discuss how the impact of interventions
can be maximized by manipulating key sensitive factors (e.g., critical capabilities or
perceptions).

5.2 Literature review
SME growth is a pivotal research theme in entrepreneurship research with a large
number of studies published over the years (Dobbs and Hamilton, 2007; Gartner,
1990; Wiklund, Davidsson, and Delmar, 2003; Wiklund, Patzelt, and Shepherd,
2009). In this section, we present different approaches that have dominated this field
of research. We discuss stochastic models, deterministic models, stages models, and
will argue for the centrality of dynamic complexity in addressing the phenomenon
of firm growth. Next, we critically review the various methodological approaches for
studying growth, from multivariate analysis and econometrics to system dynamics
modeling. We will discuss in detail the relevant literature in which the formulation of different model components and equations is grounded. We extend the
literature discussion by presenting the dynamic process of growth we identified in
Chapters 3 and 4. This includes the dynamic processes of ambidextrous opportunity

capture-and-fulfillment, business model evolution, and patterns of growth that are
generated due to the interplay of these processes.

Table 5.1 provides an overview of the development of growth models as discussed
in this section.
Early attempts to study SME growth used stochastic models of growth (Dunne and
Hughes, 1994; Reichstein and Dahl, 2004; Lotti, Santarelli, and Vivarelli, 1999; Evans,
1987), which were grounded in the assumption that many factors affect growth; that
none of the factors per se will have a dominant impact on growth; and collectively, they
drive firms to follow a random distribution. In other words, it assumed that growth of
SMEs was independent of any other factors. Empirical investigations served to reject
stochastic models, by showing that growth is dependent on other variables and is
not a perfectly random phenomenon as suggested by stochastic models (Audretsch,
Santarelli, and Vivarelli, 1999; Becchetti and Trovato, 2002; Evans, 1987)
As a result, a stream of deterministic models subsequently emerged. These models
sought to explain and predict SME growth by investigating its correlation with different factors. Deterministic models enriched our understanding of how growth may
be impacted by different internal and external factors, strategies, and even entrepreneurs’ personal characteristics and roles (Barringer, Jones, and Neubaum, 2005;
Becchetti and Trovato, 2002; Davidsson and Klofsten, 2003; Smallbone, Leig, and
North, 1995). Nevertheless, deterministic models have not been able to establish
a form of predictive power or a robust exploratory power. At its best, deterministic
models explain SME growth partially, “leaving considerable unexplained variation”
(Dobbs and Hamilton, 2007).
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5.2.1 The evolution of growth models
In Chapter 3, we identified the dynamic process in which firms experience and
sustain growth by balancing exploration, exploitation, sales generation, and capacity acquisition. In Chapter 4, we identified how firms evolve through sequential
states in which entrepreneurs try to sustain the balance between business model
configurations and prospected market opportunities, how such states are accordingly established or disturbed, and how the next state is formed. This study builds
on the findings of the previous two studies to validate the internal consistency of
our explanation by building a dynamic model that allows simulation experiments to
investigate the underlying dynamics regarding the distinct patterns of growth that
were identified (i.e., exponential growth, staged growth, stagnation, dwarfism, and
overshoot-and-collapse).

Table 5.1: Overview of the Development of Growth Phenomenon Models over Time
Key concept

Constraints and
limitations

References

Stochastic models

Stochastic models assumed
a random distribution of a
firm’s size, independent of
factors.

Empirical investigations
rejected stochastic models
by finding that growth
is indeed dependent on
other variables and are
not a perfectly random
phenomenon as suggested
by stochastic models

(Audretsch, Santarelli, and
Vivarelli, 1999; Evans,
1987; Becchetti and
Trovato, 2002)

Deterministic models

Deterministic models
identified the factors that
correlate with growth.

Deterministic models have
limited explanatory power
as they are unable to explain
and predict variation in
growth patterns.

(Barringer, Jones,
and Neubaum, 2005;
Davidsson and Klofsten,
2003; Becchetti and
Trovato, 2002; Dobbs
and Hamilton, 2007;
Smallbone, Leig, and
North, 1995)

Stage models

Stage models envisioned
growth as a lifecycle
constituted by a set of stages
(e.g., existence, survival,
growth, maturity, and
decline), assuming that
firms experience a set of
prescribed characteristics
and attributes in each stage.

Stage models assume
too-generic stages that all
firms follow and in the
same sequence. Empirical
investigations invalidated
such assumptions.

(Chandler and Hanks,
1994; McMahon,
1998; Steinmetz, 1969;
Greiner, 1972; Levie and
Lichtenstein, 2010; Lewis
and Churchill, 1983;
Phelps, Adams, and Bessant,
2007)

Dynamic complexity
models

SME growth is a complex
phenomenon. It involves
a massive number of
interdependent variables—
interweaved in time-paced
process, in which firms
grow in path-driven states
and follow idiosyncratic
sequence and characteristics.

Dynamic models remains
untested conceptual
frameworks.

(Davidsson, Achtenhagen,
and Naldi, 2010; Levie and
Lichtenstein, 2010; Phelps,
Adams, and Bessant, 2007)
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Moreover, so-called stage models have been developed to accommodate the complexity of the growth phenomenon. Stage models draw on an analogy with a biological
life-cycle to conceptualize SME growth as going through several sequential stages,
e.g., existence, survival, growth, maturity, and decline (Lewis and Churchill, 1983),
with different firm characteristics and strategies affecting different stages of the
firm’s life-cycle (Chandler and Hanks, 1994; Lewis and Churchill, 1983; McMahon,
1998; Steinmetz, 1969). Stage models attribute differences in firm characteristics
to the differences in life-cycle stage. For example, the founder’s personal goals can
be critical to the company’s growth at an early stage of a firm’s existence but can
be noncritical to managing at maturity stage (Lewis and Churchill, 1983). Stage
models were widely critiqued for assuming generic and sequential stages that apply

to all companies; such an assumption was proven to be invalid in various empirical
tests (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010; Phelps, Adams, and Bessant, 2007). Levie and
Lichtenstein (2010, p. 318) systematically reviewed 140 papers on stages of growth
and concluded that “stages of growth modeling has hit a dead end.”

Levie and Lichtenstein (2010) suggest that these distinct states are driven by the
process of opportunity recognition, tension experience, and business model reconfiguration and tension relief. Such states uniquely differ from one firm to the other,
not only because of the opportunity pursued and resources available, but inevitably
due to the path followed, which drives uniqueness. Davidsson (2010) advocated the
use of Levie and Lichtenstein’s (2010) framework to investigate growth processes in
order to provide the theoretical grounds that enable large-scale quantitative studies.
Further investigation is needed to validate the theoretical conceptualization of
growth processes that was suggested by Levie and Lichtenstein (2010). The processes were empirically investigated in the previous chapters by means of case studies. Moreover, to advance our understanding of complex SME growth processes, we
need to answer the question as to how these states come to be. As elaborated in the
previous chapters, the states are a temporal state of balance between the portfolio
of prospected opportunities from one side and the business model on the other side.
Such states of alignment result in an evolutionary state where firms grow steadily,
and the state is interrupted when misalignment take place (for more details, refer
to Chapter 3 and 4). We need to shed more light on how the transition takes place
from one state to the next one. How can these processes generate a complexity that
enforces, enables, or suppresses growth? Also, what interventions can we prescribe
to make growth sustainable?
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In contrast to the stages models, Levie and Lichtenstein (2010) suggested conceiving of SME growth as a complex system dynamic—subject to feedback loops, delays,
and non-linearity (Sterman, 2010). This dynamic complexity implies that firms grow
through several dynamic states. Different than static stages, the states’ attributes
and sequence are not generic among different firms, but idiosyncratic, path driven,
and unique for each firm. Levie and Lichtenstein (2010) suggest that each state
is established when the entrepreneur recognizes an opportunity and experiences a
tension to exploit it. As a result, the entrepreneur reconfigures the business model
(e.g., activities, resources, strategies, and positioning) to generate value to capture
the opportunity (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010).
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5.2.2 Modeling growth using system dynamics
Stochastic, deterministic, and stage models were not able to effectively capture and
explain SME growth dynamics. We argue that one reason was the limitation of the
methods used did not suit the dynamic nature of the growth phenomenon. Analysis
drawing on variance techniques (Becchetti and Trovato, 2002; Delmar and Wiklund,
2008; Smallbone, Leig, and North, 1995) is too static to model the complexity
of growth phenomenon for two reasons: growth is unstable and growth-related
variables are too complex (i.e., interdependent, nonlinear, and time-paced). Such
attributes are best studied using system dynamics modeling, rather than using variance models, econometrics, or optimization modeling (Sterman, 1991).
As discussed previously, the SME growth phenomenon is attributed to the complex
structure of non-linear relationships between variables, with supply and demand
processes that unfold in a path-driven pattern over time. Therefore, to validate the
robustness of our dynamic theory and extend its explanatory power, we draw on
system dynamics modeling (Sterman, 2000). System dynamics modeling serves to
model complex systems, for it allows the use of stocks, flows, and feedback loops to
accommodate nonlinearity and circularity.
In particular, we use system dynamics modeling to investigate corporate entrepreneurial orientation in terms of over-exploitation and under-exploration. Recent
studies have used dynamic modeling to investigate entrepreneurial and managerial systems. Bianchi uses a system dynamics model to study SMEs growth from a
planning and control perspective (Bianchi, 2012; Bianchi and Bivona, 1999; Bianchi,
Winch, and Grey, 1999). Walrave et al. (2011) develop a system dynamics model to
investigate corporate entrepreneurial orientation. Moreover, other dynamic modeling techniques have been used to investigate similar problems, such as the investigation of nascent entrepreneurs in a panel study (Lichtenstein et al., 2007) and the
use of the non-linear path-dependent stochastic process to explain the diversity of
entrepreneurial activity in firms that have, initially, similar economic characteristics
(Minniti, 2005). Moreover, van Burg et al. (2012) draw on system dynamics modeling to explain changes in entrepreneurial cooperation.

5.3 Model background
In this section, we will discuss the different dynamics of the growth process, including opportunity pipeline, business model evolution, exploration, exploitation, sales
generation, and capacity acquisition. For an overview of the model components and

their theoretical grounding, refer to Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. Table 5.2 summarizes
Chapter 3 and 4 by listing the descriptions and constraints of the different dynamic
propositions for ambidextrous opportunities pursuit and business model evolution
as well as summarizing different growth patterns. Table 5.3 describes the different
concepts and components that we are using to build the model with referral to their
sources.
Table 5.2: Dynamic Propositions
Key Concept
Opportunity-centric
growth

Description

Business model evolution

Firms grow through a sequence of unique
states. A state emerges as an equilibrium
between specific market opportunity
and business model configuration.
Equilibrium states are disturbed due to
mismatches and restored by business
model reconfiguration.

Patterns of growth curves

(Im)perfect capture and fulfillment of
opportunities and (im)perfect business
model reconfiguration result into five
patterns of growth: Exponential, staged,
stagnation, dwarfism, and overshoot-andcollapse.

Reference
Chapter 3

The process is based
on a limited number
of homogeneous cases.
Internal validity needs
to be further tested (e.g.,
by experimental design)
to assure the process
can robustly explain
the variation in growth
patterns. Moreover,
external validity needs
to be investigated by
studying a large number of
heterogeneous cases.

Chapter 4

Chapter 3
and 4
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Growth process involves maximizing
opportunity capture and fulfillment by
sustaining balanced between exploration,
exploitation, sales generation, and
capacity acquisition.

Constraints and
Limitations

(McMullen and Shepherd, 2006).
(Covin et al., 2014); Chapter 4.

(Baron and Ensley, 2006; Covin et al.,
2014; Felin and Zenger, 2009; Shepherd,
McMullen, and Jennings, 2007).

Perceived opportunity affected by awareness and business idea innovation
capacity.
Potential opportunity established by exploration and exploitation strategies to
generate market demand for firm’s offering.
Realized opportunity captured by investing in sales generation and capacity
acquisition.
Entrepreneur forms a belief on an opportunity in two stages: an awareness stage
followed by a stage of feasibility and desirability evaluation.
Accumulating minimum knowledge is a prerequisite for effective attention to
market opportunities, hence, prerequisite to efficient innovation. Otherwise, the
firm will waste resources that developing value proposition will have a negative
correlation with performance.
When the entrepreneur become too familiar with the specific range of market
opportunities, he/she becomes myopic to different opportunities that are
incoherent with his mental model. Therefore, after a specific threshold of
opportunities, the entrepreneur’s business ideas drift from the prospected
market’s needs. Hence, investing further in value proposition will have a
negative correlation with growth.
- The increase of value proposition appeal increases the market demand captured
by investing in exploitation strategies.
- Learning from value proposition development enhances further business ideas
innovation.

Believed opportunity

Market opportunity

Firm-level opportunity

Opportunity belief
formation

Minimum market
familiarity is required
for effective opportunity
recognition

Maximum market
familiarity--beyond it,
business increasingly
becomes ineffective

Evolution of value
proposition drives growth

Opportunity perception
module

Emerge due to societal, political, and societal changes.

Exogenous opportunity

Reference

(He and Wong, 2004).

Chapter 3.

(He and Wong, 2004; Lavie, Stettner, and
Tushman, 2010).

(Shepherd, McMullen, and Jennings, 2007;
Davidsson, Achtenhagen, and Naldi, 2010).

(Eckhardt and Shane, 2003; Shane, 2012)

Chapter 3.

Description
Firms grow through capturing exogenous opportunities within a multiple-phase
pipeline.

Concept

Opportunity pipeline

Module

Model level

Table 5.3: Model Background Summary
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Concept

Description

As in the case of Kodak, firms that fail to find the right balance between
exploration and exploitation can stop growing and collapse in severe cases.
- Delay in capacity expansion leads to a capacity shortage, hence, a loss of
growth opportunity; delay for delivery might lead to loss of customers.
- Early capacity expansion leads to under-utilized capacity, which undermines
profitability and wastes a firm’s resources that could have been invested in other
growth projects.
-Capacity expansion has two often-conflicting objectives: capturing expected
sales opportunity and minimizing under-utilized capacity.
-The firm end is swinging between capacity shortage and underutilization.
- Entrepreneurs decide heuristically on allocating investment among different
activities and opportunities for growth.
- Entrepreneurs ground their investment decisions on their expected return on
investment in each activity and available resources.

Exploration and
exploitation balance is vital
for firm survival

Capacity expansion is
complex because of the
demand uncertainty

Firm has imperfect capacity
expansions

Heuristic investment
decision.

Build expectations about
opportunities

Investment allocation
module

Opportunity valuation

Sales and capacity module

- Interdependence: exploration provide opportunity for exploitation, and
exploitation provide income for exploitation,
- Trade-off: exploration competes with exploitation of resources.

- Exploration strategies: a new generation of products, extending product range,
Converting opportunity
opening up new markets and adapting new technology.
to demand by investing in
- Exploitation strategies: improving existing product quality, improving
exploration and exploitation
production flexibility, reduction of production cost and reduction of material
consumption.

Modeling of Entrepreneurial Growth Dynamics

Exploration and
exploitation paradoxical
relationship is vital for firm
performance and survival

Demand generation
module

Module

Table 5.3: Model Background Summary (continued)
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Reference

Cases Data; Chapter 3

Cases Data; Chapter 3.

(Van Mieghem, 2003); Chapter 3.

(Bloom, Bond, and Reenen, 2007; Sterman,
2000); Chapter 3.

(Walrave, van Oorschot, and Romme, 2011);
Chapter 3.

(Lavie, Stettner, and Tushman, 2010);
Chapter 3.

(He and Wong, 2004); Chapter 3.
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5.3.1 Opportunity-centric growth pipeline
To model opportunity-centric growth (i.e., entrepreneurial growth), a clear definition of “opportunities” needs to be adopted. We will build on the opportunity pipeline framework that we developed in Chapter 3 to separate the different ontological
states of the opportunities. The opportunity pipeline makes a clear distinction
between:
– The Exogenous Opportunity that emerges due to societal, political, and technological changes; such opportunity is independent of a firm’s actions and management beliefs (Shane, 2012).
– The Believed Opportunity that is an entrepreneur’s perception of the reality that
limits his/her willingness to invest in growth (Davidsson, Achtenhagen, and
Naldi, 2010; Shepherd, McMullen, and Jennings, 2007).
– The Market Level Opportunity is the customers’ demand for a specific range of
competing products, which the entrepreneur can explore by investing in new
products and markets, and exploit by enhancing the value proposition appeal in
comparison to competitors (He and Wong, 2004; Lavie, Stettner, and Tushman,
2010).
– The Firm-Level Opportunity is realized by capturing market demand into sales
orders and fulfilling it through its operational capacity.
Next, we present the state of the art on how each of these opportunity states is
formed.
5.3.2 Opportunity belief formation
To enable and sustain growth, the entrepreneur needs to acquire additional opportunities (McMullen and Shepherd, 2006). This implies that entrepreneurs form
beliefs in an opportunity over two stages: the attention and evaluation stages. In the
attention stage, the entrepreneur incorporates knowledge and motivation to form
a “third-person opportunity,” which is a belief in a specific opportunity that exists
for others than the entrepreneur (McMullen and Shepherd, 2006). In the evaluation stage, the entrepreneur assesses the opportunity’s desirability and feasibility
and forms a belief of “first-person opportunity,” that is an opportunity that not only
exists but also is feasible and desirable to pursue (McMullen and Shepherd, 2006).
Therefore, sustaining growth requires sustaining attentiveness to opportunities and
sustaining the capacity to envision feasible business ideas.
Market familiarity interacts dynamically with belief formation and results in various
impacts, from enforcing growth to suppressing it (Covin et al., 2014). Covin and colleagues find that market familiarity moderates the relationship between the evolution
of a value proposition and the performance of the venture. If the situation involves

an entrepreneur who is hardly or not at all familiar with the market (i.e., low market
familiarity), the development of value proposition has a U-curved relationship with
venture performance. Covin et al. argue that in low market familiarity situations,
investing in a value proposition decreases the venture’s performance. That is because
the venture has not yet accumulated enough knowledge to develop an appealing
value proposition. Therefore, it spends more resources on the development than it
realizes in returns. After accumulating a critical size of knowledge, investment in the
value proposition starts enhancing the firm’s performance increasingly.

Moreover, market familiarity can reinforce further opportunity recognition through
its impact on the value proposition. The positive experience of value proposition
development arguably increases the entrepreneur’s self-efficacy and, when the
entrepreneur decides to explore new opportunities, self-efficacy will increase his/
her tendency to evaluate more opportunities as feasible, which refuels the willingness for opportunity exploration.

5.3.3 Demand generation
When an entrepreneur recognizes an opportunity, he/she experiences a tension
to pursue it and, when necessary, to reconfigure the business model to generate
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In contrast, in high market familiarity situations, the evolution of investment in a
value proposition shows an inverted U-curve pattern (Covin et al., 2014). As the venture increasingly invests in a familiar market, the performance also grows. However,
beyond a certain knowledge threshold, the entrepreneur becomes too familiar with
a specific prototype of market opportunities (Baron and Ensley, 2006) and becomes
myopic to different market opportunities (Felin and Zenger, 2009). Similarly, such
managerial myopia has been identified in larger corporations when there is cognitive
dissonance between what is believed to be true versus what is seen in the market.
For example, Tripsas and Gavetti (2000) find that in Polaroid, the pioneer photography company, senior management was not able to develop new beliefs about
opportunities in digital imaging as it was inconsistent with their current business
model. Myopia toward market opportunities can undermine a firm’s effort toward
value proposition development. The prototype of the opportunity acts as a filter
that the entrepreneur uses to scan reality efficiently (Baron and Ensley, 2006). This
may result in myopia which drifts away from reality with each encounter, toward the
rigid prototype belief the entrepreneur currently holds (Shepherd, McMullen, and
Jennings, 2007). Such rigid and unrealistic beliefs can make each attempt to develop
a value proposition fail, alienate the firm further from the market opportunity, and,
hinder growth.

value from it (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010). Pursuing opportunities involves both
exploring new opportunities and the exploitation of current opportunities. Exploration implies adopting strategies such as introducing a new generation of products,
extending product range, opening up new markets, and adapting new technology.
Exploitation implies adopting strategies such as improving existing product quality,
improving production flexibility, the reduction of production cost, and the reduction
of material consumption (He and Wong, 2004; March, 1991).
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The relationship between exploration and exploitation is paradoxical (Smith
and Lewis, 2011). On one hand, exploration and exploitation are interdependent
because exploration is a pre-requisite for successful exploitation, and exploitation
generates the income needed to finance further exploration. Therefore, exploration
and exploitation are self-enforcing (Levinthal and March, 1993). On the other hand,
there is a trade-off between exploration and exploitation as both are competing for
the limited resources of the firm (Lavie, Stettner, and Tushman, 2010), including the
entrepreneur’s attention as a limited resource. As such, an increase in (or focus on)
one activity will decrease the other—yet both are required for sustained growth and
survival. Firms that fail to find the right balance between exploration and exploitation not only can stop growing but may even collapse, such as in the case of Kodak
(Tripsas and Gavetti, 2000; Walrave, van Oorschot, and Romme, 2011). In this
example, Kodak underexplored the digital photography market and over-exploited
the print photography opportunity. Eventually, the print market opportunity was
completely exhausted, and Kodak had to file for bankruptcy.

5.3.4 Potential sales realization
To realize its growth potential, a firm needs to capture the market demand for its
products and services by investing in sales generation activities (e.g., by hiring sales
people or launching promotion campaigns) and sales fulfillment activities (e.g.,
product manufacturing and service delivery). Assuming there is sufficient market
demand, growth becomes primarily a function of sales-generation effectiveness and
capacity-expansion sufficiency.
The capacity expansion decision is a complex one because of demand uncertainty.
Demand uncertainty undermines the entrepreneur’s confidence in demand sustainability. Therefore, an entrepreneur might be unresponsive to increases in demand
and, thus, miss the opportunity to grow (Bloom, Bond, and Reenen, 2007). A
shortage of capacity to fulfill sales orders without delay can cause customers to drop
their sales orders and move over to the competition (Sterman, 2000). On the other
extreme, expanding capacity too early can result in an underutilized and inefficient

operation that affects a firm’s profitability and wastes resources that are needed to
finance alternative growth projects. For example, resources that could have been
invested in new geographical market development could instead be wasted on
underutilized machinery.

We know little about how capacity expansion is executed in SMEs under demand
uncertainty. The existing body of literature is dominated by computational studies
that seek to optimize the return on investment arising from capacity expansion in
large corporations (Bloom, Bond, and Reenen, 2007; Kaminsky and Yuen, 2014).
Sterman (2002) uses a system dynamics model to demonstrate the complexity of
timing capacity expansion in the case of a small high-tech services company. Sterman
demonstrates how mistiming capacity expansion in the context of expected sales
orders could disable the firm to grow to its potential. However, this model does not
tackle the demand uncertainty effect and assumes the firm has unlimited demand.

5.4 Model description
Our empirical findings and literature review resulted in an opportunity-centric
process theory that provided a set of dynamic hypotheses that explain opportunityderived entrepreneurial growth and identified five pivotal growth patterns (i.e.,
reference modes, in system dynamics language). To examine the coherency of this
explanation, we developed a system dynamics model that simulates our dynamic
hypothesis. Refer to Figure 5.1 for a stylized version of the simulation model.
This section describes the major dynamics of the model. For a complete model
description, mathematical formulation, and variables definitions, refer to Appendix
4.
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Capacity expansion implies satisfying two often contradicting objectives. One objective is to sustain capacity expansion to accommodate expected sales growth, and
the other is to maximize utilization rate. Van Mieghem (2003) found that because of
capacity expansion complexity, firms are likely to keep swinging between shortage
and underutilized capacity. Van Mieghem suggests that a firm can adopt either a
capacity-leading strategy (i.e., proactively expanding capacity to assure precious
demand is captured even at the cost of bearing underutilized operation) or a
capacity-lagging strategy (i.e., only investing precious resources in the capacity as
a reaction to a steady increase in demand to assure maximum capacity utilization).

Figure 5.1: Stylized Model
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5.4.1 Module 1: Opportunity perception
As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the stock of untapped perceived opportunities drives and
limits exploration and exploitation efforts. The perceived opportunities are renewed
or exhausted by two competing loops: feedback loop R1 adds additional untapped
opportunities, and the testing (B1) feedback loop drains the stock of untapped
opportunities.
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On one hand, Testing (B1) represents a balancing loop that drains untapped opportunities. The perception of the untapped opportunity encourages the entrepreneur
to invest in demand exploration activities and, eventually, in demand exploitation
activities. The exploration activities test the validity of the opportunity perception.
Therefore, it decreases the untapped opportunities whether it succeeded or not.
When successful, exploration and exploitation activities tap the opportunities.
Moreover, when the exploration fails, it invalidates the existence of the opportunity
or, at least, the feasibility of the current business idea to capture it.
On the other hand, (R1) represents a reinforcing feedback loop. Both successful and
unsuccessful exploitation experiences increase the entrepreneur’s familiarity with
the market. Familiarity enhances the entrepreneur’s capabilities better to identify
the next opportunity and enhances the entrepreneur’s attentiveness to the market.
Therefore, the increase of market familiarity eventually leads to additional opportunities identification in a self-reinforcing manner.
The shift of dominance between loops R1 and B1 explains why firms such as TGB
(see Chapters 3 and 4) experienced an accelerating rate of opportunity identification. When TGB’s market familiarity increased, the theorizing loop dominated over
the testing loop. Therefore, more untapped opportunities were identified than
the firm’s capabilities to test these opportunities. The same dynamic explains the
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Figure 5.2: Styled Model of Opportunity Theorizing

reverse scenario in the case of Sphinx (review the “ambilevous” pattern in Chapter
3). The firm engaged with too many diversified opportunities and, thus, experienced
weak market familiarity. Therefore, its testing capacity dominated over its theorizing capacity. Eventually, Sphinx exhausted its untapped opportunities and lost the
potential to grow.
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The rate of opportunity perception is derived from the entrepreneur’s attention to
the market (McMullen and Shepherd, 2006). We define Attention Fraction as the
percentage of the undiscovered opportunities the entrepreneur can effectively perceive, given his/her level of market familiarity. The entrepreneur’s attention rate will
vary based on his/her familiarity with the market or knowledge of certain domains
(Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). The effect of market familiarity on attention
fraction follows an inverse U-curved shape. As market familiarity increases, the
capability to recognize market opportunities increases until it reaches a threshold;
after overstepping this threshold, the entrepreneur (or the management team) will
be too familiar with the market opportunity and becomes ignorant to market opportunities that are different than what he/she expects (Covin et al., 2014; Shepherd,
McMullen, and Jennings, 2007). Refer to Appendix 4, Section A4.1, which describes
the complete mathematical formulation and definitions for the opportunity perception module.

5.4.2 Module 2: Demand generation
Demand generation represents the medium- and long-term in the opportunity
pipeline. Exploration exposes the firm into a new market demand and establishes its
long-term potential. On the medium-to-long term, exploitation enhances the value
proposition competitiveness, therefore, generating market demand on the firm’s
offering. On the short term, sales grow by capturing the demand into sales orders
and fulfilling it.

As illustrated in Figure 5.3 and as explained in section 5.3, firms grow by balancing
between exploration and exploitation. A firm’s successful exploitation encourages
further investment in exploitation (Loop R2) and further realizes the demand
potential by investing in sales generation (B4). Eventually, overexploitation exhausts
the firm’s stock of untapped market demand (B3). Therefore, firms renew growth
potential by allocating resources to exploration activities (B2). However, another
possibility is that the entrepreneur becomes biased toward the current (successful)
opportunity and the firm gets trapped in exploitation.

A key stock in this part of the model is “untapped market demand,” which includes
the demand for all competing and substituting offerings in the prospected market; it
increases by exploration and decreases (being tapped) by exploitation.
Firm-level demand is the market demand for the firm’s specific offerings. Firm-level
demand increases by investment in exploitation and decreases (i.e., is captured) by
investment in sales generation to convert it into actual sales orders. Refer to Appendix 4, Section A4.2, which describes the complete mathematical formulation and
definitions for the demand generation module.
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Opportunities cannot be fully captured and converted into sales orders, because
demand units will not be automatically converted to sales orders; on the one hand,
this occurs because of imperfect capabilities for growth (i.e., the effectiveness of
exploration, exploitation, sales generation and sales fulfillment); on the other hand,
because of the limitation of resources available to invest in various growth activities.
Over-exploitation pressures a firm’s limited resources and decreases the available
resources (e.g., financial, human, and attention) that can be allocated to exploration
(Lavie et al., 2010). Therefore, over-exploitation (or under-exploration) eventually
exhausts the firm’s growth potential and halts growth. The firm reaches a plateau
where it does not grow, even though it is investing heavily in exploitation.
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Figure 5.3: Demand Generation Stylized Model

5.4.3 Module 3: Sales and capacity expansion module
There are many options to model the capacity expansion problem. For example, a
financial approach can be adopted (with the equilibrant financial value of capacity expansion and returns); this is, however, far beyond the scope of this study.
Another options can be modeling the capacity expansion operationally with regard
to operational capacity or inventory stocks (Van Mieghem, 2003). We choose to
model capacity using operational capacity because it can better demonstrate the
recurring imbalance between expansion and utilization. Modeling using inventory
stocks that may buffer against demand fluctuations can mask the effects of capacity shortages. Moreover, modeling operational capacity demonstrates the effect of

a long order-to-deployment period (Van Mieghem, 2003), which emphasizes the
importance of demand anticipation in planning capacity expansion. Therefore, we
modeled using operation capacity as it is likely to be more sensitive to demand fluctuations and demonstrates the recurring and potentially cyclic imbalance between
sales and capacity.
As illustrated in Figure 5.4, firms invest in sales generation activities to transform
market demand into actual sales orders (B4). The sales orders are fulfilled and converted into sales growth (B5). The success of sales generation activities encourages
the entrepreneur to invest further in sales generation that form a self-reinforcing
loop that seizes the entrepreneur’s attention on sales generation (R3).
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Figure 5.4: Sales and Capacity Expansion Stylized Model

The attention to sales can be redirected through two competing dynamics. One
way is to exhaust the firm-level demand. Hence, the entrepreneur is encouraged to
reallocate resources and attention into exploitation activities to enhance the value
proposition’s competitiveness and refuel the firm-level demand (R2).
Another way is by reaching a capacity shortage. The continuous increase in sales
orders pressures the sales fulfillment capacity, and eventually, the entrepreneur
experiences a shortage. Hence, the entrepreneur gives priority to investing in acquiring the additional capacity to meet the expected growth in sales orders (R4). Review
Appendix 4, Section A4.3, which describes the complete mathematical formulation
and definitions for the sales and capacity module.
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Figure 5.5: Lost Customers

As illustrated in figure 5.5, some fulfilled sales orders will result into customers satisfied enough to turn into repeat purchasers and contribute to sales growth. On the
other hand, other customers will be uncaptured (Opt out sales orders), or lost after
sales fulfilment (Opt out customers); some of the latter will be lost to the competition. Sales lost to competition is a stock that captures lost customers whether
lost during sales generation or after sales fulfilment. This stock is outside the direct
control of the entrepreneur. Nevertheless, part of such lost customers can be recaptured later, when the firm invests in its value proposition competitiveness. For more
details, kindly refer to the full model documentation in Appendix 4, Module 3.

5.4.4 Module 4: Investment allocation
As illustrated in Figure 5.6, growth allocated resources are resources that the entrepreneur assigns to the investment in growth activities (i.e., exploration, exploitation,
sales generation, and capacity acquisition). Growth allocated resources could be
financial resources, human resources, the pool of skills, the entrepreneur’s attention,
etc. However, to keep the model as parsimonious as possible, we limit our modeling to financial resources. Review Appendix 4, Section A4.4, which describes the
complete mathematical formulation and variables definitions for the investment
allocation module.
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In summary, growth allocated resources are built organically using sales, and four
different activities are competing over them: exploration, exploitation, sales generation, and capacity expansion. Entrepreneurs aim to sustain growth by assuring
that the return on investing in growth activities will exceed its cost. Furthermore,
to maximize growth, entrepreneurs need to identify the most profitable activity to
prioritize.

5.4.5 Module 5: Opportunity valuation and decision making
An entrepreneur invests simultaneously in a portfolio of growth projects. The
portfolio of growth projects can be considered a two-dimensional matrix: on one
dimension, is a portfolio of opportunities (e.g., distinctive target markets, distinctive
offerings); on the other dimension is a pipeline of growth activities (i.e., exploration,
exploitation, sales generation, and capacity acquisition).
We assume that an entrepreneur allocates resources to different projects (e.g.,
exploration of new market niche) according to the potential profit of each project
and the available resources for investment. In our model, we use a simple heuristic
that was adopted by the entrepreneurs in our cases. Our entrepreneurs simply
maximized the return on their portfolio of investment as follows: he/she started by
investing in the most profitable project first. If he/she still had resources remaining,
then he/she moved to the second most profitable, and then third. This sequence
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Figure 5.6: Stylized Investment Model

continues until either the entrepreneur runs out of resources or out of opportunities for growth. Refer to the calculative algorithms in the appendix for details on
mathematical formulation and review Appendix 4, Section A4.5, which describe the
complete mathematical formulation and the variables’ definitions for the demand
generation module.

5.5 Model results
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In this section, we simulate the system dynamics model to examine its capability to
produce the hypothesized patterns of growth and to explain the differences among
the studied cases. We run five experiments to test the scenarios we identified in the
previous chapters (i.e., exponential growth, staged growth, stagnation, dwarfism,
and overshoot-and-collapse dwarfism and exponential growth). In each experiment
we configure the key parameters in a way that we hypothesize will entrap the firm
into a particular pattern of growth. Finally, we examine the output of different modules and the progression of critical stocks (e.g., opportunity, demand, investment
resources, etc.) and check its fit with the narration of the cases.
We identified key capabilities (i.e., attentiveness, savviness, responsiveness, expectations of return on investment in growth, and value proposition effectiveness) as
the most influential factors to which the model is most sensitive. Such capabilities
were identified as suggested by the literature and due to the formulation choices.
Refer to Table 5.3 for a summary of formulating choices and how they are grounded
in the literature and previous chapters.
We start by experimenting with an exponential growth scenario where the key
capabilities are in optimum condition. Thus, different dynamics are maintaining
equilibriums and the overall outcome of the system is an exponential that is uninterrupted. Then we generate a staged growth scenario by reconfiguring the key
capabilities at imperfect settings. Subsequently, we generate a stagnation pattern
by configuring the key capabilities to be biased towards under-exploration. Next,
we generate a dwarfism pattern by configuring the key capabilities to be biased
toward under-exploitation. Finally, we generate the overshoot-and-collapse pattern
by configuring the key capabilities to be biased toward both over-exploration and
under-exploitation. Furthermore, to examine the robustness of the model, we run a
sensitivity analysis for the critical factors that we hypothesize to have a considerable
impact on the growth. This analysis also examines the extent in which each variable
can be used to influence the entire system.

5.5.1 Exponential growth
Exponential growth is a theoretical pattern that results from a perfect ambidextrous
orientation. In this pattern, we assume an ideal state where all opportunity pipeline
stages are in perfect equilibrium with one another.

Opportunity Identiﬁcation Efﬁctivness

Undiscovered Exogenous Opportunity
Perceived Market Opportunity
Figure 5.7: perfect Opportunity Identification

As shown in Figure 5.7, the entrepreneur completely discovers the exogenous
opportunities (solid red line), and successfully converts them into perceived market
opportunities (blue dashed line). The perceived opportunities are eventually fully
depleted when tested with exploration (e.g., developing new products or penetrating the new markets). Such exploration reduces the level of perceived opportunities
(i.e., untested expectations), regardless of whether it succeeded or failed.
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The entrepreneur sustains his/her capability to identify opportunities by maintaining
a positive level of market familiarity. This level of market familiarity is high enough to
enable a value proposition evolution but not so high that it causes the entrepreneur
to be myopic to opportunities incoherent with his/her expectations. This positive
level is maintained by two capabilities: a high level (i.e., 0.2) of savviness (that is,
the capability to develop an appealing value proposition in an unfamiliar market)
and a moderate level (i.e., 0.5) of apprenticeship (that is, the capability to sustain
attention to unexpected opportunities in a highly familiar market).

Figure 5.8 illustrates a perfectly timed ambidextrous orientation, where the entrepreneur maximizes opportunities exploitation to assure progressive and accumulative growth, while proactively exploring additional opportunities promptly to assure
a continued refueling of new opportunities.

Ambidextrous Demand Generation
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Untapped Market Demand

Demand on Firm Offerings
Figure 5.8: perfectly Ambidextrous Demand Generation

As illustrated in Figure 5.8, the untapped market demand increases as a result of
exploration and is fully tapped as a result of exploitation. Consequently, demand for
firm offerings increase. Moreover, demand is effectively captured by sales efforts—
as it converts probable sales leads into actual sales orders.
Perfect ambidextrous orientation implies a minimum delay to reorient the firm
between exploration and exploitation. Therefore, exploration is always ahead of
exploitation to fuel it, and exploitation whenever possible is prioritized over exploration to maximize the firm’s capability to tap its potential. However due to the
assumption of a finite opportunity, the opportunity is eventually exhausted and no
more growth is possible.
As illustrated in Figure 5.9, a perfect balance between the increase in sales orders
and capacity expansion leads to the perfect capture of sales opportunities while
maintaining the perfect rate of capacity utilization.

We assume that sales are perfectly effective; no customers are lost due to the delay
of sales orders. Moreover, the offering is competitive enough that when a customer
buys even one time, he will stay loyal. Therefore the customer-base is robust and
not leaking.
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Figure 5.9: perfect Capacity Expansion

As illustrated in Figure 5.9, sales orders grow in the form of an S-shape, as the entrepreneur harvests the entire opportunities pipeline. However, fulfilled sales orders
lag behind because the firm takes time before it trusts the increase in sales orders
to expand the capacity accordingly. Nevertheless, the firm reliably forecasts sales
orders and successfully expands the capacity as needed. As a result, the firm eventually captures available sales opportunities and reaches sales potential.
Finally, a perfectly ambidextrous situation assumes the firm sustains the instant
capability to reconfigure its business model as needed and to successfully alter
the value proposition to maintain a perfect match with prospected opportunities.
This capability in business model configuration has an important role in capturing
opportunities.

5.5.2 Staged growth
As identified in Chapter 3 and as concluded from the model parameters calibration,
staged growth results from an imperfect ambidextrous orientation. In this pattern,
sales grow by alternating between periods of rapid growth followed by periods of
incremental growth or stability. Staged growth results from a cyclic disequilibrium
between stages of the opportunity pipeline; this disequilibrium is derived from the
imperfect capabilities, parameters, and delays that result in suboptimal states of the
system.
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Staged growth can be attributed to imperfect market familiarity, therefore in the
long term, the entrepreneur is incapable of recognizing the full set of market opportunities (e.g., in comparison to his/her competition). Figure 5.10 demonstrates how
the discovery of opportunities is sensitive to changes in apprenticeship.

Figure 5.10: Analysis of Opportunity Discovery’s Sensitivity to Change in Apprenticeship

Apprenticeship is a dimensionless multiplier of the impact of familiarity. It ranges
from 0.0 (i.e., dull apprenticeship in which an increase of familiarity will not have any
impact on opportunity recognition), to 2.0 (i.e., clever apprenticeship in which an
increase of familiarity will impact the opportunity recognition at a rate that is double
the competitors). A moderate level of apprenticeship (e.g., line 2, apprenticeship
=.5) achieves the maximum level of opportunity discovery, while with a low level,

the entrepreneur is too novice to identify opportunities (e.g., line 1). Moreover, with
a too high level of apprenticeship (line 4 and 5), the entrepreneur is too biased; he/
she becomes myopic and loses sight of unexpected opportunities, leaving part of the
market undiscovered.

Run 1 Savviness = 0.000
Run 3 Savviness = 0.150
Run 5 Savviness = 0.300

Run 2 Savviness = 0.075
Run 4 Savviness = 0.225

Figure 5.11: Analysis of Opportunity Discovery’s Sensitivity to Change in Savviness
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Figure 5.11 illustrates the effect of savviness on value proposition performance.
A low level of savviness affects the early stage of low market familiarity. At such
a low level, the entrepreneur does not have enough knowledge to develop value
propositions effectively. Therefore, at an early stage, there is a negative relationship
between investments in the value proposition and performance. However, after passing a minimum knowledge threshold, the relationship flips, and investments in the
value proposition result in increasingly enhanced performance. Eventually, the firm
reaches the maximum performance of the value proposition. The level of savviness
drives the length of an early period in which the entrepreneur suffers from inefficient
value proposition development. Savviness ranges from 0.0 (i.e., the entrepreneur
is not knowledgeable and will need a long period of initial market familiarization
before he/she starts to realize positive return on investment in value proposition
evolution), to 0.30 (i.e., the entrepreneur is savvy enough that he/she will need no
period of initial market familiarization and will start immediately to realize positive
return on investment in value proposition evolution).

Imperfectly timed ambidextrous orientation implies that the firm experiences delays
between exploration and exploitation. Therefore, it experiences a chain of imbalances between the opportunity pipeline stages. This results in a cyclic interruption
and resuming of growth, as illustrated in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Imperfect Ambidextrous Demand Generation in Staged Growth

Imbalance occurs between opportunity at one stage and the capacity to handle it in
the next stage of the opportunity pipeline. Therefore, rapid growth slows down (and
eventually halts) until the firm restores balance. A firm can restore balance either
by opportunity refueling or by capacity acquisition. Once balance is restored, rapid
growth is resumed again.
The overall growth curve follows a staged pattern that matches the punctuated
equilibrium model of Greiner (1972) in which firms grow through sequential episodes of stable evolution, followed by episodes of revolution. Such a pattern was
identified in Chapter 3. In chapter 4 we identified that it is, in particular, the business
model evolution process that enables further opportunity capture, hence growth.
Figure 5.12 displays the oscillation of the stocks of untapped market demand for
firm offerings. Such oscillation occurs at an exploration delay of 12 months and an
exploitation delay of 6 months. Exploration leads the way by generating untapped
market demand (line 1). Then the entrepreneur reallocates resources from exploration into exploitation, aiming to tap this demand. Therefore, firm-level demand

increases (line 2) but only by draining the untapped market demand decreases.
Eventually, a firm runs out of the untapped market and needs to reallocate resources
back to exploration to refuel growth. This cycle recurs as the firm grows until there
are no more opportunities to explore.
Staged growth can result as well from the imperfect management of capacity expansion. As shown in Figure 5.13, a firm can swing between a shortage of capacity and
underutilized capacity. Shortage leads to loss of customers, and underutilized capacity reduces financial performance. Eventually, the firm accumulates enough capacity
to fulfill sales orders, but at the cost of many lost sales opportunities during the
firm’s life, which limits overall growth potential.
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Figure 5.13: Imperfect Capacity Expansion in Staged Growth

5.5.3 Stagnation
Stagnation implies that sales volume halts after a period of growth. Our model
illustrates how stagnation, in particular, can result from under-exploration. When a
firm stops refueling its opportunity pipeline with additional opportunities, it eventually exhausts the current opportunity. Reaching the maximum sales potential can
be achieved by the current combination of value proposition and target markets.

Next, we will discuss how the model explains various trajectories that can lead to
under-exploration.
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Under-exploration can result from the entrepreneur’s inability to identify new opportunities, which leads to stagnation. Figure 5.14 depicts an analysis of the sensitivity
of sales to opportunity attention. As illustrated here, entrepreneurs with different
levels of attentiveness can have a hugely different sales potential (everything else
being constant). This was also observed in the cases in Chapter 3. Attentiveness
represents the capability of the entrepreneur to recognize the accessible opportunity. Attentiveness 0 means an entrepreneur cannot perceive any opportunity even
if it is directly accessible for him. Attentiveness 0.10 means the entrepreneur can
perceive an additional 10% of the accessible market opportunities in each cycle of
the simulation.

Figure 5.14: Sensitivity Analysis of Sales to Opportunity Attention

Both too much and too little familiarity limits the attention for new opportunities.
As discussed earlier, entrepreneurs differ from each other in their attitude toward
learning from the market. Entrepreneurs with the attitude of novice apprentice who
does not have enough knowledge to make sense of the market (e.g., apprenticeship
less than 0.3) become unable to identify as many opportunities as competitors do.
Also, entrepreneurs with too much apprenticeship (e.g., apprenticeship more than
0.7) develop a mastership as they are too familiar with the market; they become
over-confident and, therefore, are unable to recognize opportunities that are incoherent with their expectations. Figure 5.10 illustrates the impact of apprenticeship
on opportunity identification.

Our model illustrates how the mismanagement of exploration and exploitation
can result in stagnation. Both underestimating returns on exploration and delaying
exploration reduce the exploration quests performed by the firm and , therefore,
hinder the firm’s growth. An analysis of the sales sensitivity to the expected return
on exploration (ERXO3) is presented in Figure 5.15, and the analysis of the sales’
sensitivity to the delay in exploration is displayed in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16 Analysis of the Sales Sensitivity to the Delay in Exploration

However, under-exploration alone cannot explain stagnation. Under-exploration can
explain why a firm does not acquire additional demand (e.g., additional customers),
but it cannot explain how it retains the current level of demand.

3 XO = Exploration, XT = Exploitation, SG = Sales Generation, CAQ = Capacity Acquisition, ER XO is
Expected Return on Exploration, and ER XT is Expected Return on exploitation.
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Figure 5.15 Analysis of Sales’ Sensitivity to the Expected Return on Exploration EXRO

In reality, sales erode: staying at an existing sales level without adding customers
means erosion. Firms with an imperfect value proposition can be outperformed by
competition, and their customers will depart to the competition. In this way, the
customer base is eroded over time in proportion with the firm’s value proposition competitiveness. To hold a stagnation state without collapse, a firm needs to
develop its value proposition to reach a minimum competitiveness that can retain
a specific level of customers and sales orders. The sensitivity of sales to firm’s value
proposition competitiveness is displayed in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17 Analysis of the Sales Sensitivity to the Value Proposition Competitiveness

Therefore, a firm becomes trapped in a plateau as it sustains the current level of sales
orders by maintaining a minimum level of competitiveness. It cannot grow anymore
because it is under-exploring.

5.5.4 Dwarfism
Dwarfism is a theoretical yet interesting pattern; it is a state of stagnation that happens at an early stage in firm’s life, and such a pattern has abundant face validity as
many SMEs stay small. Our model generates dwarfism behavior by under exploitation at an early stage.
Early under-exploitation can be expected to be observed in real life when the entrepreneur reaches a feasible business model at an early stage and perceives further
business model reconfiguration as an unjustified risk; therefore, the entrepreneur
aborts the growth quest at that early stage. The entrepreneur halts further investment in exploring additional opportunities as well as investing in exploiting the
current opportunity further. In other words, self-enforcing mechanisms are never
triggered.

The model can illustrate this by experimenting with the perceived probability that
investments in exploitation will generate additional sales; Figure 5.18 depicts the
sensitivity analysis of the impact of a change in the perceived exploitation probability success on the sales. The sales drop from 8 million units at a perceived exploitation probability success of .032 to only 68,000 units at a perceived exploitation
probability success of .012. Please note that the model is too sensitive in the area
between .012 to .032 as there is a multiplication effect. The model is calculating the
probability of one unit of demand contributing to growth by being converted into
a fulfilled sales order. It calculates this by the multiplication of perceived probability
of exploitation success, perceived probability of sales success, and perceived probability of sales fulfillment.

Figure 5.18: Analysis of Sensitivity of Sales to the perceived probability Exploitation Success

5.5.5 Overshoot-and-collapse
In the overshoot-and-collapse pattern, firms experience short episodes of substantial
growth followed by a sharp collapse. Overshoot-and-collapse patterns emerge from
holding an ambilevous orientation in which firms over-explore new opportunities
and under-exploit current opportunities (refer to Chapter 3 for details).
In cases like Sphinx and GNP, success in one opportunity may encourage the
entrepreneur to diversify the portfolio of opportunities too early. In both cases, the
entrepreneur started exploring a new (and usually bigger) opportunity at the cost
of under-exploiting the current opportunity. Early diversification of the opportunity
portfolio results in sales increases due to the fast acquisition of additional opportunities (i.e., new markets and products). Nevertheless, firms often have too limited
resources to invest sufficiently in all opportunities simultaneously. Therefore, such
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Sales Sensitivity to Perceived Probability for Exploitation Success
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over-exploration ends with under-developed opportunities and eventually results in
collapse.
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Our model does not directly generate an ambilevous pattern in a single run because it
is built to simulate the resource competition between a portfolio of growth activities
for a single opportunity. Future research is needed to enable the study of ambilevous
pattern in a single run; moreover, the model needs to be developed even further
to handle resource competition over a matrix of multiple opportunities on one
dimension and portfolio of activities on the second dimension. This can, however,
be simulated by a series of runs. Our model’s results clearly explain the ambilevous
growth pattern as an aggregated sales curve composed of several runs (i.e., several
opportunities) with a static resource competition (i.e., resources are not re-allocated
in real time during simulation cycles). To illustrate the ambilevous pattern, we used
the cases’ narration and developed an aggregated curve using Microsoft Excel.
In the collapsing case of Sphinx, the firm stopped from expanding an already successful business (i.e., affordable detergents in the rural areas) and rushed into
diverse opportunities (i.e. export and mainstream detergents in urban areas)
without allocating sufficient resources to each opportunity; thus, they experienced
a fast collapse after a period of short-term success. Therefore, the firm’s growth
curve is an aggregation of different opportunities, in which each opportunity follows
a distinctive pattern (see Figure 5.19).

Figure 5.19: Sphinx Ambilevous Portfolio of Opportunities

Figure 5.19 illustrates the accumulative impact of each opportunity on sales (displayed
in different colors), and the collective sales growth of all opportunities is shown as
the white curve. As we can see, while every opportunity follows a distinctive pattern

on its own, the overall growth curve follows an ambilevous pattern of overshootand-collapse.
As illustrated, rural markets experienced staged growth but were always left underexploited when resources were allocated to other opportunities. The rural markets
opportunity kept losing growth momentum and eventually shrank into a stagnated
level.

The catering opportunity followed a dwarfism pattern. Sphinx developed a basic
value proposition that was able to generate profitable operation while sustaining
a minimum level of competitiveness that maintained stable sales from a small
customer-base. Nevertheless, Sphinx under-exploited the opportunity because the
entrepreneur perceived the catering opportunity as less attractive than the alternative opportunities (e.g., rural and Libyan). Eventually, over-exploration resulted in a
financial crisis, the firm lost the minimum resources required to maintain the current
level of sales generation in catering, and the catering line was terminated.
As discussed in Chapter 3, GNP had a similar experience when it attempted to
explore the pharmaceutical market; it experienced a short period of high growth,
followed by a sharp collapse, and termination of the new business model.
Finally, to emphasize the impact of mismanagement of the portfolio of opportunities in generating an ambilevous pattern, we will end this section by presenting the
opposite scenario, which results in an ambidextrous pattern. Figure 5.20 demonstrates a graph for the different growth episodes of TGB, which managed an ideal
ambidextrous portfolio. The graph is not a simulation output but is illustrated based
on the case’s narration as presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
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The mainstream market, the Libyan market, and the UK market experienced short
exponential growth followed by immediate collapse. Exploring a too-diversified
portfolio of opportunities was very demanding on a quantity of resources, skills, and
attention that were not available. Small and medium firms, such as the case of Sphinx,
have limited resources to explore sufficiently in diversified and sizable opportunities
simultaneously. Therefore, it stepped into a mode of over-exploration as it could not
invest sufficiently in the developments of each market/product. Eventually, overexploration quests discontinued, and the firm experienced financial crisis due to the
unfruitful investments.
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Figure 5.20: TGB Ambidextrous Portfolio of Opportunities

In contrast to Sphinx, TGB started to explore one opportunity at a time while it progressively exploited another. Such balanced portfolio management helped TGB to
experience progressive and accumulative sales growth and maximize its investment
in exploration and exploitation. The overall growth curve was a smoothly staged
growth pattern.

5.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we developed a system dynamics model that captures and details the
dynamics underlying empirically identified growth and decline patterns. We validate
the robustness of our explanation of why and how some firms grow and others do
not as well as why a firm will grow at one episode and will not grow at a different
episode. Our model experimentation reveals how firms get entrapped in particular
growth patterns (i.e., exponential growth, stagnation, dwarfism, staged growth, or
overshoot-and-collapse).
We contribute to the understanding of SME growth by developing a comprehensive
view that integrates the existing fragmented body of knowledge that suffers from
the “lack of integration of the different findings into a more comprehensive theory
of growth” (Davidsson, Achtenhagen, and Naldi, 2010).
To achieve this integration, we developed a dynamic model for the growth processes
by building on the idea of dynamic growth states (Levie and Lichtenstein, 2010;
Levie and Lichtenstein, 2008; Phelps, Adams, and Bessant, 2007), as well as on the

empirical investigations demonstrated in Chapter 3 and 4. Therefore, we developed
a dynamic model that explains states transition by analyzing a firm’s management of
the portfolio of opportunities and the evolution of its business model.
The conventional wisdom of SME growth revolves around developing generic models that provide one solution for a wide range of SMEs. In contrast, our dynamic
model provides an idiosyncratic and path-driven perspective that accommodates
the uniqueness of each firm to perform relevant diagnosis and to prescribe unique
interventions. In other words, our theory alters the sector therapy from the level
of generic nutritious advice to the level of the case-by-case clinical diagnosis and
medication prescription.

Moreover, our dynamic theory provides a new tool for SMEs to escape from entrapments and sustain firm growth not by brute force investments but by using relatively
small changes that are positioned to trigger a chain of effects that boost the firm’s
performance beyond the next tipping point.
Second, we contribute to the understanding of growth by providing a comprehensive
multi-level opportunity-centric model that explains and orchestrates the interaction
between entrepreneurs (i.e., perceptions and decisions), their firms (i.e., entrepreneurial performance, business model, and capacity expansion), and the markets
where they operate (i.e., external opportunity). This multiple-layer model explains
how the development in one layer can be suppressed or enforced by the state of the
others, for example, how an investment in product innovation can be suppressed
when dispositioned with the business model or the entrepreneur’s misperception
on the market. Therefore, our theory allows orchestrating different interventions to
enforce each other rather than to suppress each other.

Modeling of Entrepreneurial Growth Dynamics

For example, conventional wisdom for sectoral development often enforces growth
by designing a generic policy, such as a tax reduction or subsidizing innovation policy.
In contrast, our model provides a tool for sectoral development in which an advisor,
entrepreneur, or advisors of the entrepreneurial firms can prescribe interventions
according to each case’s dynamics and state. For instance, our model allows identifying the need of enforcing growth in one company by educating entrepreneurs on
innovation and, in the other, by discouraging over-innovation.
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5.7 Limitations
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The model suffers from limitations that can be covered in future research. First, the
empirical data in which the model is grounded is limited. Only three cases in the fastmoving consumer goods industries were studied. Such homogeneity was intended
to reduce the influence of variation among sectors and to contrast the differences in
entrepreneurial performance. While this was arguably justified at the early stage in
theory development, there is no guarantee that the model dynamics and calibrations
will be robust in different industries. The current model calibration may be ill-suited
with industries that are highly dynamic and innovation-driven, in which the window
of opportunity is short, and with hostile environments where being outperformed by
competition can quickly be fatal as sales erosion can be faster than a firm’s capabilities to recover it.
Second, the model has a limited inclusion of business model influence. To simplify
the model, we only included the outcome of the business model that is the value
proposition. Also, we indirectly modeled the effect of side market components
(such as market segments and customer relations management) by modeling the
opportunity pipeline. However, other components were not modeled, such as the
operational components (e.g., partners and key activities) and financial components
(e.g., cost structure, revenue, and pricing). Our understanding of a firm’s capacity
to evolve can be enhanced considerably by expanding the model to include such
components. Moreover, the simulation model will benefit from expanding its scope
from focusing on a single opportunity to multiple opportunities. Such handling of
multiple opportunities will allow the validation and experimentation of opportunities
portfolio management and optimization.
Finally, this model provides building blocks that can be used to develop a sectorlevel simulation using agent-based modeling. Sectoral simulation can investigate the
competitive dynamics among different companies in a particular sector. Moreover, it
can help to investigate the processes in which the growth patterns of companies are
affected by others and vice versa. Moreover, sector-level simulation will bring more
insights in how the collective performance of firms can evolve the entire sector in a
path-driven manner as well as provide valuable insights for optimizing the sectoral
development through altering small but pivotal elements that can trigger a chain
of effect along the sector and stimulate the sector to follow a prescribed growth
trajectory.

5.8 Conclusion
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In conclusion, this chapter contributes to this project by developing a formal system
dynamics model that plays two roles. First, it tests and validates the robustness of
our theory of SMEs growth process, as presented in Chapters 3 and 4. Secondly,
the model is used to shed new lights on the dynamics of growth by integrating the
fragmented body of knowledge of growth into a comprehensive interactive platform
that showcases complex system behaviors and allows experimentation with different scenarios. Our model explains the dynamics that lead to different patterns of
growth (i.e., exponential, staged, stagnation, dwarfism and overshoot and collapse)
and also provides insights beyond the generic diagnosis and solutions that are typically obtained from conventional statistical models. Instead, our model enables an
idiosyncratic diagnosis and prescription for firms to escape from entrapments and
sustain firm growth. Our finding suffers from some limitations due to the limited
number of cases and its homogeneity. These thin empirics may be justified as an
early stage of the investigation and theory building; nevertheless, a large number
of cases in heterogeneous context are due for further development of the theory.
Moreover, a wider inclusion of business models and multiple opportunities will provide a comprehensive illustration of growth complexity and enrich our understanding of the phenomena.

Chapter 6
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6.1 Summary of findings
6.1.1 First study: Entrepreneurial growth theory
The first study focuses on the external side of the opportunity-to-business-model
balance and explains growth as the outcome of entrepreneurial performance in dealing with opportunity identification and exploitation.
Existing research widely recognizes the influence of opportunity exploitation on
firm growth (Eckhardt and Shane, 2003; Kohtamäki, Kautonen, and Kraus, 2010;
March, 1991). However, as identified opportunities that are being exploited are a
finite resource, a firm needs to have an ambidextrous orientation—on one hand, to
effectively exploit current opportunities to achieve growth, and on the other hand,
to explore new opportunities to secure future growth (Kohtamäki, Kautonen, and
Kraus, 2010; Lubatkin et al., 2006; Walrave, van Oorschot, and Romme, 2011).
However, in the context of SMEs, little is known about their ambidextrous orientation and its impact on the growth process.
Furthermore, the expansion of sales generation and fulfillment capacities is an important, yet understudied, determinant for the growth of SMEs. Van Mieghem (2003)
found that capacity expansion is especially complex due to demand uncertainty. The
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This dissertation sought to answer the question: “Why do some SMEs grow and
others do not?” We addressed this question by developing an opportunity-centric
process theory for entrepreneurial growth. This process theory explains the growth
in terms of a punctuated equilibrium trajectory. Such equilibria are sustained or
leveraged upon the balance between opportunity and business model. On the one
hand, entrepreneurs need to sustain an ambidextrous entrepreneurial performance
by effective management of their portfolio of opportunities across different stages
of the opportunity pipeline. On the other hand and at the same time, entrepreneurs
need to work on developing their business model to accommodate the prospected
opportunities and realize growth potential. The following section summarizes the
findings of the three studies conducted in this dissertation, which together provide
an answer to the main research question. The second section of this chapter serves
to define and discuss the overall contribution of this dissertation. The third section
discusses several key capabilities for SME growth, which can be inferred from this
study. The fourth section then explores the practical implications of this study in
terms of different patterns of SME growth. In the final section, a number of limitations of this doctoral dissertation as well as their implications for future research are
outlined.

literature of capacity expansion under demand uncertainty is often computational/
conceptual and focuses on large corporations (e.g., Bloom, Bond, and Reenen, 2007;
Kaminsky and Yuen, 2014). Therefore, little is known about the dynamics and
impact of these decisions in an SME context.
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Chapter 3 aimed to develop an opportunity-centric process theory that explains the
growth process in sequential states. We interviewed the entrepreneurs in three cases
of fast-growing small and medium enterprises in Egypt and studied the firms’ secondary data (Yin, 1994). We identified a chronological list of important events and
incidents across the life of the firms (Poole et al., 2000); then we used a combination
of open coding (Corley and Gioia, 2011) and template analysis (Langley, 1999) to
identify growth related activities and their antecedents, dynamics, outcomes, and
impact on the firms’ performance.
We identified growth activities that compete over each firm’s resources, in particular, opportunity exploration, opportunity exploitation, sales generation, and
capacity expansion. The limit of growth of any particular opportunity is pushed
further through sustaining the balances among growth activities. Moreover, the
overall growth curve is derived from the collective outcome of the firm’s portfolio of
opportunities. Therefore, a firm can sustain growth by actively refueling its portfolio
with new opportunities.
This study contributes to the literature by offering a process explanation for five patterns of growth curves: exponential growth, staged growth, stagnation, dwarfism,
and overshoot-and-collapse. Moreover, our theory connects different streams of literature, namely entrepreneurial orientation, business model evolution, and capacity
expansion under demand uncertainty. Finally, our framework responds to Davidsson
et al.’s (2010) call by providing a comprehensive theoretical framework for growth
that enables future large-scale quantitative studies for growth processes in SMEs.

6.1.2 Second study: Business model evolution process
The second study focuses on the business model evolution as the internal side of
the opportunity-to-business-model balance. We build a process theory to explain
a firm’s capability to accommodate further growth as the outcome of sequential
transitions in business model reconfigurations.
It is widely established that the business model plays a major role in firm performance (Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart, 2010; Zott and Amit, 2007). George and
Bock (2011) defined a business model as the firm’s resource structure, the firm’s

The process of business model evolution is still a greatly under-explored topic. We
do not yet have an answer for questions such as: Why does a business model evolve
in a particular way and not in another way? Why do some firms stop evolving sooner
than the others? Why do some firms transit among states more often or more effectively than others?
In Chapter 4, we contribute to answering such questions by investigating the process
of business model evolution. We reanalyzed the cases of SME growth we collected
and discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 we identify the changes in the different
business model components during the life of each case. We classify the life of each
firm in a set of business model states and transitions. Moreover, for each state, we
identify transition antecedents, processes, and outcomes.
To provide a comprehensive explanation for the evolution trajectory, we start by
zooming in on the process that drives the transition from one state to the next. We
present our finding regarding the process of states transition in which a business
model state represents an equilibrium between opportunity and business model
and is disturbed when either drifts away. We identify three types of tensions that
drive the recurring iterations of business model reconfiguration (i.e., sustainability,
coherency, and scalability). The intensity of these tensions determines the magnitude of each transition and the frequency of transitions. Next, we identify different
patterns of transitional processes (i.e., adaptation, incremental reconfiguration, and
transformation). These patterns differ from each other in the width and depth of the
reconfigurations. Then, we identify dynamics in which different choice of process
patterns can lead to the negative and positive outcome of the transitions. Finally, we
identify two pivotal capabilities that empower or suppress the entire business model
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transactions with the partners and stakeholders, and how a firm creates and captures
value. Firms are not born with the right business model but develop it over time by
reconfiguring it until it can function satisfactorily. Rivkin and Siggelkow (2003) found
that firms iteratively switch between periods of business model stability and periods
of search for a better business model configuration. Moreover, an active cycle of
search and stability positively influences a firm’s performance. Active reconfiguration of the business model increases the appropriateness of the value proposition
to capture prospected opportunities, thus, impacting the firm’s performance (Covin
et al., 2014; Reymen et al., 2015). Levie and Lichtenstein (2010) suggest that a
business model evolves through a sequence of stable states wherein the stability is
interrupted when entrepreneurs encounter new opportunities and search for better
business model configurations to exploit them.

evolution: attentiveness to the business model state disturbance, and managerial
wisdom in choosing the pattern of transition. We finish the chapter by zooming out
of the transition process and explain how different transitional choices collectively
help to explain the entire firm growth trajectory.
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This study contributes to the literature of business model evolution by blending
empirical observation and a theoretical framework to provide a punctuated equilibrium framework for the evolutionary process of firm growth. Furthermore, our
study emphasizes that business model evolution is a dynamic capability that can
be sharpened by encouraging mindful attention to the disturbances and thoughtful
choice of transitional patterns.

6.1.3 Third study: System dynamics model for the growth of SME Overview
In Chapter 3 and 4, we developed an opportunity-centric theory for the entrepreneurial growth process and the business model evolution process that accompanies
it. Our theory proposes an explanation for the five patterns—identified in Chapter
2—of exponential growth, staged growth, stagnation, dwarfism, and overshootand-collapse. Chapter 5 takes the theory one final step further by developing a
formal system dynamics model that expands its explanatory power.
The quest to understand SME’s growth phenomena was overwhelming for decades,
but it began to move forward at the beginning of the 1990s as theorists recognized
the inability of stochastic or deterministic models to deliver an explanation because
of the complex and heterogeneous nature of the phenomenon (Gibb and Davies,
1990). Recently the ambition to understand the growth phenomena was revived
again as a result of the dynamic propositions such as those in the work of Levie and
Lichtenstein (2010) and Phelps et al., (2007). The dynamic explanation for growth
held a promise to accommodate the complexity and non-linearity of the phenomenon.
The system dynamics model built in Chapter 5 settles on the opportunity pipeline
concept by simulating the dynamics of management opportunities at each pipeline
stage. Therefore, the model is organized in the following separate modules: 1) opportunity perception, which simulates how the entrepreneur accumulates beliefs of the
opportunities’ existence over time; 2) demand generation, in which entrepreneurs
test their beliefs about opportunities for the deployment of exploration activities
and convert them to demand by exploitation activities; and 3) sales and capacity
expansion, in which the firm captures uncertain demand by sales generation and
realizes growth potential through the simultaneous expansion of sales fulfillment

capacity. For simplicity, we made a limited inclusion of the business model evolution
by including its outcome, that is, the value proposition evolution.
The model is indeed able to explain robustly the five patterns of growth and robustly
illustrates how a firm can be entrapped in a particular pattern of growth and how
that pattern can be changed in a different episode of the firm’s life. Moreover, the
model verifies a set of critical factors to which the growth phenomenon is most
sensitive.

6.2 Overall contribution

Our theory explains SME growth as balancing a three-dimensional matrix (see 5.4).
The first dimension involves the portfolio of prospected opportunities the firm pursues (review opportunity pipeline description in section 3.2.1). The second dimension pertains to the different growth activities: opportunity recognition, opportunity
exploration, opportunity exploitation, sales generation, and capacity expansion
(review section 3.4). The third dimension is the reconfiguration of the business
model(s) to reflect and accommodate the other two dimensions (review section
4.4). Optimal (i.e., exponential) growth is explained as the outcome of balanced
management of that matrix. In contrast, suboptimal patterns of growth result from
the mismanagement of this matrix, for example, by interrupting fueling the growth
matrix with additional opportunities, skimming opportunities without distilling the
full potential of each opportunity, or allowing one opportunity to cannibalize the
other’s resources and business model fit.
Moreover, this dissertation contributes to the literature of business model evolution by blending empirical observation and theoretical framework by providing a
punctuated equilibrium framework for the evolutionary process of business model
development. Furthermore, our study contributes to the practical wisdom of business model innovation by emphasizing the temporal nature of the business model
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This dissertation contributes to the literature on SMEs growth by developing an
opportunity-centric process theory that explains five growth patterns: exponential
growth, stagnation, staged growth, dwarfism, and overshoot-and-collapse. We
develop the concept of an opportunity pipeline (i.e., opportunity emergence, recognition, innovation, and implementation) as the backbone of the growth process, one
that connects different streams of literature including entrepreneurial orientation,
business model innovation, and capacity expansion under demand uncertainty.
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and discouraging entrepreneurs from overthinking the business model design to
reach a long-lasting state, for there is no state that is likely to last in growing firms.
In contrast, business model evolution is a dynamic capability that can be sharpened
by encouraging mindful attention to the disturbances and thoughtful choices of
transitional patterns.
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Finally, the use of a system dynamics model to study SME growth provides fresh
and valuable insights for advisors of entrepreneurial firms by introducing a tool to
diagnose and suggest strategies that can release the firm from entrapment in a
particular growth pattern and steer it toward a more favorable pattern. Moreover,
it diverts from the conventional wisdom that advises support of SMEs by injecting
financial resources in proportion to the desired growth. Our model provides alternative advice: drive growth by small but careful interventions that alter the key critical
factors yet build on the self-enforcing structure of the phenomena that triggers a
cascade of events steering the entire system into a tipping point.
Following, we will discuss the key capabilities that we identified, illustrate how they
affect the overall growth trajectory, and how advisors for entrepreneurial firms can
use them to steer the firms into sustaining growth.

6.3 Key capabilities for growth
Key capabilities are essential moderators for growth. We identify such capabilities
in our cases, and we test the sensitivity of growth to these capabilities. In Chapter
4, we identified two critical capabilities for the business model evolution: attentiveness to the business model state disturbance, and managerial wisdom in choosing
the pattern of transition. However, we did not test the growth sensitivity to these
capabilities due to the limited inclusion of the business model in the formal system
dynamics model. In Chapter 5, we identified and tested key capabilities for growth
that includes the attitude of entrepreneurs to learn from the market, varying from
apprenticeship to mastership. Key capabilities also include savviness, which is the
effectiveness of the entrepreneur to use market knowledge to enhance the value
proposition. Another key capability is responsiveness, which is the delay between
recognizing growth opportunity and investing in it. Also, the entrepreneur’s foresight—or accuracy of estimation for the return on investing in different activities—is
crucial, which can (mis)lead the investment toward one activity rather than the others. The final capability relates to the entrepreneur’s ability to develop a competitive
value proposition that is the outcome of business model evolution. In this section,

we highlight these critical capabilities that empower growth and help the firm avoid
growth entrapment. Next, we discuss each of these capabilities as they highlight key
practical insights from this study.

We discuss how different entrepreneurs with different apprenticeship levels experienced different levels of attentiveness and comprehension. Thus, their perception of
market opportunities can vary greatly among one other. One entrepreneur will see
the same market with many ways to grow, and the other with no way or reason to
grow.

4 In Chapter 4, we identified “attentiveness” as a key capability for business model evolution. Attentiveness shares some similarity with “apprenticeship,” as they are both cognitive capacities of the
entrepreneur that contribute knowledge and attention. Nevertheless, they are different. On one hand,
attentiveness describes, in particular, the attentiveness toward the business-model-to-opportunity
disturbance. On the other hand, apprenticeship is a belief formation style that follows inductive rather
than deductive logic, following bottom-up and top-down processes of opportunity belief formation
(Shepherd, McMullen, and Jennings, 2007). Attentiveness was not included in the system dynamics
simulation due to the limited inclusion of the business model evolution process. We only included
value proposition as the outcome of the business model; therefore, attentiveness is only discussed in
Chapter 4.
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6.3.1 Apprenticeship
Apprenticeship represents the attitude of the entrepreneurs toward learning from
the market.4 Apprenticeship has the following levels:
– Amateur apprentice level: someone who is overwhelmed with information and
does not know what to learn.
– Typical apprentice level: someone who has enough knowledge to comprehend
the market input and theorize solutions yet has limited familiarity and, therefore,
sustains curiosity and actively verifies expectations.
– Mastership level: someone who has too much familiarity and scans the market
for what he/she expects rather than verifying his/her understanding, therefore,
he/she is subject to being myopic to opportunities that are different from expectations.
Our model illustrates how apprenticeship has a pivotal influence on growth and can
drive the firm into an early plateau if the entrepreneur reaches a mastership level
early, thus, becoming unable to recognize different opportunities. For details on
apprenticeship dynamics, review Figure 5.9 in Chapter 5.

For advisors of entrepreneurial firms, it is important to assess the entrepreneur’s level
of apprenticeship. This emphasizes the importance of designing the sector intervention not based on sector level diagnosis as it is a common practice by economists,
but by surveying the individual entrepreneur within a specific sector or by designing
firm-by-firm interventions. This level of sector assessment will allow for evaluating
the entrepreneur’s expectations of market opportunities, especially in comparison
to independent market information on the sector. This comparison can be used
to enforce or encourage the entrepreneur to adjust his level of apprenticeship to a
healthy level. Moreover, it can sustain active attention to opportunities.
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6.3.2 Savviness
An entrepreneur’s savviness represents how effectively he/she is in using his/her
market knowledge to evolve the firm’s value proposition. Our model illustrates that
growth is sensitive to an entrepreneur’s savviness, especially in the low familiarity
situations that he/she experiences in early stages. Therefore, a high level of savviness helps the firm shorten the early period of low-value proposition competitiveness and emphasizes a return on exploitation and retaining customers. For details on
savviness dynamics, review Figure 5.10 in Chapter 5.
For advisors of entrepreneurial firms, assessing an entrepreneur’s savviness is important to planning an intervention. This is especially true in situations of high market
complexity and high uncertainty. For example, when low savviness is detected, an
intervention can guide the entrepreneur to engage in less radical and lower risk
innovations in the early stages. An entrepreneur can pursue radical innovation only
after he/she accumulates enough market familiarity. For another entrepreneur, he/
she can be advised to capitalize on high savviness to earn a competitive advantage
at an early stage.
Such intervention would have saved Sphinx (the collapsing case). Sphinx underestimated the market complexity and changed too quickly toward a daring value
proposition in the mainstream market. Thus, they developed many malformed value
propositions on too many fronts and ended up terminating them one by one.

6.3.3 Responsiveness
Entrepreneurial responsiveness deals with the delay between recognizing the need
for investment in a specific growth activity and the actual investment and deployment
of that activity. We modeled the delay of various entrepreneurial growth activities
such as exploration, exploitation, sales generation and capacity expansion. Model
experimentations show that growth is sensitive to responsiveness (review Figure

5.15 in Chapter 5 for an illustration of growth sensitivity to delays in exploration).
Slow responsiveness affects growth in more ways than just slowing it down. It also
oscillates demand and causes recurring stagnations; it causes the loss of many sales
opportunities to the competition; it results in an overall low level of entrepreneurial
performance; and, therefore, it may discourage further entrepreneurial efforts.
Ultimately, low responsiveness hinders the firm from reaching full sales potential
and prescribes a lower sales ceiling (i.e., the maximum level of sales can that be
achieved).

6.3.4 Estimation of return on investments (ROI) in growth
Our experimentation shows that growth is sensitive to the entrepreneur’s expectation of the return on investment (ROI) in growth activities (review Figure 5.14
in Chapter 5 for an illustration of growth sensitivity to expectations of the returns
on investing in exploration). Underestimation of ROI discourages the entrepreneur
to invest in growth further. Moreover, if that happens at an early stage, it leads to
dwarfism. Our sensitivity analysis shows that growth is more sensitive to perceived
ROI than it is to resources allocated for growth. In other words, an intervention that
communicates a reliable estimate of ROI on growth activities may enforce growth to
a higher level than an intervention that financially subsidizes an entrepreneurial firm.
For advisors of entrepreneurial firms, our findings highlight the importance of estimating the competitive performance of typical investment projects in each sector
and communicating it with entrepreneurs and consultants to enable an objective
assessment of growth decisions. Informing rather than financing can be a more
effective strategy, especially in low-familiarity situations, such as in early stages and
during exploration of radically new opportunities.

6.3.5 Developing competitive value proposition
Our analysis indicated that growth is sensitive to value proposition competitiveness (see Figure 5.16 in Chapter 5 for an illustration of this sensitivity). To achieve
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For advisors of entrepreneurial firms, the model can be used to evaluate the entrepreneur’s responsiveness in comparison to the competition as well as to calculate a
targeted responsiveness threshold that results in a smooth exponential growth and
alters the growth potential. Interventions could be planned to adjust the responsiveness accordingly by influencing the willingness and capabilities to respond.
For example, a willingness to respond can increase by encouraging risk-tolerant
strategies. Moreover, capabilities to respond can be enabled by buffering up slack
resources to enhance the firm’s capabilities to invest in growth when needed.

accumulative or progressive growth, firms need to retain customers and sales orders
by maintaining the minimum competitiveness of the value proposition. To increase
competitiveness, firms need to reconfigure their business model either incrementally or radically. Otherwise, a firm with a competitive value proposition that is
unable to retain customers can easily get trapped in continuous investment in sales
generation just to replace the lost customers, not to achieve growth. Arguably, such
firms can become addicted to overinvesting in sales promotion and once they stop
investment, their sales drops.
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For example, in the case of Sphinx, in both the Libyan and mainstream opportunities the firm did not reach the minimum competitiveness of its value proposition.
Therefore, sales achievement was dependent mainly on the continued investment
in sales generation to acquire new customers and replace the lost ones. Therefore,
these opportunities collapsed once Sphinx was not able to invest further in sales
generation.
Accordingly, advisors of entrepreneurial firms can develop a powerful tool to guide
firms for growth and sectoral development by mapping value proposition, appeal,
and performance in a particular sector. This map can be of great use to identify sector cavities (value based market gaps). As a result, the sector can be optimized by
matching small and medium entrepreneurs with gaps where they have a chance to
perform well with a minimum of business model reconfigurations. Such guidance
can allow the young and small companies to reach a viable business model in a competitive vacuum. Then, the firms can graduate to the mainstream market as soon as
they accumulate enough competitiveness to survive. For more mature firms, it is also
important to estimate the minimum competitiveness required for a firm to achieve
sustainable and accumulative growth in the medium and long term.
Finally, advisors of entrepreneurial firms can enforce sustainability of business model
evolution by monitoring the comparative agility of the firm. We define comparative
agility as the rate of active business model reconfiguration in comparison to peers
in the industry. Comparative agility can be an important tool to prevent firm rigidity
(i.e., losing the ability to evolve the business model and reaching a calcified state).
An index of comparative agility in a particular sector can provide useful insights to
guide the sustainable evolution of the companies, and hence, enhance sustainable
entrepreneurial growth.

6.4 Growth entrapments
This section aims to harvest the explanatory power of the entire dissertation by
presenting different patterns of growth we were able to explain (i.e., exponential
growth, staged growth, stagnation, dwarfism, and overshoot-and-collapse). To
demonstrate the implications of our theory, for each pattern we highlight major
scenarios that may entrap the firms into the patterns. Moreover, to demonstrate
the practical implications of this project, for each entrapment scenario we suggest a
strategy to steer toward a tipping point that overpowers the entrapping dynamics,
allowing the firm to break free from the entrapment and resume the halted growth.

To help the firm break free from stagnation and resume growing, we suggest a new
customized intervention that diagnoses the dynamic complexity of the firm’s stagnation state; identifies the firm disposition between the entrepreneur, the business
model, and market opportunities; and then suggests a relevant release. Table 6.1
provides an overview of these customized interventions.

6.4.2 Staged entrapments
Another entrapment is the staged growth pattern, in which the firm is trapped into a
slow and recurrently disturbed growth curve. Such a shaky growth pattern results in
losing sales opportunities to competition along the way, and ultimately, the firm fails
to capture its full sales potential. Our study showed that staged growth entrapment
happens due to low responsiveness of the entrepreneur to growth requirements.
Therefore, the firm fails to stream the opportunities continuously along the opportunity pipeline stages.
For example, a delay between exploration and exploitation will result in recurring
micro-periods of opportunity depletion with a dominance of investment in exploration, followed by periods of opportunities surplus and dominance of investment
in exploitation and under-investment in exploration, which leads to the next
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6.4.1 Stagnation entrapment
A firm can get entrapped in a stagnation pattern when it over-exploits and underexplores, hence, exhausting the current market opportunity and stops refueling
additional opportunities. Conventional wisdom often focuses on enabling growth by
investing in a firm’s strategic capabilities and enhancing its competitiveness. On the
contrary, our findings suggest that firms can stagnate even when they are capable
of growing, but they stagnate because they cannot see more opportunities in the
market or will not adjust their business model to accommodate the market.
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New opportunities are often inconclusive and uncertain
when compared to current opportunities. Conservative
entrepreneurs hesitate to invest in new ventures until they
start to suffer depletion.
The staged curve steepness is sensitive to the delay in capacity
expansion.
Uncertainty in sales forecast increases the conservative
tendency. Entrepreneurs delay capacity expansion to assure
the robustness of sales orders. A delay in the capacity
expansion decision results in recurring periods of capacity
shortage; hence, the firm can be entrapped in staged growth.

Resources allocated to growth (i.e., resources that exceed the A proactive and stable policy to accumulate slack resources in an
operational requirements and are reserved for growth project) allowance dedicated to growth projects can have an exponential
effect on growth and minimize delays.
are often limited and insufficient.
A delay occurs because the firm needs time to accumulate
enough resources to initiate the new growth initiative.

Conservative
entrepreneurial policy

Conservative capacity
expansion policy

Insufficiency of slack
resources

Rather than resulting from one particular dominant cause, a
delay can occur due to the collective imperfection of many
factors.

The current business model became so rigid that it could not
easily be reconfigured to recapture different opportunities.

Business model calcification

Imperfect capabilities and
performance

Enhance the entrepreneur’s market appreciation by educating
them on market estimations for different opportunities (e.g.,
market segments, new technologies, etc.). Stimulate them to
experimentally explore new opportunities.

An entrepreneur is too unfamiliar with the market to
comprehend opportunities.

Inactive learner

Staged

Deploy a radical business model transformation to alter the
firm’s business model to a new state and boost agility.

An entrepreneur is too familiar with the market to see
opportunities that are different from his/her expectations.

Myopic to opportunities

Strategies for Release

Imperfection is practically unavoidable. However, firms do
not need perfect responsiveness, but they need to match or
outperform their competitor’s responsiveness.

Control the delay in capacity expansion by enhancing
forecasting reliability and reducing uncertainty. This can be
achieved by educating the entrepreneur about the market size,
average sales performance in competition, and coaching to
deploy reliable sales forecasting methods.

Increase the entrepreneur’s familiarity with market orientation
and training on different business models that are common in
the market.

A coach needs to challenge the entrepreneur’s expectations with
a different perspective on the market (market analysis).

Encourage exploration to refuel the potential with new
opportunities.

Entrapment Dynamics
Current market opportunity is entirely exhausted.

Entrapment

Exhausting opportunity

Pattern

Stagnation

Table 6.1: Possible growth entrapments and strategies for release
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Dissipative portfolio
expansion

Sales erosion

Industry specific technical advising which provides knowledge
transformation and technical capacity building.

The entrepreneur diffuses the firm’s limited resources by
prematurely deflecting resources from current opportunities
toward new opportunities. Such prematurity means current
opportunities do not reach a scalable business model. Hence,
a new opportunity will come at the cost of aborting current
growth trajectories. In other words, a premature portfolio
expansion has a dissipative effect that overwhelms the current
portfolio’s growth inertia.

When the abortion of value proposition evolution takes place
after exceeding minimum competitiveness, the opportunity
will demonstrate either a dwarfism or a stagnation pattern. In
either case, sales erosion will stop, yet without growth.
To release the firm from such entrapment, a firm should not
expand its opportunities portfolio before achieving business
model scalability to ensure the accumulative and progressive
growth of the portfolio of opportunities.

Distracted by alternative opportunities, the firm prematurely Firms should not abort the quest of value proposition evolution
before reaching minimum competitiveness. This point can be
aborts the quest of evolving to another opportunity’s value
recognized when the firm retains its customers, which indicates
proposition. When such abortion happen before the value
proposition reaches minimum competitiveness, firm’s offering it has enough competitiveness to prevent the erosion of the sales
level.
will be outperformed by competition; substitution and
customer bases will be eroded; and eventually, opportunity
pursuit may be terminated.

An entrepreneur can underexploit due to his/her uncertainty
about the suitable business model that generates desired value
proposition.

Technical incompetency

Strategies for Release
Intervention can help dwarf companies to resume a growth
quest by educating the entrepreneur about the variety of
business models in the industry and the cost and outcome to be
realistically expected for each business model.

Closure

Overshoot-and-collapse

Entrapment Dynamics
The entrepreneur overestimates the cost of exploitation and/
or underestimates the outcome of exploitation.

Entrapment

Misperceive the ROI on
exploitation

Pattern

Dwarfism

Table 6.1: Possible growth entrapments and strategies for release (continued)
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opportunity depletion. Similar dynamics can take place between other stages (e.g.,
sales generation and capacity expansion or opportunity identification and exploration).
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To help the firm break out from a staged entrapment and experience smooth
growth, the entrepreneur needs to diagnose the dynamic complexity of the firm
and identify the dominant imperfection that causes such a staging pattern. Possible
staging reasons can be a risk-averse entrepreneurial policy or a risk-averse capacity
expansion policy, insufficiency of slack resources, or too many imperfect capabilities.
Table 6.1 outlines the possible reasons for staging growth and the associated strategies for release.

6.4.3 Dwarfism entrapments
Another trap is the dwarfism pattern. This study showed that a firm could be
entrapped in dwarfism when it under-exploits opportunities at an early stage. This
happens when a firm reaches a feasible and sustainable business model at an early
stage and finds it an unjustified risk to invest further in the exploitation of the current opportunity and alter its value proposition.
Under-exploitation appears to be justified when the expected return on investment
does not justify the perceived risk or when an entrepreneur is uncertain about the
outcome of further exploitation due to lack of technical competencies. To release
the firm from dwarfism the entrepreneur needs to identify and resolve the cause,
such as misperception of return on exploitation or technical incompetence (refer to
Table 6.1 for possible reasons for dwarfism and possible strategies for release).

6.4.4 Overshoot-and-collapse entrapments
The final trap is the entrapment in the ambilevous pattern that is characterized
by fast but fragile growth followed by collapse. The firm becomes entrapped in an
ambilevous pattern when it engages in a too-diversified portfolio of opportunities,
with more opportunities than it can attend to. Collectively the contribution of each
added opportunity achieves a fast-growing aggregate sales curve. However, when
the firm pursues opportunities beyond its technical, financial, and knowledge capacity, it fails to adapt the business model to accommodate different opportunities
simultaneously. The firm then ends up with many underdeveloped or malformed
value propositions, low competitiveness, and poor capability to retain the current
level of sales. Therefore, different opportunities are either terminated or entrapped
in dwarfism at best. Eventually, the aggregate sales level collapses.

To release the firm from the ambilevous entrapment, the intervention needs to
guide the entrepreneur to hold an ambidextrous rather than ambilevous orientation
and optimize the opportunities portfolio to achieve accumulative and progressive
growth trajectories rather than dissipative and regressive growth trajectories. The
ambilevous entrapment can be released and flipped by resolving possible reasons. For
instance, increasing value propositions competitiveness beyond a specific threshold
may prevent sales erosion, and by investing in business model scalability for a given
opportunity before deflecting resources to a new opportunity may prevent dissipative portfolio expansion. Table 6.1 provides an overview.
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This study suffers from a number of limitations. The findings are grounded in an
in-depth study of a small and homogenous sample of SMEs. The three Egyptian
firms studied were all active in fast-moving, consumer goods industries that are not
innovation-driven. The homogeneity of the cases was important to control for the
effect of the industry and to contrast the practices and characteristics that contributed to growth and business model evolution. Nevertheless, this sampling choice
may threaten the generalizability of the findings to SMEs operating in a different
context. For example, there is no guarantee that we can find the same dynamics
in highly innovative industries, those in which the new value proposition needs to
yield profit quickly to avoid being outdated. Moreover, we may not find the same
dynamics in industries where aggressive competition will quickly eliminate mediocre
offerings, and there might be no chance for incremental development. To overcome
these limitations, future research needs to focus on studying a broad and heterogeneous sample.
Moreover, we conducted interviews with the lead entrepreneurs in each firm, and
we did not interview the surrounding managers. This may have generated a biased
response since entrepreneurs tend to recount their stories from their specific perspectives, and some observations and claims may thus have been either exaggerated or downplayed. To reduce this bias, we used archival data to build storylines
for business model development and numerical histories for product sales, and we
used these storylines during the interviews to guide the narration and validate its
consistency.
Finally, although the use of formal modeling for theory building can provide important insights, it has its limitations. Davis et al., (2007) highlight the potential threat

Closure

6.5 Limitations and future research
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for external validity of the simulation-based theories. This threat can take place
because simulation often oversimplifies phenomenon to clearly identify the core
elements that can be represented computationally. Even though we developed a
comprehensive model, we still had to choose model boundaries and limit the depth
and width of the theory, and such limits might not fully represent the complexity of
reality. Nevertheless, we used the model to elaborate and extend our theory, that
was developed based on a multiple case study. Certainly, the theory can benefit from
future testing using multiple methods. In other words, our modeling insights are
meant to be positioned on the legitimate scope of the simulation-based theory that
Davis et al. describe as “the ‘sweet spot’ between theory creating using inductive
case methods and formal modeling, and theory testing using multivariate statistical
techniques.”

6.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, this dissertation contributes to the theory and practice of entrepreneurship by developing an opportunity-centric process theory for the growth
of SMEs. We explained growth as the outcome of managing a three-dimensional
matrix. On the first dimension lays a portfolio of prospected opportunities, each in a
different stage of development. On the second dimension are the different activities
of growth (i.e., exploration, exploitation, sales generation, and capacity expansion).
And on the third dimension are different states of the business model. Our theory
explains perfect exponential growth as the outcome of optimum balance of the
three dimensions. Furthermore, the system dynamics model demonstrates how
misbalancing these dimensions can entrap a firm in different patterns of growth (i.e.,
staged, stagnation, dwarfism, and overshoot-and-collapse), and suggests different
strategies to release a firm from such entrapments and help it to resume growth.
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Organizations with SME databases

To identify the cases to be studied, on February 2013 we approached the following
organizations as they had a database of Egyptian SMEs. After introducing the criteria
for the cases we were seeking, these organizations nominated twelve candidate
cases that were screened through interviews to select the three cases for the study.
– IFC: World Bank Group.
– GIZ: German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development.
– American Chamber of Commerce: the most prestigious business association in
Egypt, or Egyptian Billionaires Club.
– American University in Cairo: The oldest foreign university in the Middle East and
one of the best universities in the Middle East.
– Endeavour Egypt: Standard/MIT sponsored Entrepreneurship Support Centre.
– Entrepreneurs Business Forum Egypt: One of the most active entrepreneurship
organizations in Egypt.
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The interviews were executed in Arabic. The English translation is presented as follows.

a. Entrepreneur profile:

b. Company profile:
1. Please tell us the story of how the company began (Who, What, When, Where,
How, How much, How many).
2. Please describe the evolution of the following—including the starting state, most
recent state, and important milestones, with emphasize on why these changes
happened (please include the failure trials as well):
a.	Firm ownership and legal framework.
b.	The numbers and structure of employees.
c.	Turnover and financial performance.
d.	Products, and services, and premises.
e.	Revenue streams of the firm.
f.	Pricing and cost structure.
g.	Production capacities, technology, and sourcing.
h.	Sales, marketing, and distribution.
i.	Customers, markets, and segments served
j.	Position toward competition.
3. Did you have important periods (like particularly bad years or good years) or
events (moving to new locations, new partners, etc.)? What was the story?
Moreover, how did it change?
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To be conducted with all the founding team members and the management team
as well.
1. Can you tell us about your background (education, previous jobs, previous projects)?
2. How has your job function evolved over time in the organization (for example,
shifting from technical domination to sales domination or admin domination,
etc.)?
3. How did your personality shift over time (socially, emotionally, etc.)?

c. Opportunity interview
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Please repeat this interview for the most important opportunities.
1. Briefly describe the opportunity. Why did you think it worth pursuing? Was it
solving a problem or approaching new business?
2. How did you come to know about the opportunity in the first place? (Were you
informed with new information, or were you able to process already-available
information differently? Did you notice the market behaving in a different way
than expected?)
3. Was the opportunity meant to increase capacity to meet demand? Alternatively,
to generate more demand to utilize capacity? Was it a radical or incremental
contribution to the firm operation? Did it work? Did it backfire on the longer
term?
4. How was the business idea (to exploit the opportunity) developed? Was it
accepted by your internal team as well as externally? Matching expectations?
5. Were there enough resources to implement the business idea (e.g., financial,
people, equipment, etc.)? Did the plan match expectations?

d. Expansion management and practices:
Start by listing several exploration and exploitation initiatives:
1. For the initiative, did you have a strategic alternative (could you have gone in
the direction of exploitation instead of exploration or vice versa)? Why did you
choose this orientation? Do you think it was the optimum choice?
2. How many initiatives were running simultaneously? Were there any conflicts or
competition for resources between them? How did you prioritize them? Have
you practiced any separation?
3. Which orientation was more successful? Which orientation suited the current
firm business model?

e. Crisis:
Identify the major crisis in the firm’s life. (This could include financial crisis, HR crisis,
delegation crisis, market crisis, technology, etc.) Regarding the major crisis ask/
answer the following:
1. What led to this crisis?
2. How long it last?
3. How was it solved? (Please include details about all the W’s and include all trials
and errors until it worked out.)

f. Passion:
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List different opportunities and crises in the life cycle of the organization and identify
the following:
1. What was the major driver that pushed you to overcome obstacles (Financial
targets, commitment to customers, achievement …., etc.) and how did this differ
from one opportunity to another and from one crisis to the other?
2. How did you react to failures and successes? How did this affect your attitude
handling the next opportunity?
3. How frequently did opportunities/revolutions match your expectations? Tell
stories where your intuition surprised and exceeded everyone’s expectations,
and stories in which you were the one who was surprised. How frequently did
this happen? How did this change over time?
4. How did the entrepreneur compare the importance and worthiness of each
opportunity? Tell a story when pursuing opportunities was a matter of survival?
How does this compare to when you disregarded opportunities or felt it was not
worth the effort anymore?
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2nd Order Themes
Ambidextrous orientation
sustains growth

Representative 1st Order Data
“We already had the customers coming for bakery, and had nice bread baked six times a
day, so we thought why not add a sandwich corner to generate new income from the same
customers” (TGB Interview, Minty, IDI#6).
“So the whole marketing game became for us just to expand in the right locations where
we will find the same customers who liked us in North Coast. Then the same success
happened automatically in all our new stores” (TGB Interview, Minty, IDI#6).
“When we reached eight shops of TGB [the gourmet brand] we felt the limit for TGB,
even if you were able to open 20 branches. However, you cannot open TGB in Shoubra
[mainstream territory], but we can open DB [the mid-class brand] there. DB is the
growth. So, we decided to start developing DB and make it our growth” (TGB interviews,
Tarek, IDI#2).

“Upon the success of the second-generation store, we kept expanding in territories and
changing all the old stores to follow the same model. We can make up to 100 stores like
this model as we now know how to make it profitable” (GNP, Ahmed, IDI#3).
Ambilevous orientation
interrupts growth

“All the indicators showed pharmaceutical was a very challenging market. However, we
disregarded all these indicators and insisted on penetrating the market [which was proved
later as the wrong decision]. The main reason was the overall culture in the company
was ‘we can do anything.’ For example, Ganna Health Club was a tremendous step
nobody believed we could do it, but we succeeded (...) In the pharmaceutical market,
the opportunity was even clearer and big, and we have a strong brand of GHT, so the
opportunity was not just of the good market, we had also a very strong brand name that
will allow us to realize the market opportunity” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
“I had to give up the health food retails. I could not go into two markets at the same
time. Each one needs its company, with different employees, different infrastructure, and
different everything. So I had to choose only one of them and make it the main project,
then build the whole business around it” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#5).
The entrepreneur was not actively exploiting the recently explored market. Instead, he
was rushing to explore new markets. For example, after his success in rural areas close
to Alexandria, he did not expand in this segment and other similar areas but instead
initiated a new trajectory for growth in mid- to a higher class in the city. However, he did
not resume growth again until the mid- to high-class market failed and he was forced to
focus on rural areas; only then did he resume his success and restart expansion in rural
areas. This pattern was repeated when starting Business-to-Business catering and in export
activities. After achieving limited success in the new markets, instead of investing in
exploiting those markets, he invested in new exploration.

Entrepreneurial
driven business model
reconfiguration

“We discovered that to offer this product [targeting middle class] we need to price at
a third of the current price range. Moreover, this means we needed first to invest in
the factory, in new machinery other than dedicated to the original gourmet products.
Moreover, we found we needed to hire new people. Moreover, that we needed to build
new brand for mid-class” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6).
“We discovered that a large percent of the home delivery orders were going to companies
as snacks for meetings. So we thought there is a good opportunity here. We designed a
business targeted product called ‘Butler Box’ to serve meetings that happen daily in all
offices. . . . so once we found opportunity in the corporate segment, we started to prepare
the products they want” (TGB Interviews, Tarek, IDI#3).
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“We had to increase the efficiency of the business model first before we grow, because
when modifying the business model when the company is bigger it is very hard to change
it, and it is easier to do radical changes when you are still small(...) So we had to freeze
expansion plan and enhance our efficiency. However, this enhancement increased the sales
itself 80% without any stores expansions” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).

2nd Order Themes

Representative 1st Order Data
“[Upon deployment of bake-off technology] we started to understand how fragile the
product is and to think about how we would handle distribution, and started to invest in
the factory intensively to be able to centralize the process and to hire people able to run
this operation. Just when we understood the model in mind and understood it, we started
to build the whole business over this model. Starting from the site selection, up to the area
needed in each location” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6).
“It was not enough to have good products; I had to invest in much more than products.
I needed to build more serious infrastructure for pharmacies distribution and to have a
more professional medical representative team, and equip the factory and purchase the
team with much more advanced measuring equipment. Moreover, a scientific team to
better serve this teams. The majority of company resources should have dedicated to these
products to operate effectively in pharmaceutical market” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed,
IDI#5).
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“We were building and destroying all the time, so there were no customer segmentation
products that remained consistent over time. . . . each time we changed customer
classifications, we were changing products, design, customer targets, marketing material,
employees training, almost everything in the company was changing every time” (GNP
Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
Attentiveness to businessmodel-opportunity
disturbance

“Just two weeks before the opening on the new coast, we did not know what we were
going to sell We had a partner joining to make up a new menu; we already had the shop
and construction taking place. The products were not defined, and we did not know how
should we price” (TGB Interview’s, Tarek, IDI#2).
“It was all learning curves. Every step we took, we learned from it, because none of us had
experience about the market, or have an idea how to rightfully price, or even had an idea
of the baking process. It was even very hard to find someone with such experience who
was willing to advise us in Egypt. . . . it was a learning curve and you were obliged to take
it step by step” (TGB Interview’s, Tarek, IDI#2).
“In the mother company, we were working for 20 years in one product. Then, suddenly we
are opening a retail service, and had tens of new products. This was something totally new
for everyone. We had to be very careful and interact with the customers to understand
what they wanted and how we could do it” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#3).
“Swine flu provided a good opportunity, and I started to think of launching other
products to make use of it, especially because the competitors had full shelves of products
and we had only one product. We worked on introducing a glass followed by disinfectant.
I was working daily with the sales manager on new distribution planning. We were
targeting Class A for the first time. So we decided to do some promotion in Class A
schools to make the introduction” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#1).

2nd Order Themes

Representative 1st Order Data

Capacity acquisition
enables growth

“We prepared the bakery setup to operate with a capacity of 3,000 [a day], and again sales
boomed, and it achieved three to four times the targeted operation. . . . we had to quickly
increase operation capacity to serve these sales” (TGB Interviews, Tarek, IDI#2).
“We doubled the sales reps, and we could not handle the traffic. We even tripled them,
and we could not control the traffic in the store for months. I had to stop some of our free
services; then we had to stop two-thirds of the in-store activities to be able to serve the
traffic” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#3).
Failed to acquire the capacity to capture growth. When the capacity was fully utilized,
the entrepreneur did not respond actively: “R: This was a very successful promotion for
the multipurpose cleaner. Production was booked in advance and sometimes fully paid
in advance. It was a very good year. M: So, did you consider increasing your production
capacity? R: No, why should I? I was already achieving good results. I did consider buying
machinery, but it was too expensive, and we canceled it” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#1).

Capacity utilization
motivates investment in
growth activities

“We had to enhance sales quickly; we started to communicate locally. We started to do
local marketing activities…. This continued effort started to reward us back, and the store
that used to have the average traffic of 15 customers a day, it was averaging 50 customers a
day” (GNP, Ahmed, IDI#1).
“In 2012 we kept growing although we almost had no expansion of stores or products.
The growth was coming from promotion activities. We are spending three million for
marketing, which is ten times what we used to spend before. This is what was allowing us
to keep growing without any new stores or products” (GNP, Ahmed, IDI#4).
Or the opposite: “For a month, people were buying like crazy; we sold outrageous
amounts. However, when the peak time passed, people became less stressed about hygiene,
and the demand decreased, so we did not produce the product again. It was a hit and run
opportunity.” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#4).
In the case of underutilized capacity, instead of trying to generate more sales, the
entrepreneur sold out his excess resources to limit his target to the available level of
demand. “In 2012, as sales dropped, I made some calculations and found that distribution
cars were very expensive because they were not fully utilized, given the current level of
production. So I decided something radical, which was to sell our cars and rent cars when
we needed them to deliver our products to our clients” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#4).

Opportunity drift

“We already had the customers coming for the bakery, and had nice bread baked six times
a day, so we thought why not add a sandwich corner to generate new income from the
same customers” (TGB Interview, Minty, IDI#6).
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He was confident of his success even over the long-established competitors. It is important
to note that over time, although he made a strong entrance into the market, he did not
succeed in the medium term and couldn’t expand his market compared to the competitor
whom he underestimated in the beginning. (Sphinx interviews, IDI#1).
• “At the beginning [of the market penetration], the main competitor for us was a product
from the Lakah group. Lakah was doing hard promotion and had low prices, but we could
overcome all of that. We could break into his market and his product and let people take
our products” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#1).
• He has a positive impression about the level of knowledge he gained: “We worked with
good experts in the first five years, 2008 to 2012; one of them had already built two large
factories in Alex for detergents and healthcare products, and I learned a lot from him,”
However, soon after, he discovered that the machinery was not suitable for his operation
and he had to work manually. Moreover, the product designs into which he had invested
a great deal of time had major deficiencies that caused him to lose the market. (Sphinx
interviews, IDI#1).

2nd Order Themes

Representative 1st Order Data
“We discovered we could not operate and expand using our current workflow… We could
not have an independent preparing-and-baking process in each shop. We knew there must
be some way to solve this because, in Europe, bakers are small shops and sure do not have
a full bakery process in each shop. . . . We had to solve this problem to be able to scale; we
then kept searching the internet. Moreover, we went to exhibitions in Europe to find the
bake-off technology that finally solved it” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6).
“Along the way now and then something new is discovered (market opportunity) so we
immediately work on it” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6).
“So we believed we had found a huge opportunity to enter this market. If you can offer
natural and healthy choices, supported by a nutritional advisory service a reasonable
price with a brand that people trust, you can hit. It was just an untested assumption. We
took this concept, and we started to try it with one store to let the people learn about the
concept, and to be able to interact with the customer…” (GNP, Ahmed, IDI#3).
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“We were the same as the story of Alexander the Great. We did not stop the war, and all
the soldiers are tired, and we have never stopped to enjoy our victory. It is wrong. We
should stop to enjoy, but we did not. We always are fighting and tempted to have new
victories” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
Business model drift

“We discovered that a large percent of the home delivery orders is going to companies
with snacks for meetings. So we thought there is a good opportunity here. We designed
a business-targeted product called ‘Butler Box’ to serve meetings that happen daily in all
offices. . . . So once we found the opportunity in the corporate segment, we started to
prepare the products they want” (TGB Interviews, Tarek, IDI#3).
“When we started, we did not know if we would be a ‘Health Supermarket’ or a ‘Health
Pharmacy’. . . . But naturally we evolved toward the pharmacy model as the initial design
did not have the prerequisites for the supermarket model like a refrigeration department.
. . . We only included food products that have functional value [not nutritional]. . . . On
the other side, our know-how, and nutritional advice service encouraged the pharmacy
model target customer to our stores, so the model overall moved toward this direction on
its own” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#4).

Sustainability

“I did not have experience in pharmaceuticals distribution. Moreover, good people work
for large pharmaceutical companies and multinationals already. I had to make large
compromises to find someone who accepts to work for a food company and leave his
company. However, the people who were accepting were not good enough to depend on
them” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#5).
“We lost four months of revenue. We concluded that the management was taking us to
disaster. . . . The collapse of sales in shops, and the collapse of the spirit—this was followed
by group resignations. . . . There was no hope of surviving if we continued working the
same” (GNP interviews, Ahmed, IDI#4).
“Our offerings were too limited: mainly beekeeping products. And we discovered it is not
sufficient to offer serious clinical advice. . . . Clearly, there was a good opportunity. But
we knew that unless we could figure out the needed variety of herbs and supplement, this
service cannot survive” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
“However, what happened to us in 2009 affected us a lot in 2010. Mainly, our financial
ability became weaker than it was before, and to survive, we had to downsize and lay off
50% of the production employees and 30% of the management” (Sphinx interviews,
IDI#1).

2nd Order Themes
Coherency

Representative 1st Order Data
“We discovered that to offer this product [targeting middle class] we need to price at a
third of the current price range. Moreover, this meant we needed first to invest in the
factory, in new machinery other than that dedicated to the original gourmet products.
Also, we found we needed to hire new people. Moreover, that we needed to build a new
brand for the middle-class” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6)
“It was not enough to have good products; I had to invest in much more than products.
I needed to build a serious infrastructure for pharmacies distribution and to have a more
professional medical representative team, and equip the factory and purchase for the team
more advanced measuring equipment. Moreover, I needed a scientific team to better serve
these teams. The majority of company resources would have to be dedicated to these
products to operate effectively in pharmaceutical market” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed,
IDI#5)

Scalability

“To be able to operate a multiple-shops workflow, the current process [which was
inherited from hotel-kitchen workflow] was impossible to implement. We had to obtain
the bake-off technology workflow. If it we did not follow this technology, we would have
had only one branch because you cannot build nine branches with bakery in each one”
(TGB Interviews, Bassel, IDI#6)
“We had to increase the efficiency of the business model first before we grew, because
when modifying the business model when the company is bigger—it is very hard to
change it, and it is easier to do radical changes when you are still small. . . . So we had to
freeze expansion plans and enhance our efficiency. However, this enhancement increased
the sales itself 80% without any store expansions” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
“Once we had this, we started to design two different varieties from the successful model
to be able to apply it in the local stores, which are smaller but very important stores for us”
(GNP, Ahmed, IDI#4).

Adaptation

“In the beginning, it was a crisis; we only had products produced from the mother
company. This was a disaster because it was too little, and it could not fill up a quarter of
our shelves. . . . We went a supermarket and bought many glass jars with different sizes
and shapes and refilled them with honey as we did not have other products at the time”
(GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
“But to approach these clients, you need a high caliber of sales people, and we could
not hire such people. So I had to do that myself as the clients would not deal with this
employee; I had to meet with the clients personally” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#5).
Upon product crisis, they only tried to solve the immediate problems: “We dealt with
this problem on two sides: first, to compensate our clients for the damage, and second,
we advised a professional [in industrial design] to fix this mistake. We could fix this
technical problem and were then able to have a product that could be sold again” (Sphinx
interviews, IDI#2).
However, they limited their focus to the direct problem without tracking its roots
nor following its effects on the other areas of the business, which led to dramatic
consequences. For example, the sales people were left without close guidance on what to
do: “As a salesperson, he found it was easier to lie and make promises while we were trying
to amend what had happened, which had a negative impact on the company and on its
credibility and reputation for reliability with clients” (Sphinx interviews, IDI#2).
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“I had to give up the health food retail. I could not go in the two markets at the same
time; each one needs its company, with different employees, different infrastructure, and
different everything. So I had to choose only one of them and make it the main project,
then build the whole business around it” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#5).

2nd Order Themes
Incremental
reconfiguration

Representative 1st Order Data
“[Upon deployment of bake-off technology] we started to understand how fragile the
product is and to think about how we would handle distribution, and we started to invest
in the factory intensively to be able to centralize the process and to hire people able to run
this operation. Just when we understood the model in mind and understood it, we began
to build the whole business on this model—starting from the site selection, up to the area
needed in each location” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6).
“In 2009 we regrouped and presented our products and customers functionally [fitness,
energy, medical, etc.] rather than materials (herbs, oils, etc.) as before. Once we had this
new definition, it was a big jump for us, we discovered the empty boxes for our customers
[meaning the unmet gaps], and we worked to fill them in. Moreover, it also changed our
marketing efforts dramatically because then, when we do advertising, we know which
customers we are talking to, so redefining products according to customer-needs flipped all
that we do in a surprising way” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
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“It was very clear that to keep growing and offer the same level of good service, we needed
more than training and protocol; we needed very strong middle management, and to
have this, we started to hire professional HR management and make the top management
more strong. . . . To build the team, we need to pay good salaries, and to do this we had
to run good operations with sizeable business, and this will not be done without middle
management and so on. We had this challenge to grow all these pieces simultaneously to
be able to move from small to medium” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#2).
“We were building and destroying all the time, so there were no customer segmentation
products that remained consistent over time. . . . Every time we changed customer
classifications, we were changing products, design, customer targets, marketing material,
employees training, almost everything in the company was changing every time” (GNP
Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
Transformation

“A major evolution moments in the life of the company was meeting Endeavor
[mentorship organization for entrepreneurs]. They opened our minds to what was holding
us from growing. . . . We ran an initiative to restructure the financial department all over;
you cannot imagine the deficiencies we have removed” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6).
“This branding agency started to take us to another level. They made us see how our
current operation needs to be enhanced to take over the market for real. We changed
product design and product categorization, which led to changes in our product
development efforts, and how we designed in-store services to engage customers, and
accordingly we changed the setup of the employees in stores to assign two levels of service:
a senior working as nutritional advisors and a junior working as sales” (GNP Interviews,
Ahmed, IDI#3).
“A huge long-term plan was done to move the company into the healthy lifestyle market.
This plan was one of the reasons we failed in 2009. The plan looked very inspiring; we
were working very hard to achieve it. But it was too good, too big, and too wide for us.
. . . We were dreaming because we did not have what it takes, not enough resources,
competent people, money. Nothing actually” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#1).
“We brought a strong team to the company, including the pharmaceutical market
consultant, general manager, and the scientific office. This was very expensive but we had
very high targets, and I believed they would fill the gap in the company’s experience”
(GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#5).

2nd Order Themes

Representative 1st Order Data
Despite market loss, they did not monitor the market and were unresponsive until the
competition filled the gap: “So those people with the brand FEBA started to enter the
markets that we had discovered and in which we had penetration and were trying to
control the very same clients. It was one cake, and we were all competing on it. Growth
was very hard to achieve in that year, and it was even harder to gain back customers trust”
(Sphinx interviews, IDI#3).

Attentiveness

“We could not scale up TGB [the high-class brand] much more. Only 2% in Egypt can
afford TGB, and 98% cannot even get closer to this shop. . . . We had to ask ourselves if
our ambition is only to serve 2% of the market! No, we needed to have another brand that
can grow in the mainstream of the market” (TGB Interview, Minty, IDI#6).

“It was all learning curves. Every step we took, we learned from it, because none of us had
experience about the marker, or had an idea how to rightfully price, or even had an idea of
the baking process. It was even very hard to find someone with such experience who was
willing to advise us in Egypt. . . . It was a learning curve and you were obliged to take it
step-by-step” (TGB Interview’s, Tarek, IDI#2).
“In the mother company, we were working for 20 years on one product. Then, suddenly
we are opening a retail service, with tens of new products. This was something totally new
for everyone. We had to be very careful and interact with the customers to understand
what they wanted and how we could do it” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#3).
Managerial wisdom

“Today [after years from the start up] I say, if we had started from day-one knowing what
we know today, it would have differed a lot. It took us four years—given being with Minty
[giant partner]—to reach a state of having operational and cost control, good warehousing
practice, etc. If I found someone when we were starting to tell me what we should be
careful about, it would have been very different” (TGB Interviews, Tarek, IDI#3).
“It was very challenging to find this know-how [of bake-off technology] because you are
operating in a country that has no such know-how . . . so we had to invest a lot of money
in a consultant from Europe; the consultant was taking 1500 euro a day to help us deploy
the bake-off technology in our facility in Egypt” (TGB Interviews, Minty, IDI#6).
“We had great advice and brainstorming with our mentor; we had mentors both in the
business line and in the financial line” (TGB interviews, Bassel, IDI#6).
“Mainly, who was guiding me in the pharmaceutical market was Dr. Adel [the consultant].
He was very famous in training in pharmaceutical companies, and he was mentoring me
at that time. He was the one who introduced me to the management team who worked
with me. Moreover, he was the first one to teach me how to plan for marketing. He was
doing plan exercises more powerful than any other thing I ever saw. He opened my mind
to so many things” (GNP Interviews, Ahmed, IDI#5).
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“Unfortunately, when we began there was no other comparable bakeries to benchmark
with our pricing. When all the recent competitors started, they took TGB as a benchmark.
However, we did not find a benchmark. So we kept learning norms for food pricing, and
we price according to such norms. So you can say it all went haphazardly [not systematic]”
(TGB interviews, Tarek, IDI#3).
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A4

The model we used in Chapter 5 was developed in Stella software. The stylized
model that summarizes different modules and fundamental stocks and flows was
presented in Chapter 5, Figure 5.1. Complete diagrams for each module stocks
and flows are discussed thoroughly in this appendix. The model followed historyreplicating and history-divergent simulations. In addition, we conducted a series of
sensitivity analyses on the model.

First is the emergent stage, in which an exogenous opportunity comes to be in the
market. New exogenous opportunities emerge due to societal, political, and technological changes. An exogenous opportunity is independent of the firm’s actions
and management beliefs. We include the exogenous opportunities in our model as
an exogenous variable. The environmental dynamics that lead to the emergence
of opportunity lays outside the boundaries of this study and , therefore, are not
included in our model.
Second is the perception stage, in which a newly believed opportunity is established.
Different than exogenous opportunities, a believed opportunity is a subjective
reflection of reality and can be subject to many biases that can limit or enforce the
entrepreneur’s willingness and capabilities to pursue the new opportunity. We start
the model by developing how the entrepreneur establishes and develop such belief
in the opportunity module.
The third is the innovation stage, in which a new market opportunity is pursued.
The innovation stage takes place by exploring new business ideas that can capture
the market opportunity and by cautiously exploiting this opportunity by enhancing the value proposition to capture maximum demand. The market opportunity is
different from the believed opportunity as it is limited to the value proposition that
the firm could indeed deliver, based on specific business ideas and affected by the
firm’s capabilities for implementation. It is also affected by how the firm’s offering
appeals to the market in comparison to competitive offerings. We model the market
opportunity in the demand module.
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The theoretical background of the model is summarized in Chapter 5, Tables 5.2 and
5.3. In summary, to model opportunities-centric growth, we utilized the opportunity pipeline framework that we developed in Chapter 3. The opportunity pipeline
notion assumes that a single opportunity can have several states as it passes through
sequential pipeline stages. We modeled the dynamics of each stage in a separate
module. In this document, we will explain the full model by discussing the following
sequential stages:

The fourth is the actualization stage, in which additional firm-level opportunity is
realized. In the actualization stage, the firm invests in sales generation activities
to capture the untapped market demand for its offering and convert it into sales
orders. Finally, it feeds sales growth by sustaining and expanding its sales fulfillment
capacity to serve growing sales orders. We model the firm actualization stage in the
sales module.
Following we discuss in details the model formulation in each module.
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A4.1 Module 1: Opportunity perception
The perceived opportunity module represents the source of opportunities and the
grounds of the entrepreneur’s decisions, based on his/her perception of the market.
In this module, opportunities have two states:
1. Undiscovered market opportunity
2. Perceived market opportunity

Figure A4.1: Opportunity Beliefs Formation

Module 1 Stock 1: Undiscovered market opportunity
Market opportunity represents the volume of potential demand (e.g., market size)
from a specific group of customers, in a specific geographical market, for a specific
class of products or services. Undiscovered market opportunity represents the part
of the market that is already filled with competition and substitutes are not yet
identified by the entrepreneur.
An undiscovered market opportunity is modeled as independent of the entrepreneur’s perception. This means that the opportunity exists regardless of if the

entrepreneurs in the market identified it, or were able to come up with a business
idea to exploit it, or if they failed altogether to do so (Shane, 2012). The exogenous
opportunity per se is unknown. Entrepreneurs’ perceptions are but mere subjective
reflections of the opportunity. An entrepreneur is only certain of the existence of
successfully exploited opportunities (Klein, 2008).

Module 1 Stock 1 Outflow1: Rate of opportunity recognition
M1.S1.O1: The higher the rate of opportunity recognition, the lower the volume of
the undiscovered market opportunity and the higher the volume of the perceived
market opportunity. Opportunities are measured in potential sales units.5

The rate of opportunity recognition is driven by the entrepreneur’s attention to the
market; that is driven by the entrepreneurs knowledge and motivation (McMullen
and Shepherd, 2006).
Rate of opportunity recognition
= Attention Fraction * Undiscovered Market Opportunity
(units: unit)
M1.S1.O1.1: Attention fraction represents what percentage of the market the
entrepreneur can effectively perceive, given his/her current knowledge, motivation,
and market familiarity.
Attention Fraction
= Reference Attention fraction * Effect of Market Familiarity on Attention
(units: 1/month)
M1.S1.O1.2: Reference attention fraction is a constant with a value of 0.25; this
means that ideally/on average, the entrepreneurs can perceive an additional 25%
5 The unit in this formula is “unit”–that is, a unit of the products and services for example in the case of
TGB can be a bakery product, GNP is pack of herbs, and in Sphinx can is jar of detergents.
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Module 1 Stock 1 Inflow1: Opportunity emergence
An exogenous opportunity emerges in the market due to technological, political,
or social changes (Shane, 2003). The emergence of the opportunity is beyond the
scope of this study. We assume a constant with an initial value of ten-million sales
units (i.e., an opportunity emerged that in maximum can sell ten million units of
particular products to particular market).

of the market opportunities in each cycle of the simulation. Reference attention
fraction is a constant we manipulate during the simulation to study how the effect
of attention affects the entrepreneurial performance and how it ultimately affects
the growth of the firm.
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M1.S1.O1.3: Effect of market familiarity on attention is a multiplier that ranges from
-2 to 3, which means that the entrepreneur will achieve a fraction of the reference/
idea/average attention rate based on his/her familiarity with the market or knowledge of certain domain (e.g., Shane, 2000). As shown in figure A4.2, it can be as low
as zero, in a case where there is absolutely no knowledge of the market. It can go as
high as three, which means a knowledgeable entrepreneur can achieve up to three
times the ideal/average/reference entrepreneur. However, if familiarity increases
beyond a certain limit (more than .75), it will start to have a negative effect on
attention as an entrepreneur becomes myopic to opportunities that are incoherent
to his expectations.

Figure A4.2: Graphical Representation to the Effect of Market Familiarity on Attention

The effect of market familiarity on attention is an inverse U curve with the following
values: (0, 0,07; 0,02, 0,10; 0,04, 0,15; 0,05, 0,20; 0,07, 0,27; 0,09, 0,37; 0,11, 0,48;
0,13, 0,62; 0,15, 0,78; 0,16, 0,97; 0,18, 1,18; 0,20, 1,41; 0,22, 1,65; 0,24, 1,90; 0,25,

2,14; 0,27, 2,37; 0,29, 2,58; 0,31, 2,76; 0,33, 2,89; 0,35, 2,97; 0,36, 3,00; 0,38, 2,97;
0,40, 2,89; 0,42, 2,76; 0,44, 2,58; 0,45, 2,37; 0,47, 2,14; 0,49, 1,90; 0,51, 1,65; 0,53,
1,41; 0,55, 1,18; 0,56, 0,97; 0,58, 0,78; 0,60, 0,62; 0,62, 0,48; 0,64, 0,37; 0,65, 0,27;
0,67, 0,20; 0,69, 0,15; 0,71, 0,10; 0,73, 0,07; 0,75, -0,07; 0,76, -0,10; 0,78, -0,15;
0,80, -0,20; 0,82, -0,27; 0,84, -0,37; 0,85, -0,48; 0,87, -0,62; 0,89, -0,78; 0,91, -0,97;
0,93, -1,18; 0,95, -1,41; 0,96, -1,65; 0,98, -1,90; 1,00, -2,14)

M1.S1.O1.4: Apprenticeship is a dimensionless multiplier (with an initial value of 0.5
and range from 0.0-2.0) that is used in the experimentation to control the skewness
of the “M1.S1.O1.3: Effect of market familiarity on attention.” Apprenticeship was
added to the model to simulate the differences we observed between the entrepreneurs in learning style. We found in the empirical data that although all entrepreneurs follow the curve on M1.S1.O1.3, some reach the myopic overconfidence state
too early and some take a long time, which influences that overall performance of
the firm.

Module 1 Stock 2: Perceived market opportunity
Perceived market opportunity represents the opportunity that an entrepreneur
believes exists. The opportunity belief implies an opportunity he perceives exist
is desirable and feasible to capture given his accessible capabilities and resources
(McMullen and Shepherd, 2006). Perceived market opportunity increases by the
rate of opportunity recognition and decreases by the rate of testing this belief in
reality. Perceived market opportunity is measured in demand units. We assume a
small initial value of 1000 demand units.
Module 1 Stock 2 Outflow 1
M1.S2.O1.1: The rate of testing opportunity beliefs represents the volume of
believed opportunity (actionable demand) that was explored in a specific period.

Rate of Testing Opportunity beliefs
= Rate of Demand Exploration
(units: Unit/Month)
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As market familiarity increases, the capability to recognize market opportunities
increases until it reaches a threshold; after overstepping this threshold, the entrepreneur (or the management team) will be so familiar with the market opportunity
that they become ignorant to market opportunities that are different from what
they expect (Covin, Garrett, Kuratko, and Shepherd, 2014; Shepherd, McMullen,
and Jennings, 2007).

Note that the rate of demand exploration and how it is affected by demand exploration effectiveness (as illustrated in Figure A4.1) are inputs obtained from demand
module and will be discussed thoroughly in this documentation in sections M2.S1.
i1.1 and M2.S1.i1.4.
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Module 1 Stock 3: Market familiarity
As shown in Figure A4.3, market familiarity is a dimensionless variable that represents
the degree in which an entrepreneur is familiar with the market. Market familiarity
ranges from 0 (i.e., the market is totally unfamiliar to the entrepreneur) to 1 (i.e.,
the market is perfectly familiar to the entrepreneur). The initial value is set to 0.

Figure A4.3: Familiarity Effect

Market familiarity is calculated as the accumulated average of the discovery market
rate.
Module 1 Stock 3 Inflow 1
M1.S3.I1.1:

Familiarizing rate =
(units: 1/month)

Indicated Market familiarity - Market Familiarity
Market Familiarity Delay

M1.S3.I1.2:

Indicated Market familiarity = 1 - (
(units: dimensionless)

Unexplored market
)
Total Market
211

M1.S3.I1.3:
Total Market
= Unexplored Market + Explored Market Demand
+ Firm Level Demand
(units: unit)
M1.S3.O1.1: Effect of market familiarity on value proposition performance is a multiplier that ranges from 0 to 2. It represents how the changes in market familiarity
affect the return on investing in value proposition. As illustrated in figure A4.4, the
effect of market familiarity ranges from 0 (i.e., the value proposition performance
can achieve 0% of the reference performance) to 2 (i.e., the value proposition performance can achieve 200% the reference performance).

System dynamics model description

Unexplored market
= Undiscovered Market Opportunity
+ Perceived Market Opportunity Opportunity
(units: unit)
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Figure A4.4: Graphical Representation to the Effect of Market Familiarity on Value proposition
performance

The effect of market familiarity is an inverse U curve with the following values:
(0.01, 0.50; 0.04, 0.35; 0.06, 0.24; 0.08, 0.15; 0.11, 0.09; 0.14, 0.06; 0.16, 0.02;
0.19, 0.00; 0.21, 0.01; 0.24, 0.02; 0.26, 0.03; 0.29, 0.06; 0.31, 0.09; 0.34, 0.12; 0.36,
0.16; 0.38, 0.21; 0.41, 0.27; 0.43, 0.34; 0.46, 0.43; 0.48, 0.53; 0.51, 0.65; 0.53, 0.77;
0.56, 0.91; 0.58, 1.06; 0.61, 1.21; 0.63, 1.36; 0.66, 1.51; 0.68, 1.64; 0.71, 1.76; 0.73,
1.86; 0.76, 1.94; 0.78, 1.98; 0.81, 2.00; 0.83, 2.00; 0.86, 2.00; 0.88, 2.00; 0.91, 2.00;
0.93, 2.00; 0.96, 2.00; 0.98, 2.00; 1.00, 2.00)
In extreme situations when the entrepreneur is still unfamiliar with the market, his/
her attempts to develop value propositions will lead to resources leaking, which will
undermine the value proposition performance. But after a critical size of familiarity,
the attempts to develop value propositions will start yielding positive results. Therefore, beyond this threshold the value proposition performance will have a positive
relationship with developing value propositions (Covin et al., 2014).
M1.S3.O1.2: Savviness is a dimensionless dislodge parameter (with an initial value
of 0.1 and range from 0.0-0.3) that is used in the experimentation to control the
length of the early period when an entrepreneur does not have enough knowledge

to innovate effectively, hence, value proposition evolution has a negative relationship
with performance (Covin et al., 2014). Savviness was added to the model to simulate
the differences we observed among the entrepreneurs in how savvy they are in using
their knowledge. We found in the empirical data that although all entrepreneurs
follow the curve on M1.S3.O1.2, some reach the stage of the positive relationship
between value proposition evolution and performance earlier than others. In other
words, some are savvier in using their knowledge, and some are not.

Module 1 Overall dynamics
As shown in Figure A4.5, there are four main loops for that depict the roles of market
familiarity6.
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Figure A4.5: Opportunity Module CLD

1. As market familiarity increases, the entrepreneur’s attention to opportunity is
enhanced. Hence he/she recognizes more opportunity and is ultimately able to
exploit market demand(R1). Moreover, market familiarity has a positive effect
on the value proposition performance and, thus, enhances the firm in attracting
more customers(R2). Both effects (on attention and value proposition) lead
to an increase in the level of opportunity exploitation and increase the market
familiarity itself even further. The market opportunity recognition enters into a
reinforcement loop that leads to a market discovery at an exponential rate.
2. As the entrepreneur grows more familiar with the market, eventually he/she
oversteps the optimum of familiarity and becomes myopic to the opportunities
that are different from his/her expectations. At this point, further familiarity will
have a negative relationship with market demand. Therefore, firms enter into a
balancing loop (B1) that eventually dominates the positive effect of familiarity.
6 The full stock and flow dynamics are fragmented on several modules. Therefore, to demonstrate an
overview of the feedback loops, we included a causal loop diagram here as a summary.

3. Low levels of market familiarity had a negative effect especially in the early stages
when the entrepreneur has not accumulated a minimum amount of knowledge
to be efficient (R3); therefore, at the early stages, value proposition development leads to less performance as resources will be spent ineffectively.
Please review Figure7 A4.6 for a stock and flow diagram of the perceived opportunity
module
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Figure A4.6: Opportunity Module Stock and Flow Diagram

A4.2. Module 2: Demand generation
The demand module represents the market phase in the opportunity pipeline, which
acts as an intermediary stage between the perceptual phase (i.e., opportunity recognition and evaluation phase) and the physical phase (i.e., sales orders generation
and fulfillment) as discussed at the beginning of this appendix.
As shown in the diagram illustrated in Figures A4.7 and A4.9, the entrepreneur
sustains growth on market level by balancing two activities:
1. Exploration of the market opportunities by developing new products and penetrating new geographical markets. Exploration allows the entrepreneur to test
7 The model has extra components (with color codes: black switches and gray connectors) that are
not relevant to the main model structure, but only used for knock-out testing (switching off an entire
section or effect to assess the difference it has in the module and model output).

Figure A4.7: Exploration
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his/her opportunity beliefs, i.e., perceived market opportunities. On one hand,
this allows him/her to disqualify false beliefs. On the other hand, it allows identifying the level of untapped market demand that his/her firm can exploit.
2. Exploitation of the potential demand by improving the value proposition and
expanding the customer base to convert the potential demand into firm-level
demand (i.e., demand from a specific group of customers to the firm’s specific
offerings). Only firm-level demand can be harvested later as sales orders.
Please note that false beliefs do not disappear from the first-person opportunity. In
real life, failed exploration per se does not give a conclusive result if there were no
opportunity or if the entrepreneur failed to design a business idea that could realize
the opportunity or successfully managed the business. Therefore, false beliefs, in
our model, do not disappear; they remain inactive beliefs until they meet the right
exploration attempt to realize their potential.

Figure A4.8: Exploitation
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Module 2 Stock 1: Untapped market demand
Untapped market demand represents the accessible market size—that is, the total
units demanded in the same geographical market in which the firm operates and
any offerings that are comparable to firm’s offering. Untapped market demand
increases through the exploration of new products and geographical markets. Also,
it decreases by exploitation activities that convert untapped market demand (i.e.,
demand for competitor/substitute offerings) to firm-level demand (i.e., demand on
firm’s specific offering). Untapped market demand is measured in units; the initial
value is 0.

Rate of demand exploration
= Delay((Perceived Market Opportunity
x XO Effectiveness), XO Delay)
(units: Unit/month)
M2.S1.I1.2: Perceived market opportunity is the stock of opportunities that is being
explored. (units: Unit)
M2.S1.I1.3: XO delay is the average time needed to initiate an exploration attempt
and realize its value. (units: month) Exploration delay is a constant that we use to
assess the effect of exploration timing on the continuity of demand growth (i.e.,
module output) and ultimately on sales growth (i.e., model output).
M2.S1.I1.4: XO effectiveness is a dimensionless multiplier that represents the
effectiveness of the current level of investments in exploration activities in acquiring
opportunities.
We define investments in market exploration activities as the marketing expenditure on novel markets and products. Therefore, we derive the effectiveness of the
exploration activities from the level of expenditure. As illustrated in Figure A4.9,
the effectiveness of exploration activities to generate/attract demand is correlated
with the marketing expenditure, following an S-curve with minimum effectiveness
>0, see Kotler and Keller (2012). Effectiveness of exploration activities ranges
from a hypothetical minimum of 10% (at minimum, a firm can explore 10% of the
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Module 2 Stock 1 Inflow 1: Rate of demand exploration
M2.S1.I1.1: The rate of demand exploration represents the rate at which the entrepreneur can increase the firm’s exposure to untapped market demand in a given
period by investing in exploration activities.

recognized opportunities when it invests zero USD in exploration), and maximum
100% (at maximum a firm can explore 100% of the recognized opportunities).
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Figure A4.9: Graphical Representation of the Effectiveness of Exploration Activities

The relation follows an S Curve with the following values (0.00, 0.10; 0.02, 0.10;
0.05, 0.10; 0.07, 0.10; 0.10, 0.10; 0.12, 0.11; 0.15, 0.11; 0.17, 0.11; 0.20, 0.12; 0.22,
0.13; 0.25, 0.14; 0.27, 0.16; 0.30, 0.18; 0.32, 0.21; 0.35, 0.24; 0.37, 0.28; 0.40, 0.33;
0.42, 0.38; 0.45, 0.43; 0.47, 0.49; 0.50, 0.55; 0.52, 0.61; 0.55, 0.67; 0.57, 0.72; 0.60,
0.77; 0.62, 0.82; 0.65, 0.86; 0.67, 0.89; 0.70, 0.92; 0.72, 0.94; 0.75, 0.96; 0.77, 0.97;
0.80, 0.98; 0.82, 0.99; 0.85, 0.99; 0.87, 0.99; 0.90, 1.00; 0.92, 1.00; 0.95, 1.00; 0.97,
1.00; 1.00, 1.00).
M2.S1.I1.5: Relative investment in exploration
Investment in Exploration
Relative Investment in Exploration =
Ideal Investment in Exploration
(units: 1/month)
The potential impact of investment in exploration activities is an important factor in
capturing demand. However, investment in exploration differs significantly from one
industry to another, as well as according to the size of the prospected opportunity.

We use formula M2.S1.I1.5 to compare the current level of investment in exploration
to the ideal investment in exploration with the size of the prospected opportunity
and the average rate of investment in this industry. This results in a standardized
indicator that refers to the sufficiency of investment in exploration to capture the
prospected opportunities given the industry and opportunity uniqueness.
M2.S1.I1.6: The ideal investment in exploration calculates how much investment is
required to explore the entire opportunity (i.e., the investment needed to explore
and test the recognized opportunity by developing products, services, penetrate new
markets, etc.) given an average return on investment in exploration in the industry.

M2.S1.I1.7: Industry Average Return on XO is a constant (default value at 60 units
generated for each USD spent on exploration).
We preferred to normalize the investment in exploration using the size of the opportunity, rather than using the absolute figure. Normalizing investment in exploration
to the prospected opportunity maintains a realistic return on investment in extreme
cases of low or high opportunities or investment. For a similar reason, we choose
not to normalize against the industry average (cf. Sterman, 2000) because firms
that invest far below the average of the industry (such as the case of small firm
that is pivotal to this dissertation’s scope) cannot afford a wide range of exploration
activities or tools that are commonly used by their larger competitors. Therefore, it
is not realistic to expect a similar return on each dollar.

Module 2 Stock 2: Firm-level demand
Firm-level demand represents the total units for which the market demands the
firm’s specific offerings. This is in contrast to untapped market demand that represents the market demands from all competing market offerings.
Firm-level demand increases due to the investment in the exploitation activities for
the current products and markets to increase the firm’s appeal to additional customers and recapture previous customers lost to the competition. Also, it decreases by
sales generation activities that transform the demand for firm’s offering to sales
orders. Firm-level demand is measured by units; the initial value is 0.
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Perceived Market Opportunity
Ideal Investment in Exploration =
Industry Average Return on XO
(units: Unit/USD)

Module 2 Stock 2 Inflow 1: Firm-level demand inflow
M2.S2.I1.1: The rate of demand exploitation represents the rate by which the firm
can increase market demand for its offering in a given period by investing in exploitation activities to enhance its value proposition appeal.
Rate of demand exploitation
= Delay (Untapped market demand
* Effectiveness of Exploitattion activities), Exploitation Delay)
(units: units/month)
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M2.S2.I1.2: Exploitation delay is the average time needed to initiate an exploitation
attempt and realize its value. (units: month) Exploitation delay is a constant that
we use to assess the effect of exploitation timing on the continuity of the demand
growth (i.e., module output) and ultimately on sales growth (i.e., model output).
M2.S2.I1.3: The effectiveness of exploitation activities is a dimensionless multiplier
that represents the effectiveness of the current level of investments in exploitation
activities to convert market demand into demand for the firm’s offerings.
For simplicity, we limit our definition of investments in exploitation activities that
are directed to develop the value proposition and enhance its appeal to the current
markets. Therefore, we derive the effectiveness of the exploitation activities from:
1. The level of investment in exploitation activities (i.e., value proposition development) in comparison to the level of accessible demand.
2. The level of market familiarity as a moderator between the value proposition
development and value proposition performance (Covin et al., 2014)
As illustrated in Figure A4.10, effectiveness of exploitation activities ranges from the
hypothetical minimum of 10% (at minimum, a firm can exploit 10% of the untapped
market demand when it invests zero USD in exploitation) and maximum 100% (at
maximum, firm can exploit 100% of the market demand).
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The relationship follows and S-curve with the following values:
(0.00, 0.10; 0.02, 0.10; 0.05, 0.10; 0.07, 0.10; 0.10, 0.10; 0.12, 0.11; 0.15, 0.11;
0.17, 0.11; 0.20, 0.12; 0.22, 0.13; 0.25, 0.14; 0.27, 0.16; 0.30, 0.18; 0.32, 0.21; 0.35,
0.24; 0.37, 0.28; 0.40, 0.33; 0.42, 0.38; 0.45, 0.43; 0.47, 0.49; 0.50, 0.55; 0.52, 0.61;
0.55, 0.67; 0.57, 0.72; 0.60, 0.77; 0.62, 0.82; 0.65, 0.86; 0.67, 0.89; 0.70, 0.92; 0.72,
0.94; 0.75, 0.96; 0.77, 0.97; 0.80, 0.98; 0.82, 0.99; 0.85, 0.99; 0.87, 0.99; 0.90, 1.00;
0.92, 1.00; 0.95, 1.00; 0.97, 1.00; 1.00, 1.00).
M2.S2.I1.4: Adjusted investment in exploitation represents the relative investment
in exploitation adjusted with the moderating effect of market familiarity. According to Covin et al. (2014), market familiarity moderates the relationship between
exploitation investment and performance by alternating the relationship in two
distinctive curves:
1. Low familiarity (common in the early stages of the entrepreneurial venture)
produces a U-shape curve. Investment in exploitation has a negative relation
with performance. The direction of the relationship changes when the firm
accumulates a critical amount of knowledge, and a positive relationship results,
the investment in exploitation increasingly leads to enhancement in the value

System dynamics model description

Figure A4.10: Graphical Representation of the Effectiveness of Exploitation Activities

proposition performance. This effect is embedded in our model directly by the
following equation:
Adjusted Invesment in Exploitation = Relative Investment in Exploitation x (1 +
Effect of Market Familiarity on Value proposition performance)
(units: 1/month).
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2. High familiarity (common in the late stages of the entrepreneurial venture)
leads to an inverse U shape in which a positive relationship between investment
in exploitation and value proposition performance take place. This relationship
slows down due to knowledge saturation until it reaches a critical maximum size;
however, beyond that the entrepreneur becomes myopic to opportunities that
differ from his/her expectations. This curve is represented in our model indirectly
through its effect on entrepreneurial attention to the opportunities; therefore,
when the negative effect takes place, it limits the stock of the opportunities
believed, it discourages further investment in exploration, and ultimately, it limits
the attraction of additional market demand for the firm’s offering.
M2.S2.I1.5: Relative investment in exploitation
Relative investment in exploitation is standardized by the ideal investment of exploitation to illustrate the impact of the sufficiency of investment on its effectiveness.
Investment in Exploitation
Ideal
investment in Exploitation
Relative Investment in Exploitation =
(units: 1/month)
We preferred to standardize the investment in exploitation using the size the
opportunity (i.e., market-level demand) over using an average industry investment
and over using absolute numbers for the same rational we discussed under variable
“Relative investment in exploration.”
M2.S2.I1.6: The ideal investment in exploitation estimates how much investment is
required to exploit the entire accessible demand given an average return on investment in exploitation in the industry.
Untapped Market Demand
Ideal Investment in Exploitation =
Industry Average Return on Exploitation
(units: USD)
M2.S2.I1.7: Industry average return on exploitation is a constant (default value at
200 units generated for each one USD spent).

Module 2 Stock 2 Inflow 2: Recapture sales lost to competition
The second source for increasing firm-level demand is recapturing sales the firm lost
previously to competition. Lost customers are customers who stopped buying the
firm’s offering after placing an order or trying the product, yet their demand still
counts on the market because they remain buyers for competing or substituting
offerings. Therefore, even if they are lost as customers on the short term, they are
still potential customers on the medium to long term after the firm enhances the
competitiveness of its value proposition to earn them back.

Rate of Recapture from competition
Own VP performance
= Sales Lost to Competition *
Competitors VP performance
(units: Unit/month)
M2.S2.I2.2: Own VP performance is the performance of the value proposition for the
firm. Own VP performance equals the effectiveness of the exploitation
M2.S2.I2.3: Competitors VP performance is the average value proposition performance for the competition. Competitors VP performance is a dimensionless constant
that is manipulated in the experimentation. The default value is 1
M2.S2.I2.4: Sales lost to competition is a stock that increases by opt out sales and
decreases by rate of recapture from competition.
M2.S2.I2.5: Opt out sales is a sum of the lost demand from customers who decided
to switch to a competitor after trying the firm’s offering in addition to demand from
customers for whom the firm failed to deliver on sales orders because of its limited
capacity.
Opt Out Sales = Opt Out Customers + Rate of Lost orders
(units: units/month)
Module 2 Stock 2 Outflow 1: Tapping firm-level demand
Tapping Firm Level demand takes place due to the sales generation that converts
demand for the firm’s offering into sales orders.
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M2.S2.I2.1: Capturing the lost customers is a necessity for good modeling to assure
model do not violate the basic law of the conservation of “matter” (Sterman, 2000).
Otherwise, lost customers will result in market size leakage.

The rate of demand tapping = Sales generation.
(units: unit/month)

Module 2: Overall dynamic
As shown in Figures A4.11 and A4.12, the demand module illustrates the competition and interdependency between exploration and exploitation and how they affect
the sales growth.
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Figure A4.11: Demand CLD

Exploration activities deplete the current stock of opportunities (B1) and increase
the exposure to market demand. Therefore, exploration success encourages the
entrepreneur into investing even further in exploration to enter into an enforcement
loop (R1). On the other hand, the exposure of the market-level demand encourages
the entrepreneur to invest in exploitation which drains the current market demand
(B2) and converts it into firm-level demand (i.e., demand for the firm’s specific
offerings). The success of exploitation encourages the entrepreneur to invest in
exploitation even further, hence, entering into an enforcement loop (R2).
Finally, the availability of firm-level demand enhances the sales and, therefore, taps
the current level of demand and eventually exhausts it (B3). Given that a firm has a
limited amount of resources to invest, the entrepreneur alternates between investment in one activity over the other, based on the expected return on investment (as
we will discuss in detail in the investment module).
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Figure A4.12: Demand Stock and Flow Diagram
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As shown in Figure A4.13, the demand module illustrates how both exploration and
exploitation are competing cyclically with each over the firm’s resources. Therefore,
the firm grows through variant episodes of either exploration-dominant and exploitation-dominant entrepreneurial activities. The shift of dominance is a function of
the perceived effectiveness of each activity.
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Figure A4.13: Long Term module output

A4.3 Module 3: Sales and capacity expansion module
The sales module represents the physical frontier of the opportunity pipeline. A firm
invests in sales generation to capture market demand for its offering, converts it
into sales orders, and fulfills it. An entrepreneur sustains growth in the short term by
balancing three activities:
1. Sales generation to convert the uncertain market demand into sales orders. The
effectiveness of sale generation is driven from the level of investment in sales
generation and the stage in the product lifecycle.
2. Sales fulfillment allows the firm to capture the financial and market value. Sales
fulfillment is limited by the firm’s capacity. A delay in the sales fulfillment capacity
leads to losing customers.
3. Given that a firm has a limited and costly sales fulfillment capacity, sales growth
means that, eventually, a firm needs to expand its sales fulfillment capacity to
sustain its growth. However, the uncertainty of sales growth can increase the
complexity of the decisions.
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Figure A4.14: Sales generation
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Imperfect expectations often lead to either acquiring too little capacity (which
means lost opportunity for growth) or too much capacity (which means inefficiency
of the operation, less profitability, and loss of the alternative investment opportunity
that can lead to growth by investing in other activities of growth, such as exploration
and exploitation and sales generation).
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Module 3 Stock 1: Sales orders
As illustrated in figure A4.14, sales orders result from the sales force’s efforts to
acquire demand, facilitated by other sales generation activities such as sales promotion.
Sales orders increase by 1) sales generation activities to acquire new customers and
new demand units, and 2) repeated sales orders generated from old (loyal) customers. Sales orders are decreased by 1) sales fulfillment rate, and 2) customers who
lose interest as a result of a delay in delivery. Units measure sales orders, and its initial
value is 0.

Figure A4.15: Capacity Acquisition

Module 3 Stock 1 Inflow 1: Sales generation
M3.S1.I1.1: Sales generation rate represents the rate at which new sales orders are
generated as a result of sales generation activities. This includes the new sales orders
by new customers or by increasing the average purchase from old customers.

Sales Generation rate = Delay (Firm Level Demand *
Sales Generation Effectiveness). Sales Generation Delay
(units: Units/month)

M3.S1.I1.3: Firm-level demand is the stock of market demand on the firm’s specific
offerings that has not yet been captured. Firm-level demand was discussed earlier in
the demand module description.
M3.S1.I1.4: Sales generation effectiveness is a dimensionless multiplier that represents the effectiveness of the current level of investment in sales generation in
generating new sales orders.
We define the investment in sales generation as a marketing expenditure on existing
markets and existing products. Therefore, we derive the effectiveness of sales generation activities from the level of expenditure. The effectiveness of sales generation
activities to generate new sales orders is correlated with the sales generation investment in following an S-curve with minimum effectiveness >0 (Kotler and Keller,
2012).
As illustrated in Figure A4.16, effectiveness of sales generation activities ranges
from a hypothesized minimum of 10% (at minimum, 10% of the demand for firm’s
products will be converted into sales orders even when the firm invested 0 USD in
sales generation), and a maximum 100% (at maximum, a firm that spent maximum
possible efforts can only realize no more than 100% of the demand; in other words,
sales generation per se cannot generate additional demand but can capture current
demand).
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M3.S1.I1.2: Sales generation delay is the average time needed to initiate a sales
generation investment (e.g., hiring new sales people or deploying a new promotion
campaign) and realize its value. (units: Month)
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Figure A4.16: Graphical Representation of the Effectiveness of Sales Generation Activities

The relationship follows an S-curve with the following values:
(0.00, 0.10; 0.05, 0.10; 0.10, 0.10; 0.15, 0.10; 0.20, 0.10; 0.25, 0.11; 0.30, 0.11;
0.35, 0.11; 0.40, 0.12; 0.45, 0.13; 0.50, 0.14; 0.55, 0.16; 0.60, 0.18; 0.65, 0.21; 0.70,
0.24; 0.75, 0.28; 0.80, 0.33; 0.85, 0.38; 0.90, 0.43; 0.95, 0.49; 1.00, 0.55; 1.05, 0.61;
1.10, 0.67; 1.15, 0.72; 1.20, 0.77; 1.25, 0.82; 1.30, 0.86; 1.35, 0.89; 1.40, 0.92; 1.45,
0.94; 1.50, 0.96; 1.55, 0.97; 1.60, 0.98; 1.65, 0.99; 1.70, 0.99; 1.75, 0.99; 1.80, 1.00;
1.85, 1.00; 1.90, 1.00; 1.95, 1.00; 2.00, 1.00).
M3.S1.I1.5: Relative investment in sales generation
Relative Investment in Sales Generation = Investment in Sales Generation / Ideal
Investment in Sales Generation
(units: 1/month)
Investment in sales generation is standardized by the ideal investment of exploration to get the marginal impact of the investment. We preferred to normalize the
investment in sales generation using the size of opportunity (i.e., firm-level demand)

rather than using average industry investment or using absolute numbers for the
same rational as we discussed under the variable “relative investment in exploration.”
M3.S1.I1.6: The ideal investment in sales generation estimates how much investment is required to convert the entire demand into sales orders given an average
return on investment in sales generation in the industry.
Ideal Investment in Sales Generation = Firm Level Demand Industry Average Return on
Sales Generation
(units: USD)

Module 3 Stock 1 Inflow 2: Repeat sales orders
The second source for sales orders is repeated sales.

M3.S1.I2.1: Rate of repeat sales order are sales ordered by old (loyal) customers
that needed no investment of additional sales generation efforts to convince them
to buy.
Repeat sales orders = Fulfilled Sales Orders x Repeat Sales fraction
(units: unit/month)
M3.S1.I2.2: Fulfilled sales orders is a stock that accumulates how many units the firm
is fulfilling given the current level of sales orders and sales fulfillment capacity. Initial
value = 0, and units = unit.
M3.S1.I2.3: Repeat sales fraction is a dimensionless fraction that represents how
much of the fulfilled sales orders repeated, as adjusted and influenced by the current
level of value proposition performance.
Repeat sales fraction = Reference Repeat Sales fraction x VP performance
(units: 1/month)
M3.S1.I2.4: Reference repeat sales fraction is a dimensionless fraction that represents how much of the fulfilled sales orders are repeated. The default value is 50%,
and units are dimensionless.
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M3.S1.I1.7: Industry average return on sales generation is a constant (default value
at 100 units generated for each one USD spent).
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Module 3 Stock 1 Outflow 1: Sales fulfillment rate
S3.S1.O1.1: Sales fulfillment rate is the rate at which a firm can fulfill sales orders.

Sales Orders
,Sales Fulfillment Capacity)
Sales fulfillment rate = Min (
Acceptable Delay
(units: unit/month)
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The sales fulfillment rate equals the smaller value among the current sales delivery
plan (i.e., current sales orders divided by the acceptable delivery delay) and the
actual sales fulfillment capacity. In other words, the firm aims to fulfill 100% of the
orders as soon as possible. If the orders require more than current capacity, it will
deliver up to its capacity and the remaining orders will remain to wait to be fulfilled
the soonest. This equation was formulated in such manner that will assure sales
fulfillment rate will always be non-negative (cf. Sterman, 2000, p. 545).
Acceptable delay is a parameter used in experimentation with a default value of one
month.
Module 3 Stock 1 Outflow 2: Opt out Sales Orders:
M3.S1.O2.1: Rate of lost orders represents the rate of which sales orders are being
canceled due to delay in delivery.

Rate of Lost orders =
(units: unit/month)

(Sales Orders - Sales Fulfillment Capacity)
Delay to loose sales

M3.S1.O2.2: Delay to lose sales (units: month) is a constant represent the waiting
duration, in average, before the customer loses interest and cancel the sales orders.
Delay to lose sales has a default value of two months.

Module 3: Overall dynamics
Figure A4.17 illustrates the sales module and describes how firms try to sustain sales
growth in the short term by balancing between investment in sales generation and
investment capacity acquisition.
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Sales generation captures the market’s demand for the firm’s offerings and converts
it into sales orders. Therefore, the success of the sales generation to increase sales
orders encourages the entrepreneur to invest even further in more sales generation
to enter into a self-enforcing loop (R1). Sales generation depletes the untapped
firm-level demand and eventually exhausts it if the firm did not invest in attracting
additional demand (B1).
To realize the value of sales orders, the firm performs sales fulfillment activities,
which lead to increases in sales volume. However, the growth of sales volume utilizes
the available capacity, and eventually, the firm reaches a point of no available capacity for additional sales fulfillment (B2).
To counter this plateau, the entrepreneur invests in capacity acquisition to increase
the available capacity until it reaches the level of the sales fulfillment target (B3).
The continuous increase in sales fulfillment depletes the current level’s sales orders
(B4) until it reaches a point where the sales fulfillment increases more than the rate
of sales generation, and the firm has to increase sales generation again to balance it
and sustain capacity utilized and sales orders fulfilled.
Figure A4.18 illustrates the complete stock and flow diagram of the sales module.
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Figure A4.17: Sales CLD

Figure A4.18: Sales SFD
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Module 3 Stock 2: Fulfilled sales orders
Fulfilled sales orders are the number of units fulfilled by the firm at a given period.
(units: Unit); initial value = 0. Fulfilled sales orders increase by sales fulfillment rate
and decrease the rate of repeat sales orders and rate of opt-out customers. Fulfilled
sales orders per se are not used further in the model, and its net outcome is always
zero. Therefore, we put it in an equilibrium where its inflow equals its outflow.
Inflow (Sales Fulfillment Rate) = Outflow (Opt-Out customers + Repeat Sales order)

Module 3 Stock 2 Outflow 1: Opt out customers
M3.S2.O1.1: Opt out customers represent the customers who used the firm’s products and services already yet preferred the competitors’ value propositions.

Opt Out Sales = Fulfilled sales orders * Lost sales fraction
(units: unit/month)
M3.S2.O1.2: Lost sales fraction is the percentage of the customers that are lost after
trying the firm’s products.
Lost Sales Fraction = 1 - repeat sales fraction
(unit: 1/month)
This equation allows us to assure the rule of conservative modeling where 100% of
the fulfilled sales rate are re-injected in the model—either as repeat sales (increasing the sales orders stock) or as lost sales (increases the untapped market demand
stock). Consequently, the total market size remains fixed without leaking demand
units outside the modeled market.
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We could have chosen not to model it separately and integrate its outflow in the
previous stock “sales orders.” Nevertheless we choose to model it explicitly as a
separate stock to distinguish between the effect of lost customers due to sales orders
delay (i.e., was driven from sales orders accumulative stock) and lost customers due
to value proposition appeal (i.e., customers who used firm’s products and services
already, yet preferred competitors value proposition). This distinction enables us to
test the impact of different level of investing in exploitation (i.e., developing value
proposition further to exploit the prospected opportunities) or sales generation
separately.

Module 3 Stock 3: Sales fulfillment capacity
Sales fulfillment capacity represents the firm’s capacity to fulfill sales orders. This
is driven by its production capacity, human resources capacity, the pools of skills
available, etc.
Sales fulfillment capacity is a stock (units: unit) with an initial value of 2000 units.
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Module 3 Stock 3 Inflow 1: Rate of capacity acquisition.
M3.S3.I1.1: Rate of capacity acquisition represents the rate in which the firm
acquires additional capacity, for example, by acquiring new machinery or by hiring
new employees.

The rate of capacity acquisition =
(units: unit/month)

(

)

Investment in Capacity Acquisition
Cost of Capacity Acquisition

Capacity Acquisition delay

M3.S3.I1.2: Investment in capacity acquisition represents the rate of resources allocation to acquire additional sales fulfillment capacity (units: USD/month). Investment
in capacity acquisition is calculated according to the capacity shortage from one side
(as discussed in M3.S3.I1.4) and the available investment, which will be discussed in
the investment and opportunity valuation sections of this documentation.
M3.S3.I1.2: Cost of capacity acquisition represents the average cost of resources
needed to acquire additional single units of capacity (units: USD/unit). The cost
of capacity acquisition is a constant that we use to assess the effect of the cost of
capacity acquisition on the sustainability of sales growth.
M3.S3.I1.3: Capacity acquisition delay represents the time needed to acquire and
deploy new capacity. For example, this can be the time needed to buy and install
new machinery or the time needed to train human resources on a new process to
increase their productivity (units: month). Capacity acquisition delay is a constant
that we use to assess the effect of the cost of capacity acquisition on the sustainability of sales growth. The default value is six months, which produced the most
realistic pattern according to our calibration.
M3.S3.I1.4: Capacity shortage represents the expected sales orders that cannot be
met with the current level of sales fulfillment capacity
Capacity Shortage = (Expected Sales Orders – Current Sales Fulfillment Capacity)
* Capacity Lead-Lag Policy
(units: unit/month)

Where expected sales orders is a simple forecast for total sales orders, and capacity
lead-lag policy is a parameter (initial value = 1) that represent the firm’s policy in
covering the gap. For example, 1.20 represents a lead strategy as a firm target to
cover 20% more than the expected gap to assure the firm is always ahead of demand
and will not lose sales opportunity; while a value of .80 represents a lag strategy,
where the firm will be conservative in investing and will acquire 20% less capacity
than demand to sustain maximum utilization of its investment. Note that capacity
shortage is non-negative which means that if capacity is underutilized, the model
assigns 0 to the shortage. Non-negative assumption fits with the realistic situation
in which only shortages stimulate acquiring capacity, and surplus ideally does not
stimulate capacity shrinking but, rather, stimulates sales generation.

As illustrated in Figure A4.19, the investment module is the central part of the physical model.

Figure A4.19: Investment SFD
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A4.4 Module 4: Investment allocation
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As discussed in the previous modules, the firm grows by balancing investment among
four competing activities of 1) exploration of new opportunities, 2) exploitation of
the current opportunities, 3) sales generation activities, and 4) capacity acquisition.
This module represents the physical competition between the four activities of the
“Growth allocated investments.” These activities are exploration, exploitation, sales
generation, and capacity acquisition.
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Module 4 Stock 1: Growth allocated resources
Growth allocated resources represent the resources that are reserved to be used in
growth related activities. The resources allocated for growth can be machinery, a
new building, a team for research and development, etc. However, for simplicity of
modeling, we choose to formulate it with its financial value. Moreover, the allocation
of resources can vary from one period to another. Sometimes it can be an intuitive ad
hoc decision, and at other times it can be a carefully planned decision. For simplicity,
we assumed there is a policy for resource allocation to growth by allocating a specific
fraction of the profit. This policy was applied in the case of GNP, one of the three
studied cases that inform this model.
Growth allocated resources is an accumulative stock of resources allocated by the
entrepreneur/management, (units: USD) with relatively small initial value (2,000
USD) to represent the lack of resources in the early phases of the firm’s life. Growth
in allocated resources increases by the allocation of new funds and decreases with
the use of the reserved money in one of the four activities (i.e., exploration, exploitation, sales generation, and capacity acquisition).

Module 4 Stock 1 Inflow 1: Funds allocation rate
M4.S1.I1.1: Funds allocation rate represents the money allocated for the management to be invested in growth related activities.
Funds allocation rate = Net Profit * Allocation Fraction
(units: USD/month)
M4.S1.I1.2: Allocation fraction is a constant that represents the percentage of profit
that management decides to allocate to growth activities. Allocation fraction is a
dimensionless variable with a default value of .25. That means the management allocates 25% of the net profit to be invested in growth activities. We vary the allocation
fraction to test the impact of allocation policy on the sustainability of sales growth.

M4.S1.I1.3:
Net profit = profit rate * Sales Revenue
(units: USD/month)
Where profit rate is a constant = .2 (units: dimensionless)
Average Sales revenue = price * Average Sales Volume
(units: USD/month)

Average Sales Volume = smth1(Sales.SFF_Rate, AT_Sales;
(units: unit/month)
Smooth function (smth1) calculates the average of Sales fulfillment rate during the
period of ‘AT Sales’
AT Sales = 12
(units: month)
Sales fulfillment rate (unit/month) is described in details in the sales module.

Module 4 Stock 1 Outflows 1, 2, 3, 4
M4.S1.O1.1: Rate of investment in exploration is the rate in which the firm allocates
resources to the exploration activities. Rate of investment in exploration = exploration budget (units: USD/month). The exploration budget will be discussed in detail
in the opportunity valuation module.
Module 4 Stock 1 Outflow 1: Investment in exploration
M4.S1.O2.1: Rate of investment in exploitation is the rate in which the firm allocates
resources to the exploitation activities. Rate of investment in exploitation = exploitation budget (units: USD/month). The exploitation budget will be discussed in details
in the opportunity valuation module.
M4.S1.O3.1: Rate of investment in sales generation is the rate in which the firm
allocates resources to the sales generation activities. Rate of investment in sales
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Price is a constant = 15
(units: USD/unit)

generation = sales generation budget (units: USD/month). The sales generation
budget will be discussed in detail in the opportunity valuation module.
M4.S1.O4.1: Rate of investment in capacity acquisition is the rate in which the
firm allocates resources to the capacity acquisition activities. Rate of investment in
capacity acquisition = capacity acquisition budget (units: USD/month). The capacity
acquisition budget will be discussed in details in the opportunity valuation module.
Figure A4.20 shows a sample of investment module output.
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Figure A4.20: Investment Output

A4.5 Module 5: Opportunity valuation and decision making
The entrepreneur determines the budget allocated for each activity based on the:
– Total available resources dedicated to growth activities.
– Entrepreneur’s perception of the profitability of the activities in comparison to
each other.
– The expected size of the opportunity for each activity.
The entrepreneur prioritizes investments in the activity he/she perceives as the most
profitable. The entrepreneur first invests in the most profitable opportunities. When
there are still resources remaining, these are to be invested in the second most profitable opportunity, and so on with the third until reaching the least profitable activity
that is only financed when a firm runs out of better investment opportunities. For
example, the most profitable investment opportunity could be to hire a new sales

team. Therefore, the entrepreneur prioritizes investing his/her limited resources in
such activity, and if resources remain these will be invested in the second profitable
activity, e.g., new machinery.
This simple heuristic in optimizing investment decisions was frequently used in the
cases we studied. Arguably, such a heuristic can be expected in SMEs which have
limited resources to invest in growth and show polarized positions toward different
activities. For example, it is common to find firms with a strong belief in sales effectiveness; whereas, others are strongly biased toward innovation, and others may
overemphasize the importance of production. We developed a simple non-iterative
optimization algorithm that represents the described decision heuristics.

Standardized Opportunity = Average (Pipeline Conversion Rate * Opportunity Size)
(units: unit)
Opportunity size refers to the potential units available for each activity (as elaborated
in the matrix below). Pipeline conversion rate refers to the probability that a unit
acquired by investing in one activity will move through the opportunity pipeline’s
sequential phases and will result in an increase in sales.
Figure A4.21 provides the stock and flow diagram for the opportunity standardization formation and a sample of the output.
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5.1 Standardized opportunity
M5.O1: Standardized opportunities represents the expected sales volume from fully
utilizing the available opportunity for each activity.
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Figure A4.21: Standardized Opportunities
Standardized Opportunity
XO

Average ((Pipeline Conversion Rate [XO] * Perceived Market Opportunity), AT Opportunity)

XT

Average ((Pipeline Conversion Rate [XT] * Untapped Market Demand), AT Opportunity)

SG

Average ((Pipeline Conversion Rate [SG] * Firm Level Demand), AT Opportunity)

CAQ

Average ((Pipeline Conversion Rate [CAQ] * Capacity Gap), AT Opportunity)

(units: Unit)

Please note:
XO refers to Exploration
XT refers to Exploitation
SG refers Sales Generation
CAQ refers to Capacity Acquisition
M5.O2: Pipeline Conversion Rate = Phase Probability * Following Phases Probabilities
Pipeline Conversion Rate

(units: Dimensionless)

XO

PP[XO] * PP[XT] * PP[SG] * PP[CAQ]

XT

PP[XT] * PP[SG] * PP[CAQ]

SG

PP[SG] * PP[CAQ]

CAQ

PP[CAQ]

M5.O3: Phase Probabilities are dimensionless constants that represent the probability of a unit in one phase to reach the next phase. For example, the probability
that a unit of demand will be captured in sales orders given that firm invested in sales
generation.
Phase Probability PP
XO

.5

XT

.5

SG

.5

CAQ

1.0

(units: Dimensionless)

5.2: Profitability of each activity
M5.Pf1: Differential profitability
Differential profitability is the basis on which an entrepreneur decides the priority of
investment. Differential profitability represents the return on investment for each
activity in comparison to the minimum acceptable return on investment (e.g., bank
interest rate)
Differential profitability = Max (Potential Profitability - Minimum ROI),0)
(units: Dimensionless)
This equation result into the premium for investment in each activity; however, if the
expected return on an activity is less than the minimum ROI, it will assign the value
of 0 to remove it from the pool of possible investments.
Figure A4.22 illustrates a stock and flow diagram for the opportunity valuation main
output.
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The constants assume a 50% success rate of units in exploration, exploitation, and
sales generation. By contrast, the capacity acquisition has a probability of 100%,
which assumes that 100% of the acquired production capacity can be utilized. In real
life, this rate is less than 100% as a result of quality deficiencies. However, the effect
of quality deficiencies is beyond the scope of this dissertation and is, therefore, not
included.
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Figure A4.22: Opportunity Valuation
Differential Profitability (DPf )
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XO

Max ((Potential Profitability XO-Minimum ROI), 0

XT

Max ((Potential Profitability XT-Minimum ROI), 0)

SG

Max ((Potential Profitability SG-Minimum ROI), 0)

CAQ

Max ((Potential Profitability CAQ-Minimum ROI), 0)

(units: dimensionless)

M5.Pf2: Minimum ROI is a dimensionless constant with a default value of .06
M5.Pf3: Potential profitability = (Potential Profit - Investment required to realize
Potential) / Investment required to realize Potential
Potential Profitability
XO

(Potential Profit of XO - Investment required to realize XO Potential)/Investment required to realize XO
Potential

XT

(Potential Profit of XT - Investment required to realize XT Potential)/Investment required to realize XT
Potential

SG

(Potential Profit of SG - Investment required to realize SG Potential)/Investment required to realize SG
Potential

CAQ

(Potential Profit of CAQ - Investment required to realize CAQ Potential)/Investment required to realize
CAQ Potential

(units: Dimensionless)

M5.Pf4: Potential Profit is the maximum profit that can be achieved given the firm
utilized the entire opportunity for a specific opportunity.
Potential profit = Standardized Opportunity * Profit per Unit
Potential Profit PPf
XO

Profit per Unit * Standardized Opportunity [XO]

XT

Profit per Unit * Standardized Opportunity [XT]

SG

Profit per Unit * Standardized Opportunity [SG]

CAQ

Profit per Unit * Standardized Opportunity [CAQ]

(units: USD)

M5.Pf5: Profit per unit is a constant with unit USD/unit and default value 3 USD per
unit.
M5.Pf6: Investment required to realize potential is the investment value needed to
utilize the entire opportunity at each phase in the opportunity pipeline.
The Investment required to realize Potential = Opportunity at specific phase * Average cost of the industry to capture it.

Perceived Opportunity/Industry Average Return on Investment in XO

XT

Untapped Market Demand/Industry Average Return on Investment in XT

SG

Firm Level Demand/Industry Average Return on Investment in SG

CAQ

Capacity Gap * CAQ Cost

(units: USD)

Figure A4.23 shows the stock and flow diagram for the opportunity valuation among
different activities.
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Investment required to realize Potential NvP
XO
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Figure A4.23: Opportunity Valuation Different Activities
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Figure A4.24: Allocation Algorithm

Following are the detailed equations, matrices, descriptions, and examples:
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5.3 Budget Allocation Algorithm
The algorithm takes the following workflow:
1. Rank profitability of each activity.
2. Map the four activities to four sequential rounds of decision making based on
their profitability ranking. (Where most profitable activity is handled first and
least profitable is handled last).
3. Generate an allocation order map by creating a two-dimensional matrix of 0
and 1 that represents the map of what activity is handled (assigned 1) at which
round.
4. Generate a matrix for the target investment per activity per allocation round by
multiplying allocation map matrix and target investments.
5. Generate a matrix for the affordable expenditure per activity per allocation round
by matching available resources and target investments in each round of allocation.
6. Map affordable expenditure against different activities using the allocation map.
7. Smooth the affordable budget per activity by taking an average over several
months which produces more smooth and stable numbers.
Figure A4.24 presents a diagram for the valuation algorithm and a sample of the
matrix data.

1. Rank profitability: For each activity from 4 = the most profitable to 1 = the least
profitable.
2. Rounds of allocation assignment: Assume four rounds of budget allocations.
Assign the index number (1 = XO, 2 = XT, 3= SG, 4 = CAQ) of the most profitable
activity to Round 1, the second most profitable to round 2, the third most profitable
to round 3, and the least profitable to round 4.

R1

Rank (Differential Profitability, 4)
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R2

Rank (Differential Profitability, 3)
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Rounds of Allocation Assignment

R3

Rank (Differential Profitability, 2)

R4

Rank (Differential Profitability, 1)

3. Allocation map (AM): Generate a two-dimensional matrix, with rounds of allocation (R1, R2, R3, R4) as one dimension and activities (XO, XT, SG, CAQ) as the other
dimension. And assign 1 for each activity at the round in which it will be dealt with
and 0 on all other rounds. This will end with a matrix of 0-1, with each activity only
active 1 at a single round and inactive 0 at the other. Similarly, each round will include
single activity active 1, and the other activities are all inactive 0.
XO

XT

SG

CAQ

R1

If Ranking_
Profitability [First] =
1 THEN 1 ELSE 0

If Ranking_
Profitability [First] =
2 THEN 1 ELSE 0

If Ranking_
Profitability [First] =
3 THEN 1 ELSE 0

If Ranking_
Profitability [First] =
4 THEN 1 ELSE 0

R2

If Ranking_
Profitability [Second]
= 1 THEN 1 ELSE 0

If Ranking_
Profitability[Second]
= 2 THEN 1 ELSE 0

If Ranking_
Profitability [Second]
= 3 THEN 1 ELSE 0

If Ranking_
Profitability [Second]
= 4 THEN 1 ELSE 0

R3

If Ranking_
Profitability [Third] =
1 THEN 1 ELSE 0

If Ranking_
Profitability[Third] =
2 THEN 1 ELSE 0

If Ranking_
Profitability [Third] =
3 THEN 1 ELSE 0

If Ranking_
Profitability [Third] =
4 THEN 1 ELSE 0

R4

If Ranking_
If Ranking_
If Ranking_
Profitability [Fourth] Profitability[Fourth] = Profitability [Fourth]
= 3 THEN 1 ELSE 0
2 THEN 1 ELSE 0
= 1 THEN 1 ELSE 0

If Ranking_
Profitability [Fourth]
= 4 THEN 1 ELSE 0

A sample of Allocation Map values

R1

XO

XT

SG

1

0

0

CAQ
0

R2

0

0

1

0

R3

0

1

0

0

R4

0

0

0

1

4. Calculates Target Investment Matrix (TNvM) by multiplying

Target Investment (TNvM) * Switch Allocation Matrix (R1-4;Activity X,it,sg,can)
XO

XT

SG

CAQ

R1

AM[R1, XO] * TNV
[XO]

AM[R1, XT] * TNV
[XT]

AM[R1, SG] * TNV
[SG]

AM[R1, CAQ] * TNV [CAQ]

R2

AM[R2, XO] * TNV
[XO]

AM[R2, XT] * TNV
[XT]

AM[R2, SG] * TNV
[SG]

AM[R2, CAQ] * TNV [CAQ]

R3

AM[R3, XO] * TNV
[XO]

AM[R3, XT] * TNV
[XT]

AM[R3, SG] * TNV
[SG]

AM[R3, CAQ] * TNV [CAQ]

R4

AM[R4, XO] * TNV
[XO]

AM[R4, XT] * TNV
[XT]

AM[R4, SG] * TNV
[SG]

AM[R4, CAQ] * TNV [CAQ]
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Sample Target investment by Round
SG

50000

XO

0

0

CAQ
0

R2

0

0

150000

0

R3

0

100000

0

0

R4

0

0

0

20000

5. Calculate Affordable Expenditure Matrix (AfEM) by
Affordable expenditure per round = Target Investment Matrix
Given that:
Affordable expenditure Matrix <= Available Resources
Affordable expenditure Matrix >=0
And
Available resources for Round i = Growth Allocated Resources - ∑ik (Affordable
Expenditure Matrix)
Where
i = index of the round
k = I-1
Given that:
Available resources for Round >= 0

System dynamics model description

XT

R1

Target Expenditure Per Round
(TEpR)
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Available Resources per Round
ARpR

Affordable Expenditure per
Round AfM

R1

∑ TNvM R1 [XO,XT,SG,CAQ])

Growth Allocated Resources

Max(Min(TEpR[R1],
ArpR[R1]), 0)

R2

∑ TNvM R2 [XO,XT,SG,CAQ])

Max((ARpR R1-AEpR R1), 0)

Max(Min(TEpR[R2],
ArpR[R2]), 0)

R3

∑ TNvM R3 [XO,XT,SG,CAQ])

Max((ARpR R2-AEpR R2), 0)

Max(Min(TEpR[R3],
ArpR[R3]), 0)

R4

∑ TNvM R4 [XO,XT,SG,CAQ])

Max((ARpR R3-AEpR R3), 0)

Max(Min(TEpR[R4],
ArpR[R4]), 0)

Sample Affordable Expenditure per round
ARpR

AfM

R1

50000

TEpR

350000

50000

R2

100000

300000

100000

R3

150000

200000

150000

R4

200000

50000

50000

6. Calculate Budget Allocation Matrix (BAM) by distributing affordable budgets on
each activity indexed by the round.
Budget Allocation Matrix = Allocation Map * Affordable Allocation
XO

XT

SG

CAQ

R1

AM [R1,XO] * AfEM
[R1]

AM [R1,XT] * AfEM
[R1]

AM [R1,SG] * AfEM
[R1]

AM [R1,CAQ] * AfEM [R1]

R2

AM [R2,XO] * AfEM
[R2]

AM [R2,XT] * AfEM
[R2]

AM [R2,SG] * AfEM
[R2]

AM [R2,CAQ] * AfEM [R2]

R3

AM [R3,XO] * AfEM
[R3]

AM [R3,XT] * AfEM
[R3]

AM [R3,SG] * AfEM
[R3]

AM [R3,CAQ] * AfEM [R3]

R4

AM [R4,XO] * AfEM
[R4]

AM [R4,XT] * AfEM
[R4]

AM [R4,SG] * AfEM
[R4]

AM [R4,CAQ] * AfEM [R4]

Sample Budget Allocation Matrix
XO
R1

50000

XT

SG

0

0

CAQ
0

R2

0

0

100000

0

R3

0

150000

0

0

R4

0

0

0

50000

7. Calculate Budget Expenditure per activity by summing (vertically) the total
investment in each activity across rounds, and smooth it up with a smoothing factor

to relax the visual noise that results from the steep switching off and on for the
budgets.
Allocated Budgets AB

Smoothed Allocated Budget SAB

R1

∑ BAM R1[XO, XT, SG, CAQ]

smth1(AB[R1], Smoothing factor]

R2

∑ BAM R2[XO, XT, SG, CAQ]

smth1(AB[R1], Smoothing factor]

R3

∑ BAM R3[XO, XT, SG, CAQ]

smth1(AB[R1], Smoothing factor]

R4

∑ BAM R4[XO, XT, SG, CAQ]

smth1(AB[R1], Smoothing factor]

Smoothing factor here is a constant that represents how many months of performance the entrepreneur considers in average to ground upon his/her estimation.

AB
R1

50000

R2

100000

R3

150000

R4

50000
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Sample Budget Expenditure
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This dissertation investigates the process of growth by studying three fast-growing
SMEs in Egypt and analyzing the balance between opportunity and business model
during different episodes. On the opportunity side, we identified the processes
via which a firm explores and exploits opportunities, and then develop a theory of
entrepreneurial growth; this is the focus of chapter three. In chapter four we explore
the process of business model evolution, and how it enables or suppresses growth
over time. In Chapter five, we develop a comprehensive system dynamics model that
tests the robustness of the theory and extends our understanding of the growth
phenomenon.
The first study presented in chapter three focuses on the external side of the
opportunity-to-business-model balance and explains growth as the outcome of
entrepreneurial performance in dealing with opportunity identification and exploitation. We interviewed the entrepreneurs in three fast-growing SMEs and studied the
firms’ secondary data. We identified a chronological list of important events in the
life of these firms; then, we used a combination of open coding and template analysis
to identify the growth-related activities and their antecedents, dynamics, outcomes,
and impact on firm performance.
Our findings show that opportunities are a finite resource. Hence, to keep growing
a firm needs to balance between exploiting the current opportunities to maintain
current growth and exploring new opportunities to secure future growth. Furthermore, in the short term, a firm needs to promptly expand its capacity to assure
the continuous fulfillment of sales without interruption. Such a plan for capacity
expansion is especially complex, due to uncertainty of sales forecasts. Our results
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The growth of SMEs is pivotal to economic development. A large body of literature
provides many answers about what makes SMEs grow; this includes the entrepreneur’s network, resources, and motivations. Nevertheless, no single theory can fully
explain SME growth because of the complexity of the phenomenon. There is a broad,
yet fragmented literature on SME growth, but it is hard to draw a coherent picture
of the phenomenon. Recently, the ambition to understand the growth phenomena
was revived as a result of dynamic propositions such as those in the work of Levie
and Lichtenstein. These authors suggest an explanation for the growth of SMEs as a
sequence of balanced states that are disturbed by the recognition of new opportunities and stabilized by reconfiguring the business model to capture these opportunities. We extended this dynamic conceptualization to investigate the process of SME
growth and to integrate the fragmented pieces of the literature into one coherent
picture.

demonstrate four growth activities that compete for a firm’s resources: opportunity
exploration, opportunity exploitation, sales generation, and capacity expansion. The
limit of growth of any particular opportunity is pushed forward by sustaining the
balance among growth activities. Moreover, the overall growth curve is derived from
the collective outcome of the firm’s portfolio of opportunities. Therefore, a firm can
sustain growth by actively refueling its portfolio with new opportunities.
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The first study contributes to the literature by offering a process explanation for five
patterns of growth curves: exponential growth, staged growth, stagnation, dwarfism, and overshoot-and-collapse. Moreover, our theory connects different streams
of literature, namely entrepreneurial orientation, business model evolution, and
capacity expansion under demand uncertainty.
The second study presented in chapter four focuses on business model evolution as
the internal side of the opportunity-to-business-model balance. We build a process
theory to explain a firm’s capability to accommodate further growth as the outcome
of sequential transitions between business model states. Firms develop their business
model over time. Previous studies have found that firms iteratively switch between
periods of business model stability and periods in which they search for a better
business model configuration. Nevertheless, little is known about the evolution of
the business model, and the transition between states. We re-analyzed the cases
of SME growth reported in the first study, to identify the changes in different business model components during the life of each case and classify the life of each firm
into a set of business model states and transitions. We zoomed in on the transition
between different states and identified the transition’s antecedents, tensions that
motivate the transition, outcome patterns, and pivotal capabilities.
Our findings shows that a stable business model is established when a firm attains
an equilibrium state between opportunity and business model, and that state is
disturbed when one of the two drifts away. The transition between states is empowered through three types of tensions (i.e., sustainability, coherency, and scalability).
These tensions drive the recurring iterations of business model reconfiguration. We
identify three transitional patterns: adaptation, incremental reconfiguration, and
transformation. These patterns differ from each other in the width and depth of the
reconfigurations. Active interstate transitions are empowered through two pivotal
capabilities: attentiveness to the business model state disturbance, and managerial
wisdom in choosing the pattern of transition. Finally, we zoom out of the interstates
transition, and explain the overall trajectory of business model evolution, as the collective outcome of all transitions choices.

Our study of business model evolution contributes to the literature by providing a
punctuated equilibrium theory for the evolutionary process of firm growth. Furthermore, this study contributes to practical wisdom about business model innovation
by emphasizing the temporal nature of the business model; that is, it discourages
entrepreneurs to overthink the business model design to reach a long-lasting state,
for there is no state that is likely to last in growing firms. In contrast, business model
evolution is a dynamic capability that can be sharpened by mindful attention to the
disturbances and thoughtful choices of transitional patterns.

Overall, this dissertation contributes to the literature on SME growth by developing
an opportunity-centric process theory that explains five growth patterns: exponential growth, stagnation, staged growth, dwarfism, and overshoot-and-collapse. This
theory explains SME growth as balancing a three-dimensional growth matrix. The
first dimension involves the portfolio of prospected opportunities the firm pursues.
The second dimension pertains to the different growth activities: opportunity recognition, opportunity exploration, opportunity exploitation, sales generation, and
capacity expansion. And the third dimension involves the reconfiguration of the
business model(s) to reflect and accommodate the other two dimensions.
The exponential pattern of growth is explained as the outcome of a balanced
approach toward the growth matrix. The staged pattern of growth is explained as a
suboptimal balance between the different dimensions of the matrix, which results in
recurring interruptions. The stagnation pattern takes place when the firm stops fueling the growth matrix with additional opportunities. The dwarfism pattern occurs
when a firm under-exploits the opportunity at an early stage of growth and stops
growing. Overshoot and collapse happen due to skimming of opportunities without
distilling the full potential of each opportunity or allowing one opportunity to cannibalize the available resources.
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In the first two studies, we developed an opportunity-centric theory for the entrepreneurial growth process and the business model evolution process that accompanies
it. Finally, chapter 5 takes the theory one step further, by developing a formal system
dynamics model. The system dynamics model is organized in the following separate
modules: opportunity perception, demand generation, sales and capacity expansion,
investment allocation, and opportunity valuation. The model results explain the five
patterns of growth identified earlier (i.e., exponential growth, staged growth, stagnation, dwarfism and overshoot and collapse). Moreover, the model illustrates how a
firm can become trapped in a particular pattern of growth and how that pattern can
be changed in a different episode of the firm’s lifecycle.

Finally, the use of the system dynamics model to study SME growth provides valuable
practical insights. We demonstrated this in chapter six by demonstrating how the
model can be used to diagnose a firm’s potential entrapment in a particular growth
pattern and suggest strategies that can release the entrapment and guide the firm
toward a more favorable pattern.
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